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~POET SIGNATURE.
· Under this tit,le we inaugur;;lte a section which
appear uninterrupt.
edly. It is the belief of the "editors
that poetry should be presented in
its own right as an important con· tribution to' the magazin.e. To prepare ".P·oet'Signature," the poets approached have been requested to
·submit 'all ~eir unpublished work,
and from it those individual poems
have. been' chosen that best represent esthetic tenets and accompr ment. Each monographic sectio
ill
be preceded by a critical i : duc~ A·RTSERIES. JOHN SLOAN,
tion written by Edwin Honig.
ERNEST KROLL, 34, born in New our second guest artist.. PennsylvaYork. City, B.:;\. Columbia, 1936, has nian by birth and Ne~ Yorker by
been"\"-. a .newspaper r~porter with adoption. is-a painter of figure and
Brodklyn Daily Eagle, cOBY. writer landscape, and etcher of city-life sub- .
for advertising agencies, a~dito jects. He has illustrated for Har·
rial assistant for newspaper syndi- per's, Collier's, Everybody's, Scribcates and a trade journal. He spent , ner's, etc.. and made etchings for Of
fi,ve years· in the Pacific with the U. Human Bondage and oth~r books.
5.. Navy as a,. Japanese language offi· His pictur~s,,- and prints are to be
cer, and for the last three years has found in most American museums
been on the staff of the Public Affairs and· private collections. afid he' has
Overseas Program of the Depart- received important awar~s in his
ment of State specializing in Japan long career. All the drawings in this
and KQrea. Since 1945 he has con- issue have been done expressly, for
th~ Quarterly. Tbe "destgn on the
tributed verse to Atlantic MQnthly,
New Yorker, Southwest fl.eview, cover, also reproduced elsewhere in
Poetry, Furioso, Tomorro:w, Prairie the magazine. is based on 'an Indian
Schooner, Golden 'Goose, P,oetry pottery motif.
A man of creative power and ex. Chap-Book, NMQR, and other magazines. He writes to the Editor: "I
Continued on page 276

will

\

. know that I am interested in all
as#cts of every place I find myself
inf that I a~ as much attracted by'
factories as. by flowers,. by salesmen
as by bit-ds... I believe unshakably',
that art isa"preparation, or 'rehearsal' for the ~usiness of livirig and
that the artist has a social responsi.bility to Gomtnunicate the uni~ersal,
rec~Frent as~ects of life: and shun
the private, ~ccidental ones. Where
sm:h universals
are unfamiiiar th'e'
.
burden of responsibility: falls .upan
the aUdienc~· to improve its education. Too . uch modem' poetry is
private. read like clinical reports."
-B sides "''Foet Signature" we ex,.
"
" to carry iri as, many issues as
possible another. section of poetry by
various authors under the caption
"NMQR Poetry Selections."
0

I

0-
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IN D US T R I ALI Z'EI)?

j
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I
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"

~
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,

is a rich state in its endowment of
n~tural reSources. At the sam~ I ti*e it is' pro,?ably
• ~thebest example extant of "econoimics in.reverse~'"
. . , Every year product;5 valued in hun~reds of millions
of dollars·are won from the land, but the,peF,lcapita' income, is
am'ong the l?west in the ncnion, barely t,wo' thi~dsof the general,'
average; ,Most of the produce of mines, fo(~sts, f~r.ms ahd ranches
is shipped from the st,ate .iri a,lmost unaltered form; alJUost all
, needs' for manufactured ,goods -are met by i$portations ~6m
other areas. The wages and profits representiig the increase in
, _' value of the manufactured gopds over that of' he raw ma.teric~ls
, accrue to other people ~n other pla~es, cr~at€n~ h~re a situation
which jeopardiz~s the presen't and 'future wel(ate and security.of
hOtJ;le people. .
.
'
t
'

? '

,

i'

NEW MEX1CO

i

I

I' .
i

j

I

0

"

'

I
I

I

l

,',)

At, thissrage of New Mexico's developnietlt: an attelllpt to
explore in ~'n obj~ctive manner the adverse eceonomic situation
'to lea,rn why i~ exi~ts; why it continues: and tojsuggest what may, •
be done about li~, islegitimate. It is time to study ways and means
" , ' ", , 0
,
I
of bringing the"-state- into economic harmo y with, itself, its
neighoors, the nation, ~nd the w0rld at large
j'
"New Mexico abounds in natural resources hieh are valuable
I
comm~dities in the wo~ld;scdinm~rce. The v lue,of potash, cop- "
per,
zinc, leaCl, coal, petroleum, pumice, 'a I d.. . other ,minerals
.
,
extracted from New MexicQin 1948 was ov~r2oo q}illion'dol. "
.j
lars. ~he, value ,of'far~ and ranch products .reaChed nearly the
same figure. The 1948 production of lumQejf-ponderosa pine,
I

..,'

i

~
.'

'0

j

.l

"

"

i
,I

,

:
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-

spruce, and fir-was about 150 million board feet, v:;l1ued at over
10' ~illion dollars. The feasibility of utilizing New, lVlexico's"
- unique desert plants econ6mically.remains to be learned, but
they Il(1ay prove to be valua~le resources..
Ne* Me'xico's greatest potential resource is its people. Coal,
petrol~um, minOO"als, fm;ests, and sunshirie are wonderful things.
New Mexico is abundantly supplied with all of these-,"but they
will not develop themselves. They cannot contribute to better
living of }hepeople unless they are made to do so by the people.
It is only thro~gh actions and efforts of"the people of New l\1exico thjlt the ~e may realize its fulleconom~~ importance, .its
full capacity -f<21" supporting adequately. the people themseh'es:
The population of New Mexico is growing rapidly. In toe
P'lst the increa~~ ha.s· been about 25 p~r cent every ten years. By
reliable estimates the increase has been 27 per cent in the eight
years since the 1940 census, and people are still coming into the
state at a rapid rate. l\fost of" the increase has been since 1:945.
AccolJrling to recent estima~es 'Ne~ l\fexico now has. 676,OO({.:"people. At the time of the last census, nearly one third of the
people v..ere supported by agriculture, compared with less 'than
one fifth for the United States as a whole. Nearly one fourth
the people of the United States were supported by manufacturing, 1?ut thiswastrue of.less than one'sixteentll of New l\Ie~ico's
population. At the present time only one, thirti~th of New
Mexico's people obtain their livelihood directly from manufacturing. The"vide discrepancies between New Mexico £\nd the
_country as a whole' in agriculture
and manufacturing probably
.
.
explain the state's low'per,capita income. They also suggest a
economic condition.
necessary measure to improve ~he state's
. ,.
:
Ne~v Mexico needs manufacturing industries. his th~preva-'
len_~, opinion .of thbse who have- thought seriously about the
'state's future that increased manufacturing is the principal hope for alleviating existillg economic ill~. A detailed and extended
~

'

,

•

·1.·

J1'.
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analysis by
a leading
busipess man· .shows unmistakably
that of,
.'
I
I
.
alL the ways of economic ~p.port of a people agrh;ulture, mining, manufacturing, consu;uction, traue, finan e, utilities, profes- .
sions, and serviCes~only,manufa~tJlring off s tqe promise of
sufficient
expansiQn
to'raise
economic standar
sin New Mexico.
"
.'
..
,"
There are beginriings of a manufacturing industry in New
l\fexico. In 1948 there were 546 facto~ies whicq employed one .
I
' . •
persq~ or mOle.. These lemployed altogelher. a~ average of. r:o,350
people during the year, about 1.5 percerifo1£ the totaLpopula-"
tion. Sixty per .cent 'of the employe~s were e~~aged ~9ur kinds
of manufacturmg as follows:' (1) m. foods; lj>y bakenes, beverate 'bottlers, and .dairy product makers; (21"n f<trest products,
by logging camps, sawmills, ~nd planing mm ; (3) in printing,
py newspapers and )com~ercial pr}nters; an'd' (4) in ch~micals,
by thtee potash refineries near ~arlsbad. T e ,remaining 4,100
employees were distribl\ted in 58 other kinds of manufacturing,
rangirig from the hand weaving of necktieS nd fabrication of
~ndian tyPe je~elry to\ production of l,ig t~~ight building
blocks of p~mice 'and the smelting and refinin of copper.
It is natural to a~k w,hy New Mexicowith a I itsnaturalliches
is not already an industrial empire, why; tsman~facttlring
, should make no more than the slender.showinjg ~ndicated above.
AIJ10ng ~he many reasons that have been a:Mvanced are state·'
ments that New' l\1exico does not have a skiJIed labor supply,'
cheap hydroelectric power, low cost wa't~~ transportation,
enough water~ a~cessibilit'y to large market~;fl
~d many another
of the things necessary' for large stale develo ~ ent 'Of manufac. turin~. Thes~ 'fac~or~, '~nd oth.ers ~nfav?ra~PI to industrial de- Ii
velopment, WIll be conSIdered m some'detali. i:
"
_
In addition to abundant rawmaterial\ a tirlanufatuiring industry must have adequate Tar~ets.' New/~fe~ic~, is a. long way
from large population cente.rs, but there' are I'now nearly thr.ee
.

~'.

.

t

~

~..,."I>'

,
, I

,I

in

I

'

~arl ~~ulton, New

•
Press, 1947·,

\

1

"

Mexico's "Future., AI?uquerque:

'

.

.

/.,
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quarters Of million people in the state. Established trade channels reach about that many more. The rapid rate of population
increase has (J.lready been rrfentioned. The home market Nould
seem to present ample' opportuniti~s for manufactl;lring on a
considerable scale. Still· the industry of New Mexic6'is mostly
e?,'tractive. Local factories
using localI\l raw materials and
local
•
.'
labor furnish b1!t a small fraction of the hu~dreds of millions
of dollars worth of manufactured goods needed an~ used within
the state's natur~l trade area every year. New Mexico imported
nearly 90 million dollars worth of manufactured materials for,
~se in building c09struction during 1948.
.'
. Within a Circle/>f 70 9 mil~s radius centered in Belen,. New
l\;lexico, live nearlY 19 million people, about 13 per cent of the
popUlation 'Of the Unite~ States. This does not include the por- '
tion of Mexico which is within .the circle; Although the industrial centers of Los Angeles, Denver, Kansas City, Ft. \Vorth,
and Dallas fall within that one and one~ha1f million square mile
.. area, it is probable that many types of goods could be made in
New Mexico which' could compete even in those markets. t:his
p~ssibility has already been .demonstrated for at least two items
manufactured in New Mexico. One of these it~ms, heavy high\Vay transportation 'equipm~nt, reach'es even further and commands.a world-wide market.
'c' l\;lanufacturing requires a skilled labor ~upply. New Mexico is
, generally considered a cheap labor reserv<}ir. C~ieap labor in the
United States'is unskilled labor. Experi,erces of the war years,
.however, indicated that New MeX'iCo's!supply of cheap, unskilled labor is potentially a soun;:e oFhigply skille~ techniciarts.
It was demonstrated that the nat,ive Spanish ~merican' and
~.ndian may acquire the skilled arts easil~ and quitkly. Given a
greater amount 'of vocational training land guidance_ in the
, indi~n and public schools of Ne~v l\;Iexic~, a manufacturer will
.require ,little additional time to train pfople. from any of t~e'
",ethnic groups' to the particular skilled tasks' of his process.
~

.

.

.

I

1

i
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~,

, Manufacturing als~' neec;ls scientific artd technical ~·kbow..
how';' New M~xko has a ~onsiderable .amourtt in.its state-supported .
colleges.
These schools have many fair~y
well-developed',
'
J . ;
science· and engineering?epartments~whose growing" facilities
for researcQ and develop~ent are readily av4i1ahle to new or
to already establishe~ in~~stries. Th~irfa~ultits are .eager to act
as consultants on scle~t1fic and engmeenng matters. They are'
pr04ucing an annual crop of- wel1~trained sc~entists' and engi- .
neerswhQ can immediately assume responstble positions' in ~
industry. But,' of cours~, .Il}ost or'these, like' t~e other valuabl~ .
resources of New :Mexico, are "exported," must leaye the state
.
\
.
.
,.
to receive adeql;late recognition.
.' Lack of cheap hyciroelectri~ power has bee~ dted as a major,
deterr~nt to*:industrial develqpment in New Mfxico. This situa~
tiort play c-hange with new projects_ now beirtg discussed, but
even without h~droelectric develqpments,· .N~W Mexico is a
most favored state in its power resources. It has huge, almost
untouched. reserves of coal. Produ,ction of p~trole"In and natural gas is
major portjon of its mining ',itdustry. Most of
American industry, is' p~wered by fuels" nOf wfter ~ Coal, petro. .

I

J
I

.

I

I
J
• J

I

a

~s~:~na::e~~~t~1 :r::e~~~::h~::se~5~::r:e~~~~tt~:a~nc::

·bustion t,urbines as pr:ime'~?vers;.N ew Mexi~o should ~ able
to hold its own ,\rith any section of the country .1
./
Adequate transportation is essential to~ndu$try. New Mexiq) , '
.is served by railroads; ·highways, airways, an pipeline. Only
water transport
is missing.
'The transponati n situation is no
.
.
,worse for New :Mexico than for maJ;ly of its inland neighbors
who are well along already in their devd-ep ent ,of' manufac-'
turing. It has been mentioned that ~~ relat'iv ly large potential
market ,is Wi~hin reach of New Mex'icC>. A.lf a~y e, xiSti~g rail- •
roads and hIghways make thIS market a~ ,sslble. Shipment
to most of this ma~ket will be, l~ss than ~alf t e distance a great.
many. manufactured goods now travel to·r ach New l\lexico:
,
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There arej of c<~urse; some matters of differential and even dis~
criminat~:>ry freight rates to be consider~" but these can be
·cared for by proper study and action.
·The water requirements of industry are enormous. 'SiQ.ce
water is a limited natural resource of New Mexico, many manufacturing
processes are prohibited under' present practices ~f
,
. water use. Just how much water may be available forjndustrial
use, is. not known. The surface
waters have been
studied for
.
...
years and the record~ show what mar be expected of t~em. How
much of these waters may be used industrially, and wheFe, remains to be determine-d. The extent of New Mexis:o's ground:
water supply has q.ot yet been ful1¥ learne~. It is known, however, that underground sources in some sections will permit
much greater use than at present, but in a few ~laces the water
table is already being lowered at an alarming.rate.
...
, There are many things Ne}V :Mexico can do to solve the prob- •
lems raised by its.
apparent
supply; The short, inadequate water
)
age. of water is created not so much by lack of water as by the
almost complete absence of sensible')engineering and conserva.
.
l
tive pra<;tices of water use. The more than 30 billion gallons
wasted every year in' the San :Marcial area alone would s.upply
t~n cities like Alb~quetque. In other words, New Mexico is
throwing away enough water in one swamp t..«? support a modern
community of a million people, or to meet the water needs of
. _anyone of the largest ,manufacturing plants iii the ,United States.
The San Marcia..l swamp is not .the only place in New' Mexico
where enormous quantities of water are literally thrown away
without being allowed to make any contribution to the state
and national economy. It is vital to the future of .Ne'v- Mexico,
and to the entire United States, that such wasteful practices be
eliminated.
There are other things the scientist and engineer can do to
alleviate New 'Mexico's water shortage. In addition to eliminating waste, they can direct abetter and ~of~ efficient use of the:

.
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.water now avail~ble. Adequate fJ,.ood" silt, a d er?si~n contr?l
I
is needed badly. The engineer', ~n .teach i dustry to operate
. '
. I
Iwith lower 'water requirements. 'Many Gase~ are on record in .
which this ha~ been done, and others are in the making. Use and '""
r~e ,of water can be. encour~ged, keepin~ in mind i~s ulti-'
mate agricultural utilization: 'Present day e!"perimentation indicate~ the scientist
even be able
inyreasf theavail~ble
sppply, but ,this is not expected to be provid practicable for a,.
I
~
.. '. "
long' time t~ c~m~:
Manufactunng' mdustnes cannot be developed without ade.qUat,efiD,anCing, It is
tiC that money ill go Where, can,
make sl,lfflcic:;nt profits. Great investments have already' been
made in Ne;Mexico's min.ing, agriCulture trades, and service
I, '
i~dustries, and in exploration anl developrent' of pot~sh, petr'oleum .and gas resources. The' effect of 'th" ~conomic a~tivities
thus promoted has bee~ to triple the per capita ~ncome of New
'Mexico ·in ~he eight year,s since 1940~'Butc~pital is not rll~hing
I
in to take 'advantage <?f the seemingly unl,ihtited ,opportunities
I
for manufacturing.
'.. •
.
u·
.
,1
A recent analysis points oui a variety of factors unfavorable
.'
to obtai~ihg capital for mamlfacturing err rprises in the West\
ern State~~:lt Among these may b~ listed:'[(I} inadequate development of inve~~ment,markets in the W~st~' (2) small amounts
\I
of ~ee ~urplus capital locally, 'because :o~ners reinvest .their.
\
profits to ~xpand their own b~sinesses; 1(3~ ~ea.fth of venture ...
\
capital, caused partlyc by absorption, by parks, insuratl~e com.I
I
. panies, and ot~~r agencies who~ inves~mr1t po.lides '.ire closely , _ '. i
-reguJatedby law; (4) general Igrioranq~ anJd, distrust 'of corporate financing throlig~, security sales; (5) strong preference for
the traditional part.netship method 'ofo~tai~ingp~rmanent cap- ' .
ital:; (6) ·traditiona} ~~positi~n to the'septation of o,;nership ~
and ma~agement,;,\which J;d'ults from corPf,rate financmg; '(7)'
I'
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• Ralph L. Edgel, '~Investment opportunities, in the ~est," a paper read before
the Pacific Coast ~c9nomic Association, Los Angeles, ecember 80, '1948.
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lack ofa banking system geared to long-term financing; and (8)
little attention in e:;tstern "money markets .to \vestern enterprises
-which are generally small and little known except locally. These'
factors show why it is n(jcessary to "go back East" for money to
develop Ne~v Mexico econC?micaliy, ~nd:explain in large measure the absentee O\~nership of so much of New Mexico's industry.. Absentee owners,leave little-more than a payroll and a mini. mum
taxes to New Mexico in return for' expl<?iting its re~
sources. Real progress will be made only w'hen financing of industry can be done locally from the 'Vest's own investment
markets.
.
Most of the barriers to obta.ining capital f~r manufacturing
in the \Ve,st can be sunnounted only bYeproving conclusi.vely
that there is opportunity for the money to make a sufficient
profit. It must b~ show~ that the opporfunities are real and wellbased in fact with the chance element at a minimum. To'do this,
~lOwever, will in most cases "require more basic knowledge of
New l\lexico's resources and economic climate than is now
available.
It has been suggested that tax laws should be altered to encdurage industry to come to New :Mexico.. This course has been
.
.e.-.
tried .in several states, apparently with some success. There' i~
however, nothing in New Mexico's tax structure that would discourage art industry. Since many manufacturing enterprises are
\. flolJrishing here now, the tax picture appears to present no barrier to further industrialization.
r
The factors discussed up to now are those usually c<i)fisidered
in estimating'the probable success of a manufacturing vent~ie.
. None of them appears to constitute an insurmountable barrier.
\Vhy then _is New Mexico so far behind with its indpstriali'Zation? The real rea~ons must be more deeply'.hidden. Among
others, the important ones appear to be: ('1) the strongly established habit of an extractive economy; (2) the absence of an
industrial tradition, and as a result a shortage· of industrial
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manageriai experience; (3) the lack of appteciation and' use of .
. the scIentific method, and, consequently, insufficient research
and developmental facilities; .(4) the need fur detailed information about the human' and 'natural resourc~s ~nd the economic
climateJ (S) the eff~ct of past failures of imanl}facturing ven-,
tures; and (6) ultraconservative and anti-industrial, influences. :'.
Those retar~ants Of greatest iJ!!potTtance. ar" .founded. <?n ignor-- ..:'.
ance and absence of understaIJding. and Jappreciation. Until
.
I

• Q

~.

\

C'~

i

somelhing is done 'about the nee~ for dep~nd~ble' and detailed
information a~ou~ New l\fexico, .~ot m~c~ pr~t~s ~an'pe IJla~e
toward attracung new or e~pa~dmgeXIStln~m~ustr~es,and sull
1~"',.toWa~d developin~ a ~~~. factur.ingt9ditilon: Give~ appteC;lauon and opportumty morern ~lence find, engmeenng can
altt;r th~ picture completely. Ignorance- ~nd] distrust may"be
..
, !
dispelled" the discollraging influenc;e of fast! ·fail~.lres may be
destroyed,.argllments of the. ult~aconserv~ti\Z~s who,}esist' any
Ilegin to realize its
change will be nulli~ed, and New MexiQo
full potentialities.
I
.
, In ,~he pdstwar world no one should fail , upderstand ,~,ience
and the .methods which have; made it a ~redpminant force in
modern life. The people have been b~mb~rde~ with a conStant
stream or information about the tremen~ousi contributions of
science, and, orcourse, the exalted
claims 'h~v~ beeh supportt;,d
.
by almost unb~lievable demonstrations. 'Th~ .impr~ssion, has.
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become general that anything huma'n nature may desire can be
achieved through scientific research. There is' no magic in scientific research, but it is giving m~m an ever increasing control
over nature. Unfortun~te1y, the accomp~ishment is "news," but.
) not the methods and means by which achievement is made..
Far too few people understand what is implied by the word,
research. To most of the peopl~ of New Mexico it is a <:I-mysteriOllS and secret activity occurring within high-fenced enclo~ures
surrounded by armed guards. Few.appear to realize that scientific research may be made a profound influence for good in their
own businesses, and that it is the real key to the sound economic .
development of the 17esources of New. Mexico.
Simply stated, research is a method of gainijlg experience.
\Vithout exception, every succe~ful business enterprise is based
~ on research. In many cases'it has been done in a painful, blundering sort of way with each success accompanied by many ~ail
ures. Scien~ific re'search is a controlled, system<\tic procedure for
gaiping ~xperience in the shortest time at the lowest Cost. It is
the use of methodical common sense, based on a wide knowledge
~f t'he world's ~ccumulated experience. Controlled' experiments
are carried out on a smaH, scale and in'll· logical sequence. The
facts learI).ed in on~ experimeht are used to direct the next. Mistakes and unprofitable experiments, 'if any, are made on a.small
inexpensive scale.. Findings are che~ked and cross-checked at
every step. Progr~ss may appear' slow, butthe final con.clusio~s
are certain, can command complete confidence, and are derived
in the least' possible time consistent with elimination of guess.work and uncertainty~'The factory is not built u~he proce~
is understood and completely un3er controL
,
.' It is easy, the~, to understand why a successful' modern
indus- "
try'has extensive.research facilities and why it spends.a considerable part of its income in ·maintaining, operating, and extendi~ its laboratori~s. Safe business management in the 'modern
world is bui~t on continuous, ever expanding Sfientific research.

(.
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One may also see the r~asons for failure ofso m~n}( of the efforts
to establish manufacturing in New M~xico.;,jThe fiasCo last
year of a prQject to *roduce. and markft on ~~)~.~,ge scale an
"~n"tifreeze"madefrom magnesi~m ch~or~d~ and' w"'at~r is a good
eX~J:>1e. T~e factory was esta,bhshed m rplteqf advice by competent chemists that ad extended testing, program should becar-,'
Tied o~t ~rst. Chemists of the United S,~f'tes Burea~ of Sta.ndards did make the tests, and~ after th1 New M~XIC(j, project
, f~iled, published a bulletin present!ng If0o,rthat an antifreeze
"based,' on any water-salt SOIU. tion wa,s im~racticat- Many similar
examp~es could be ljsted, all of them f~· ures' b~<;:alise of ignorance of.or disregard for'ttu;.sound, scienffie-methodof founding
an industry.
' "
.
'1.
. It is not'to be inferred that alrattempts·to- establish manufac. turing in New Mexic~ have. been m~de ,it-h no regard for scien:
dfic research. There a.t~ many stable aqd flourishing facto~ies, ,
some of them large enterprises which ,are a real credit' to' +New
,
I Mex,ico. These ~,how 'conclusively that !uccessful industrializa-tion is possible here, provided Sound metvods of busineSs promotion 'ap.d management are used. An otitsFanding example' is the'
m;mufacture of specialized "bristle ,bru~hes ~ for, 'industrial use
rhr~ughout the' United States. Each of i~e many successful fac- .1~or~estook the time.;andtrouble, and willfnglY ~tood the expense
\of t~~ .~ecessary researc~ and ~opmert before starting their,
operatro~s.
\ !..
,A ~e~t deal can be done t9 ~~ncouragf-the-grO\~th of m~ntI
facturing, in th~ stat~. Most i~portant *nd. necessary is extep- ,
s'iv~ anc~ intensive sci~ntific 'research an~engineeringdevelop-'
ment ~n ~aterial,~eso~rc,;s.and economtc possibilit~es.M~st ~f
the sClenufic and engl'neermg prbblem~ are too big for Ne\v
Mexico:s
present •research capacity, , evedI though
faciliti~s now
.
'
available are not being used' to their full extent. The lack of
sufficient laboratory f~cilities will' be a ~troQg restrain~ to wise
,.
. e'xploitatlon . of resources. This situatit>n somehow must be
•
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remedied. Research equipment is generally expensive~ New
Mexico's present small industries cannot afford great. research
laboratories for themselves. The obvious solution to the diffi~ulty is a co-operative effort, the establishment of a centralized research and. testing organization.
" One way of realizing an e'ff~ctive research effort is exemplified by Armour Research Foundation, the Midwest. Institute
7s
and others throughout the country. A team of scientists' and e~p'
,l gineers in,a well-equipped centra.1labffi:atory is made availabfe
Tor a combined assault on problems of industry. The projects
are financed at cost by private concerns or corporations. Industries benefit by having their research done through the co-ope~~
ative efforts of professio~al researchers at a yery' small fractio:p
of the cost 'of building and operating an adequate laboratory for
themselYes.
Another way of bringing large-scale, co-operative research to
New Mexico, is to enlarge and improve the scientific research
facilities of, the state-supported 'colleges, through state. appropriations augmented by privat~ and corporate contributions. The
pr.ofessional researchers ar.e already assembled. A million dol- .
lars spent to provide them with adequate fa~ilities would un~
doubtedly give a higher research potent.ial than the same amount
expended in building a new, fully equipped and staffed-research
institute~A smoothly working liaiso? must, of course, be estaplished arid'maintained to avoid overlapping o~ dfort. to prr
vent too great dupli~ation of facilities, and td/ assure' prop~
distribution of 'proje~ts and parts of projects to give most rapid
progress. Dollars spent in either of the ways suggested will come
back
ev~ntually as tens, hundreds, even thousands of dollais, to
.
be made to contribute rkhly to New Mexico's income and to
.the national econo~.
TQe. other major obstacle to rapid industrifllization of New
'Mexico is the general lack of detailed knowledge of the state, its
resources, and the varied aspects of its economy.
A great
deal of
,
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· information .~
t the state is i~ eXisten~e, but for the' most
<'

CA N

· ;art it i~~~idel scat1tered in, ~oo~~, ~ul~eti~s, rita~iines'an~,
Journal artICles, and deeply buned m the records of departments
.
· " · 1 .
of
the
state
and
federal
governments.
'the
collection
of
even
·
"
. .
.i
'the gen~ral information upon wnich thi~ article ,is· based was',
. . a (tedious,' ~irne-consuming o~~ation. To' be useful in directing
-wise intlU·strialization of New Mexico, .all ~xisting knowledge of
,
the state
must
be
brought
into 'One place].
where
it may be ex- .
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pertl~. cata,~ogued and ~orr~l~ted, t.h~. blank s~ac~s :found, .ane-

fille~ m, and the whblestud~ed and mterpr¢ted m terms of poSSl;:- .
bilities for ecpnomicdevelopment: Thel rec~ntly published
study of Albuquerq~e* is' an exampl~ ofJthe kind of analysis
that should be.d0I?-e fot every se<;:tiono1 ~ew M:exic-o. "fhe job c;>.f
. ,making a comptehensive'~economic ,S\l1We~" isa big one, but it
will have to -be done before the'
state 'ca~
~ake any great prog. .
, ress toward its needed jindustrialization~ • -;.
-.
Effective obstacles tQ extensive industrialization to beconside~ed also are' the \,l1l)raconservat[ve a~d .,ianti-industrial influences: These, stem £rop. two fairlY,,~malr~ut l\ligh. l:influ~nt.ial
segments of the populatIon. The fi;st groUJP co'mpn~s the long.
establish~d, extreme!y. con~ervative·,f,us,ine$.s mel). who .fear they
or. treir businesses mJy.lose some present! advantages and pri'vile~es. N ew ~fexico h~s been very i~o~ ~r' diem, ,~nd ·they see
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• Tile Economy ofAlbuq'ue~que>N~w MtxiCo, 1949, ¢ompiled and published by
the Federal Reserve .Ban.k. Kansas City. Mo., and the 'Bjlreau of Business. Research. "
University of New Mexico.
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nothing but evil in any propo~d change. Large scale manufac- ,
turing may raise the ·cost of labor, and so increase their co~t of
doing business. The action of a chamber of commerce in preventing the establishment during wartiin~f a' large airplane
factory in New Mexico is a ¢ase illustrating this attitude. Industrialization will undoubtedly raise wage rat~s, and so raIse' the
economic level of the entire state, but the ultrac~nserv_ative
can see' only his own loss, and is blind to improvement of the
. overall situation.,. and even to the fact toat an ex;panfted pUlchasing power will react most favorably to hiS:;" own· businesS'.
The federal government's huge payroll in the larger populated
areas· of New Mexico, however, has already destroyed most of
the things they'wished to retain. This, couple.d with the rapid
influx of new business people, is rapidly diminis~ing their. in- ~
fluence on New Mexico's future.
' .,
The second anti-industrial group includes the artists, wri~ers,
and others who find New Mexico as it is now tdbe a near-ideal
place for their life ana work. It. is not surprising that these'
people abhor the idea of an industrial New Mexico. This writer
sympathizes completely with their feelings when he visualizes
the hurry and bustle, the smoke and smog, the slums and acute
traffic problems, and the many other' unpleasant things so:often
associated with industrial communities. Rut the need for indus," ettrialization is 'appareI)t.· Is not a wise in~l:lst~ial program tp be
preferred over the retention of the present subsistenc~ level of
li\'elihood of a large portion of the people? Also, is it impossible
to have Industrial development without bringing' with it the
" .
unpleasant things visualized? New Mexico i~ lucky ·r:ha,t. its development has been delayed. It can avoid the- industrial ill-prac-- .
tices of the pas~. Proper state and community
planning, good en,
girieering, and sensible community regulation of nuisances can
prevent most of them. Those who love the peac'e, quietness, and
solitude of New Mexico must join the scientists, engineers, and
industr'ialists to plan an enlightened ec'onomic d~velopment.
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os T grateful ~ask of t~e critic, is' the
discovery and bri~ging t light of ni~rits in
work not well appreciate because not understo?d. Such was' the ta~~,of F. R. ~eavis i~.
.
."
r~gard' to~he 'poet??f Ezra Pound, of
F. O.l\1atthlessenfor the work of Ehot, i:land R.
P. Blackmur
.
.. "
.for that of Wallace Stevens. The most m)wateful·task for the .
'critic is the .e~posure of. shod~y or. I-U:jUdred. work in the an.'lts".
A~d t~e CrItIC of ttue vocatIon -IS only' too happy to leave
,
.
-!
..'
.
.
.
such work to the obscurity' that' time will.bring. Unfortu~
nately on'e does 'not always have his' choi~e in the matter. For
there are 'artists ofliritited talents' who, tor one reason or another, havesubh com~and·,of the organs ~f publi~ity th~t they
will not let them'selves find their level in Ithe
co~rse ofnatur~ ..
!
They force themselves, or they are forceq, on the attention of ,~
~
any ~me seriouslyconc,erned with e~celle~ce in the arts, ,so con- ..
stantly and with such fanfare.. that the sel£frespe~tingcritic feels
obliged to put in his caveat, as the mee~es~ of men feels obliged
in the drawing room to state his positioq when challenged by
some particularly do~atic -assertion ~f' pb~~rantist .views in
.
.
PWolitics.' .' .
Thus with the poetry of the three Sitwells,one would be glad
to grant it its not dishonorable, if distinctl-y mInor, place in the '
vast div~rsified output of this century. OJe lyould be happy to
exclaim over the' appe~rance of three poet~·in one famiJy, an~ to .
signalize the strong individual quality of each one of the three..
THE M
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In the case of Sacheverell, one might even be inclined to make a
point of his special charm and individuality, his stimulating
modernism, in view of the present tendency to underrate him in
comparison with his sister Edith. aut the tendency to underrate Sacheverell is nQt shared by h~ sister-, who in her Aspe~ts
of A,fodern Poetry, devotes a' whole chapier of extra,=agant and
unilluminatirtg praise to her brother"~ poetry, placing him
squarely with l{opkins, Yeats, Eliot and Pound as one of the
most distinguished of m9dern poets. And in general, the vogue
of the Sitwells sinc~ :Megrol published. ?is . "t:ritic~l study" of
them in 19~7, has been so inflated, so honey-tongued and undiscriminating, and so much confused, one feels, by snobbish and'
irre1e';qnt considerations; that anyone sincerely
concerned with
..
evaluation in esthetic matters is virtually driven to register some
measure of dissent. .
The distinction of ,the Sitwells does not depend' on' overvaluation, of their poetry.. The series of amobi?graphical bo~l:'.s
by Sir Osbert, of which the most recent is Laughter in the Next
Room, is among the most readable of such chronicles. It reve.als
the man of taste, of an individual cast of mind, and capable of
penetrating psychological' insights; ~nd it does constItute, as he
intended, a highly significant exhibit of English social life in
his time, though it does not exact~y prove his point that the dem·
ocratk levelling down of today is an end to civilization "nd culture. The lo,?g fight which the y~ung Sitwells had to put up
against the philistinism of the aristocraey, as well as. the bOllrgeoisJe, of Engl'and, set as they were against artists and intellectuals, is enough to throw doubt on his conclusion. And the character drawn of his father, Sir George, which is' as good in.its way
as anything in Dickens or' ~fe.redith, is not precisely n r:ecommendation of aristocr'atic individualism. In 'numerous e<.essaxs,
short stories and novels, Sir Osbert has explored many odd corners
of the. arts, of manners and human natu.r-e, with the
inde- .
.,
J
pe!ldent spirit of one not committ~q to tl~e standards of the mar~
~~

t
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keto In the whimsical term~ o~ ~.is bio\aPh~cal sketch in Who's
Who J he '
.
' "
, •.
,~.

, For the past thir.ty years has conducted, i~ conjunction \vith"
his brother and sister, a series of skirmishe~·and hand-to-hand
battles with the Philistine. While out-num.' .i ered, has occasion. , ally 'Succeeded in denting '(he line, though:; ot without damag~
to himself."Advocates compulsory Freedome erywhere, the suppressjoI1 of Puplic Opinion in the interest 0 Free Spe,ech, and .
the rationing 9f brains without~ which in~O\ ation tnere can be
no true democracy.', ~
;r
The father of th~ Sitwells, .Sir) George, as a notable antiquarian, who located the. first u§e of the-wor "gentl~mail" as a
class designation, author of a learned and cha ming book On the
Making of Gardens, who spent vast sums,on h s own gardens a~d
in making fancy additions to his Several hou es in Englan<;l and
his lt~lia.n castle. He, was certainly a "case,' and ~pe younge.r
SitweHs had to fight him at every turn in orde to establis~em- .
. selves in their chosen vocations.' But the ia~ I that m~.neat1i '
applies to all three of the presept;.,,g.enerati ,IS tlfe.",~;h;~:ili·at
~oUld. . ~pply to their father. They area~~1' arkab~~.~Pl~cimens
of the species, English Eccentric.
','
This was in their case a' fortunate circumiaIlce; tor in theii
reactioJ ;gainst the stodgir:ess ~f the soci~i'" e~;:~i!t~ 'wWth 'they.,
were born,' they were among the first in En fati-a' t,?' c~a!¥:i?:i~n
'. the work of mode~npait;lters,composers~ nd. sh~rw~'tpj" like
Diaghilev of the Rus~i~n hallet-artists 'in ill fiel&~~vh,.Rsf~med
, contemptible
to their
:more timid coIitempox:
tiestiut'.i~·v~'
since .
.
_ . . .
.
i
. ·established themselves as classics. In the cas of Sacheverell, in
i
Pparti(ZQI~','this ind€pendertt spirit took the form of extensive
rese~.ffh'~nto relati~eiyneglect~d provin~es of art, resulting in
many,.;deJ,ightful anq, informative' v'olumes; such as Southern.
_B~roq'tle 4 rt and The Romantic Ballet f om Co~temporary
PrinJ!. If t~ese arenot always1tq be classified as "standard" treat~
;~.~:~
,

,.
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~ises' on their several subj~cts, it is simply. because ,the ted~~lcal
featUJes of, say, bareque ate given so elaborate a setting of maqners, psychology and history, and often so sf\Othered in lu~h passages descriptive of seascapes, cloudscapes, atld gardens drowned
in moonlight and nightingales.
The sjster Edith is also in her ,wayan antiqu'ar,ian and ex: '
ploiter' of "perio.d" subjectsf mainly from the ei,ghteenth ceptury. In literary criticism she is the English 'counterpart of Amy
e
.
. ' .
Lowell, shrill marshaller of the cohorts of modernism and slap-dash propagandist of a school of poetry. She has, in addition, the
gift of Vachel Lindsay for' putting, across to public audiences
poetry strong in accentual b~ayand somewhat lurid in coloring
and imagery. During the pres~nt season she ~as brough'r· to
America her special techniqde for reciting p ms from her
Fafade,more than once tried out in London with· ome success in
•
. . . !
.
the twenties, when ,the Sinvells "were fighting hardest for recognition by an indifferent English public. It would indeer{be foro.
tun<\te for poetry in our day if it might have the benefit of public presentation, as the epics of Homer had at the- Panathenaic
festivals. Unhappily the b~st poetry ~f our.day is of 'so fine a
grain and close-wrought texture, and so lacking in drama,tic
outline, that it cannot be taken .in by the e!J.r by audiences not
~horoughly familiar with it, through previous' reading. It is
true that the poetry of Farade has little of 'this subtlety, though
it is given a kind of surface sophistication by the note of irony,
. as in "I do like to bt beside the seaside," or.in the ~iece beginJ
mng
.

.

~

¥

,

... \VHEN

:Sir,
(
.
- Beelzebub called for his.syllabub in the hotel in Hell.

"

Altogether, the three Sitwells make up a constellation of great
interest and justified eminen~e in the wo~ld of tas,providing,
in the words of a subtitle to one of SacheverelJ's volumes, many a
J ,

)
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notable ·.'entertainm~nt of the I~agination.' :It is mai~ly 'in
regar~ to their reputation as poets tha~ one i inc1in~d to indi:',
cate reservations.' '
Sir Osbert; like his sister' and brother, has ritten many lyric
, poems featuring ,satyrs, fatIns, 'dolphins, p etrots, fountains,
, joyous ecstasies and the "dim valleys of sleep." Sometimes h~ suggests the e.arlier imagism of John Gould'Fle cher; in "Nursery'
Rhy'me"'there are ,echoes of Eliot"s"Burb~nkwith a Baedeker."
His lyrical v~in is perhaps,adeqpately suggest dby the following,
from his "Song of the Fauns," in which I hav ventured to itan. cjze a few of th~}ess original phrases:'
~.

.

,,~\4_

I

-I

,
"

.J,

~

.,'

I.

.

Whe~the woofls are white beneath th mooq
A~d grass is we~\vith crystal dew,
When in the p~ol so clear ~nd cool,
'The mobn reflect's itself anew,
\Ve, raise ourselves froIJI daylight's
:..

'I

.

i

IJ

~

SWlo.n·, . . ','
,
But the poeticalr~putation of Sir Osbert re ts ~ai~ly on sati~- "

i

ical poems from his first volume, Argonatil kncfJuggernaut, in
which he registers hispro.test against" the ~ christl~n butchery.
of the first World War and agairis~ the com acency·of business
men who profited by the war and allowe'd ther people's sons .
r. '
,
: (and eve,n ~heir C?wn) , to become tife v.iq ms of Juggernaut.
These satir~s
had a certain journalistic- effect vends in their day, '
. ,
though they show no pa.rticul~.r refineme~t r original!ty of image'ry or verse form, and the .wit is not of a uality tostand up,
WIth D~yden's or Byron's, against the fading ffects of time. Th~
, 'Church camesHn for its share of blame"for s. ppo.rting the' War. \
"Armch~ir" the poet'r.efers, in an inge' ious ptlft, to those
who 'lost their legs on the field ,while the' C ureh favo~ed th~ir
, arms and so broti~ht them to fheir knees.' " "
'
.i

~ ~'I

. I

,

.\
I

, \

q'

I

.\
I

In,

.

.

a~

• And ourgreat:Ch,urch· would ';V,ork
h!reto(ore.
To bring this poor old nation to i~ kiees.

(
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Throughout his writing Sir Osbert has never ceased to re, 'proach the We~tern \Vorld for the two devastating wars. He
sometimes seems to imply that they were undertaken by "dem'ocracy" with the express purpose of levelling down all distinctions of caste and merit and bringing about the vulgarity'df mob
rul~. But he never, that I can find, suggests what the western'
powers could .have
ne,' short of fighting, tq stop the fires
, started ~y .imp~rialis ic and totalitarian Germany. So that, ho\vever much one dta sympathize with his libera.l and pacific sentiments, one is left w~h the feeling that 1:lis pacifism is but
another expre~ of his d9minant passion for setting himself
against the spirit of his age.
, 'Literary opinion has undoubt.edly been right in putting a
higher valuation on the poetic output of Edith
Si~well. Bu.t even
I
"
l1ere, ,the fantastic exaggeration of her mer~s, culminating in,
Lquise Bogan's surprising testimonial in the New Yorker and
the bringing out of a Celebrqtion for Edith Sitwell by the
usually more' discriminating New Directions ~Press. suggests
nothing short of a conspir'acy of critical infatuation.:II: J '
.. It \vould be invidious to d\vell long on the poe'rry ~hat appeared in her first four or five volumes, between' '1915 and the
early twenties, including Bucolic Comedies (192'3), Miss Sitwell
has retained in The Song of the Cord, as representative poems.
from this unripe period, "Said King Pompey" and five of the
"Twelve Early Poems." Here one may get a notion of the doggerel measures, based on nursery rhyme:s'~\'hich prevail in the
earlier .poems, and which often recur in later and more ambi, tious pieces such as "Gold Coast Cllstoms." There are alsoJhe
burlesque rhymes and whimsies proper (0 children's poetry,
..

•

'.>

y

·Miss Sitwell has been indefatigable in the republication of her poems. In Poems
Ne1}J and Old (J~40), 26 out of the 72 pages. of verse were actually new, and the

'rest-were de~ted to, oems reprinted from at least seven earlier volumes. In The
SOl1g of the Cold, w ich heralded t,er coming to the United States this season,
nearly fifty percent of t e pages of verse represent p'ieces already published several
times in ,earlier volumes. he unwary reider is likely to hail as representative of
her latest phase verse that goes back to the 1920'S.
.
.
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along with th~ exotic and period touches, anti ,the t0l:lch of '
ironic disillusion, that:!are supposed to lend heir "modeinis~'::
to these poems through, th~ introdu~tion () dissonance, as in
the French, poetry of ithe late' symboli~ts, Jules LaforguC'" and
,Tristan Corbiere, or i' sQme of the early pO ms of T. S. Eliot.
"By tqe Lake" is i~ o~vio~s imitation of a f mous lyric 'of Ver: laine's, but lacking the evocative po~er of V rlaine, and "mod.ernized" '~y the intr4sion of inappropriat 'features such as
Midas-assq'~ears, Low.t;1k~que pagodas, and (mere rhym~-word)
1
codas: As a'~eheral clu~ to tQe effect sought i II!.uch of the early
poetry of the; ~!~:wells:! we ,should have in "nd their extreme
fondness for clowns and pantaloon~;,with th wise andmelancholy humor of. the drcus spotlight. Perhap they thf;mgqt the
me!e assumption of motley an excuse fo~'an amount of clownmg.
,
.
It was in The Sleeping Beauty '(192.4L that Miss Sitwell.
brought t() 'her esoteric reputation for mod n'lsm the suppor~
of a ;poem of 'corisider~ble'length and prete' tiousness. For ker-',
nel of her story she employs the opening ep sodes ~f Perrault's
famou~ fairy tale.' Buethe ,story is badly "toI with rione of. the
. simpl.icit'yattaching tol pr~per.f9Ik ~al~s; and.'F!,ile l\1egroz finds"
occasIOn to, compare: MISS Sitwell s effects
those 'of ,De la
Mare, her ~\'ork has r~al~ynothing of the, iina~'mative c,on"sistency
of that poet, nope o~ the rightness and su eIJess of tone and,
pitch which in his pqetry lead any reader, ,f whatever age, to ,
take his-offering with "willing suspension of <disbelief." For
l\Jiss Sitwell ~erY~lUrt's tale is, the ~lightest of fI;amewoiks on
whi,ch to qarig flowed of fancy of t!Ie most ssorted and incongruous .species. Childho?d memories accou ~ t for the peculiar
aspect of the ,chief ch~racters, of the: "palac ," ~airies, the orchards, pools, and foreSts that form such a t ngled and jangled
Raphaelesque pattern. And the noblewan~mother and' greatgrandmother who sit as models for the Que~n Mother ~nd the
(
,evil fairy, of the taleLand who are often so hard to tell apartI

,
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. ['

are bizarrely -fitted out with every grotesque appurtena~ce of
Queen-Anne chinoiserie. The' "classic" sa~yrs, Pans, and naiads
and the Gothick unicorns are as much in evidence as the standard equipment of fairies (real fairies often indistinguishable .
ffomthe figurative kind invoked for the ahiination of trees and
flowers) , all stewed together in a characteristic Sitwellian oUapodrida.
,
Th,ere is also plentiful ';provision of ,vague 'and impenetrable
allegory. The warning of the old gardener against the allurements of the imagination (of poetry?) would seem at .first to
convey the moral of the po~m. But later on 'ye are led'to think
that the poe~ is either (a) a lament over the inevitable loss in
maturity of childhood faiths _~d insights (against the indulgenc~ of which the gardener has warned), or (b) some more
profound intimation of the corrupting and withering effec.ts of
,Evil.- At one point the thought protrudes 'jn the baldest of ab.
"
stract ,vords.
And there are terrible'and qUIck drum-taps
That seem the anguished beat of our own heart
'Making a.n endless battle without hope
Against materialism and the world.
,

.

,'Unhappily there'is nowhere any "objective correlative" for this
particular thought, <;>r rather perhaps the;e are too many obscure
leads in too many directions. Ind~ed the story~ is very ill-adapted
to bear so heavy a weight of spiritual meaning as the author
seems to intend.
...
As for the "text~re" of the verse (to use a favorite word of
Miss Sltwell's), orre may say-to be brief-that, apart from a
lavish indulgence in assonance and rhyme, often desperately
forced and brash, :Miss Sitwell does not show a fine ear for verse
mu.sic. Except in the "songs," the Mothe.,r Goose rhythms have
largely given place to joggly anapests, of which the following
(descr~tive of a stuffed parrot) is a fair example:
f

"

,J
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And 'therefore the birrl-was stuffed anJ restored
To lifeiess im,niortali~y; bdred
It seemed, 1;>Ut yet it remaiped her ow~;
.'
Ahd she never knew the ba:d's soul h~d"flown.

1,,';

,

Sle~ping'B'eau;YJ

~iss

After The
the:hiet'mileltone's in
Sit.well:s ~oetic, pilgrimage are ,Gold Coast cus10tVs (1.9~9)' Five
Vanatzons ona' Theme (1933)' and G~ee1 S~n~a~d Other,
'Poems (1946) ~ all but the la~ter well r~pre~nted m, The Song
of the Cold (1948). It was probably }Vlth G ld Go~t Custpms
that she first.c~me to be ,thought of in c~rtainuartersas a major
'poet. And this was probably. more beca~se of he religious s~rain
and the "social consciousness," which here b gaIi to -make'lhelr
appeaninc~, than for anything in the:; poeticttl; tecl'fnique pr imaginative quality of the piece. The techniqtre~~however,is peculiarly ~odern. It is a gQod guess that this poeT' like Crane's The
Bridge and ~onald Bottrall"s' "Festivals o!
'was in~pired by
the brilliant success of I. Eliot's Thf! Waste lLand. All ,of them,
make large use of Eliqt's method of abstr ct <;omposition, in
\ whic~ contemporary ard ,realist~c ~ateti is arranged, in. 'a
con~rapun~al,pa~terI} pf contrast and ,c rrespond~n~~, Wlt~
themes from, primitive legend and other tr ditional cpoetic matter, which serve to give it a'-sym~olicai bac, gro~na and a bro~d
"
' - .
.
I
,representative charactel'
' i
In the title poe~
rGold Coast Custom ,Ash,antee:'cannibalism, as described in Schweinfurth's Heart of Africa and ,i!1terpreted by Hegel in his Philosophy of H~s oryJ corre~onds (in
, .Eliot) .to the Grail legepds. of the Waste Land as interpreted,
to th myth of
Baldur ~as'
by Jessie Weston, and (in :Hottran)
\.
.
interpreted by Frazer ip Th.e GoldeTl: Bou h. Lady l;lamburgh- er's: London slumming parties parallel he ,savage orgieso{
African Negroes; her d~cayed. visage <;:orre ponds to! the 'painted.
skin-and'-bon.es scarecrojW fetish Wh.iCh presifies overfue ,cannibal '
rites; 'her sentimen,tallove affairs, (mere <fwitchin~ of a dead

..
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soul) are inspi~ed by the same cruel god of Death and Sin; and,
the prostitutes and starving men of the sailors' quarter underline the fact that social misery and vice are the fruit of com~er
cial exploitation by the heartless rich.
This' interpretation is arrived at. only after strenuo~s study of
the poem; for the symbofi~aI parallelisms are in many points so
confused and forced that only the most resolute of scholars can
work out their intention. In ce!tain passages, it is true, the poet
.compensates for the confusion of her image-patterns with the
baldest of abstract statement.

\.

For Africa is the unhistorical
Unremembering, unrhetorical,
Undeveloped spirit involved
In the conditions of nature. .
In some plac~s the indebtedness to Eliot is particularly o~vious,
as in the theme of purgation by fire and in the list of fallen or
falling cities:
0

•

Bahunda, Banbangala, Barumbe, Bonge,
And London falL . . .
'
In a final concluding passage, added in the new volume, a touch,ing tribute is paid to American hymnology:
' .'
For the fires of God go marching on.

I

'The way in which Mrs. Howe's figure
has here been stretched
,
and mutila,ted may serve as reminder of the frequently misfire
modernism of Miss SitwelI's rhetoric. One lmagil)es that Mr.
Eliot would not be too well pleased with this example of the
working of his system. Miss Sitwell's images are too often dauDs ',:
of garish paint where a finer ar~ would give us an inner shining
and translucency. To the ear they are often the flat tones of per-'
cussion instruments where we e~pect the resonance and overtones of woodwinds or stings. The comparison with Bottrall is.
j

"
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all to his. advantage. "Festivals of Fire" is 10t among the finest
of his, poems;' it is a little ~oo obvipu~ly ap exercise in Eliot's
. manneT. But his work is often of high dijstinetion. And even
.here he has something 'of Pound in his sty~ as well as of Eliot-. •
their extension of po~tic measures with the:discJeet use ~f prpse
• {hythms, and their enrichment of poetic stYle w~th locutions and
tonalities borrowed from good colloquial ptoseJ ,Miss Sitwell has
certainly a ,flair-Jor
th.eatriCal effect,
but she leaH :hardly be ~id to
.
.
have a sense for style. The movement of "q;oldj .coast. Customs"
is live.fy ~nd effective in a, popular way~ The.l ir-regularity and,
spasmodic jerkiness of tqe'vetse may be said to have an appropriateness to the them~; but it shoul(l also be salid that she,seems
raiher' to nave surrendered to the Asliantee tone than to ha,,{'
'\
'
"
, i
•
assimiJated it w the finer uses of poetry. .
"
Th~ Five' Va ria t iC! tlS' m;y convenie';tly be dis¢ussed along with
Green Song. The theme is the ,same-the pas~ing of Love and
Beauty, with all the "~nguish of the skeleto~,"'into Death-with,
sometimes,· th~ sudden unexpected emergence (like an afterthought) of Christ, ~he iIPmortal spirit, o,ut of:tlie eternal vitality of nature:

"

,

,iii.

•

•

I

.,

So, out of the dark, see our great, Spring begins
-Our Christ, the new SONg, breaking out in the fields
and heager?~vs,
The heart of :Mafl! <;:> the new temper of Clirist, in veins
and branches.
I

The main difference b~t\~een the two. v~llJmes is th~t in the long
poems of the earlier ope the basic measUre !s ~he heroic couplet" "
.whereas the poems irlthe later VOlume are sl1.orter, conceive~
more as sopgs, and with loose irregular meters.i~In the Five Variations Mis's ,Sitwell. practis~~ the 'Yni'oothness o~. iambic pentameters, bUl her couplets lack the witty definit!Od of Pope's usage.
They are strung together at great length a~d kVitlP more of 'the
roni~mtic enjambement:'" and wirlh the const~nt repetition' of
';"

,

I

,

i

/

I'
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images and adjectives of musical suggestiveness, they do have a
certain languorous elaboration of musical effect.
It is indeed a rather sleepy music, with the constant marimbaI
tinkling of the jeweled sounds that have always been favorites
with Miss Sitwe1l. She is always ,laVish with precious stones. and
qletals; and here there are plenty of rubies, garnets, topazes,diamonds, sapphi~es, and gold, ambe~, coral and porphyry. To sustain the suavity of her'-iambs she is extremely fond of flttaching
to each noun vag~ely suggestive stoc~ attributives such as rich
and deep,.strange, gold, vast and dim. Within a very few pages'
you will find ea~h of these adjectives a,pplied innumerable t~es
to a great variety of objects. Rich is applied to rose, heat, splendor. trees, and light; deep to heaven, tears, horizon, seas; green
to t:ains, heat, world, century,' fingers, shade. Often she requires
~wo of these adjectives to make her effect: rich gold leaves, vast
universal night, hyacinthine waves profound. She is extremely
devoted to plumes, and to pomp in all comBinations: pomp
~nd splen'dor, pomp and pleasure, pomp and empery-every.thing but pomp and circumstance. Poets have used t!lese words
• bef9re. One remembers that rich is a Keats ,vord ("Or if thy
mistress some rich anger shows") . But this stands out with start. ling dIstinctness in Keats, whereas nothing \'ery much stands out
in the iterative monotony of verse like this: '
Th~n you, my gardener, with green fingers stroked my leaves.

'.

Till all.the gold drops turned to honey. Grieves
.This empire of green shade when honeyed rains
And amber blood flush all the sharp green veins
Of the rich rose?
Green is still dominant in. Green Song, and co,ld becom@s the
key word of the following volume, to suggest the frigidity of
Sin and Death. But the later poem~ are less purely descriptive
~nd elegiac. T¥ete is a marked disposition to draIIl;atize the religious theme ?y means of personified abstractions that carryon

"
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THE P,OET'RY OF EDITH SITWELL

dialogues with o~e, another. T~e personificatiq~s are- no~ very
distinctly made. Thusifl the title poem of Greer Song, we hilVe
now the "lovers" sp~aking and"now "the Y9utl) of the woTld." _
Opposed to th~m is ~'an envious ghost in the w~ods," who, turns
into a "ni,lked Knight in a coat.of mail.'.' And noIjle of these keeps
to his part Of speaks in chara;,cter. The voice of the poet drowns
4
,
out that of her drarnatis p~rsonae, as where the ghost in armOr
remarks to the young lovers: _
.

.1

,

.

My frost despoils the day's youngdarl ng.
For the you~g heart like the $pring w' dgrows cold
And the dust, the ,shining t:acer, is ov takin~,
The laughing young people who are unning like· fillies...

',I

In one poem we have a man addressin his dead wife. These .
two are supposed to pe actual perso~s; b t it is often impossible
to tell whether the poet i~ referring to'an actual dead woman or
~o personified Death.
This i~a radical'defect of imaginatio -with··both Edith and
Sacheverell Sitwell. The figurative counerpar~ _of a person, an
object ~r an idea is more vividly realized h'an the thing it stands
[or; and often neither '~gure nor Wing ha enough substance for
\ the mind to rest upon. So that they tend to nullify one another
and vanish'together 'int6 thin,air.:
'To Edith's phrasing there still clings a hiff of the cliche and
derivative, ~\'en in' these later PQems.Tpere is a ~good -de511 of
this sort, of thing: "spring in the heart's deep core," "tbe young'
orchards' emerald lore," "immortal thinb in their paor eanhly
dre~s.~st~e~&"th of ~'er lat~~ poems i~~h the impression tl).ey
conve~ of the pam and 19nom~ny o~ grm~mg old. 'To persons,of
a certain bent they appeal as ,being deep~y "mystical" and even
·"metaphysical." T,hey ~ertainlY, havelitt e of the sound of the
se~enteent~-century religious poets. Th yare too convelliionally rhetorkal for that', a~d too loosJknilt in thought: Her religious conclusions do not seem, to the on-mystical reader, to
~'

,

r
'~

I

I

f
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follow from her premises. They are more like rabbits pulled out
of a hat. There is tob little suggestion of what would be the
ethicaf content Qf the "spirituality" to which she is driven by
lle~r sense of the vanity of life and the imminence of death.
The basic fault of her· work would seem to be a lack of structural design adequate to~r.t the load of superimposed decoration; One is remindefI of the important work done 'by the Sitwells-and above a~l SachevercIl-in bringing into r~pute the
baroqu~ and roco~o in architecture and generally in the fine
arts. It is not cus~omary now as formerly to use these terms in an
indiscriminately pejorative sense. But it can hardly be denied
that, however much fine and impressive work was done in these
styles, there was a frequent tendency in them to overlay the
functional in stnlCture with irrelevant elaborations of sl~rface
detail, to conflIse effects with 'strained mixtures of incong:uous
thematic material, and to bring the secqndary into greater pfOminence th~n the primary in architectural and decorative schemes.
In any 'case, the 'odds are always against the craftsman who undertakes to secure 'in one art the effects appropriate .to another medium-the poet who attempts to make words perform
the· office of legs in dancing, oils in painting, <?r vibrati~g strings
.
.
In mUSIc.
.
Sache~rell Si.twell is, in my opinion, a much more original
poet ~hart his sister, an artist of genuinely poetic en?owmell t.
But tftere is something iT\ l]~s method that results il1 his havingimpressed th¢ ..r~aqiri~_1>UbilC far less than his sister. If I were
to' attempt ton;a~~ the ~auses of his failure to produce notable
.classics .of poetry, I wouid pursue the analogy llere s~ggested. I
woui! slIggest that his failure is in part due to an ill-judged
att~pt to apply in poetry .the ~·inciples of rococo, that extensiop or exaggeration of baroque art. \Vhen it comes to Edith Sitwell. it might not be too fanciful to suggest that he~ faults mainly
derive from est?etic tendencies for which the most approximate term is baroque.

.--

f
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a gr~at day for John Sloan when he discovered New
Mexico. But it was also a great day for New Mexico;' each
. year, for exactly three decides, the artist has
;here
and, prolonging his stay continually, has offen~d such an expression' of thefasc~nating,character of the country' as had never
...
.
before been produced.. The great sk~es, health-giving with the
clean dryness of the air, the finely drawn hills, and the colorful
capital are shown by a man for -\vhom they were a uniquely a~resting experience, after over forty years in the'cities of the .East.
, He had crea,ted a collective image o'f New York, its streets, its
people; its.drama a~d its beauty, ·but nothing in 'all this offered
even a hint of his reacti<?l1s' before seeing the spectacle of· N e~
Mexico and its wealth of living. tradition"'among the Indians.
Of the latt~r unique asset to' our country, we needed the testi-

I
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return~d
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mony of an important irtist. And in John Sloan, New Mexico
has found, such an interpreter ~mdhistorian.
If the foregoing Jines offer justification of what was said at
,the outs~~ ast~ ,~~~ state's debt to the painter, a,Ii explanation of
, the ~i?irtpl~m~fit1rig statement-of what N~w Mexico has meant
to, John Sloan-is perhaps more difficult to reat:h. By far tht;
" .,' , flnest',vork of his career dates from those thirty years sinc~ he
, . -",
began to go to Santa Fe. 'And I say this with full recognition ,of
~~~~, <'., the fact that many people still prefer those Sidewalks-of-New ~
-," - &" York piCtures belonging to ,the time before ,he saw the Southwest. Disagreeing wJth such an opinion, I still'would assert that
many an etching of that earlier time retains all the ~plendid
\~character, humorous or tragic, th~akes ,of Sloan's graphic
work one of the permanently valuabie achievements of Ameri- '
...
can ,art.
..
~ut, six years before the painter'~ ~i~coveri of Ne~xico,
~hlS country had had a great; eXhlbltlOn of mo~ art, the
Armory Show~ It taught us, among other things, that there is
more
to art-ancient as well as modern-than a rendering of the
human aspects of a scene. Sloan had dealt with such matt~rs
agai~ and again, as in h~s etching of the dty-dwellers who
)'
swelter on the roof tops in,New York's torrid nights, or the oile
?f the o~gan-grinder who himself turns monkey to draw his
pennies and nickels from the crowd, and all the numerous other
pl~tes where t~e, artist's quick eye and vigorous hand have
worked together in a masterly technique. The work was still,
however, in the nineteenth-century idiom-and the, twentieth
century was'ilrea.dY speaking another language.
'
"
Sloan had, to be sure, grown to maturity in the former period,
and 'it was not surprising !fit took a while for him to realize the
importance of the change in ideas' tliat was being so forcibly
brought abou~. by modern art. Its masters were recognized by
him as such, from his first contact with their work, at the
Armory Show. But far from accepting the procedu~of so many
~~
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Americans who-to get on the new band wagon-ru~hedto Paris
' .
" " 1
and turned one somersault after~ another· i~ their eagerness for
. a modern technique (and, as a rule, they go(no further than a .
technique) Sloan went on doggedly with his own work, willing'
to wait for an inner necessity to dictate such ~hallges as' might
app~ar, with time, to be desirable.
"
I "
. Changes have indeed co~e about in his wotk,enormOl,ls
changes, thougl]., it is easy t()~;:~;f that they do ,not affe~t the fundamental unity of his prodlj~jOE:,;,for that is based on one man's
seeing of the.world, and is~o:tii"~1:0 a degree' affected by. things
. outside of his mind. T;wqat;xt~nt has. his experi'enle of New
Mexico influenced his !ate~ work? Considerably, I should answer; though at once we must obServe that not the whole of his
evolution in th~ last thirty years; is to be. conJilected with his
sojourns in Santa"'Fe.
. .
.
Still, for the sensitive mind of an artist, several factors in his
new environment could not 'fail to have resultS.
There is the 't
.
splendor of the landscape, so different from anything in the
East; and, from. work that was predominantlY indoor painting
(of slghlsremembered,
or noted in rapid pencil sketches) he
,
has been led out 0,£ doors t~ paint his broad stretches of country
directly from nature; and he does so with a sure~ess of obs~rva
\ ' tion that scarcely ap'pears in his former production. With that
is connect~d an added feeling for the element ,of ligltt, so mysterious even wh'ile so overwhelming in the transparent atmosphere
of the high .,altitudes. That carried with it more intensive study
of the effect that color has in r~ndering luminosity; and the
""
change 'hom his earlier painting, where light was obtained,
above all, by cont~ast with dark, -eve~ blackish tones, is attributable, quite certainly, to what he has bee~ seeing in New Mexico.
Yet here again, one asks if one is not gomg too .f~r in saying
as much. For if the incentiv.e to more colorful and luminous
painting came from seeing.' the splendid pageantry of the desert
and the hills, the means for responding to that stiml;1lus-the
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thoughtful analysis of the tQnes-migqt perfectly have evolved in ,
his New York studio, where nude or por~rait models made
their own -demands on his palette. ~ndeed, the cross hatching
or line work with color which marks much of Sloan's progress
in the later years, seems to me primarily directed "to statements
about form. They have a fulln~ss of effect, a suppleness in following the undulations of a surface, that the painter would not.,
most pr~bably, have attained by 'his earlier -qse of solid color.
But enough has been said as to technical matters, and we may
return to a poont referred to before: Sloan's response to modern
art. He has more than once said that its importan.(:e resides in its
having freed 6.slfrom t,hat servitude to merely optical effects
'which casts.its stigma of decay on nineteenth century naturalism;
and, to state the matter on its positive side, the modern period
has returned the artist to his age-old problem of preserving an
idea of reality by means' far deeper than those of the copyist's
eye. The sens~ of touch, the sense of movement, the c(>nviction
we have about the sizes of things-no matter how they diminish
under the influence of photographic perspective: all these and'
many others are elements that the decadent realist was unable
to deal with, and that modern art has revitalized with success.
Such II)atters d'o not fall und~r the heading of technique: \her
are essentials of expression, a~d have been so for the greatest
. d s an d t IIe greatest
_.
peno
races.\.
. .
,,,..
. .:\,nd this brings us back to New :Mexico and its people, which
is to' say those representatives of its ~ncient people who still
continue to give to the Southwest its deepest expression, through
their pottery, their rug wea\'ing, t~eir sand painting .and their
dances. French
had had their
remindhs of the original
. artists
.
..
purposes of art as they looked on the"great things of Egypt and
Chaldea in their museums or, travelling to ~forocco, Tahiti and
other places, they found people who continued the ancient prinI
.
ciples of the Louvre in contemporary work.
That was the greatest of Sloan's discoveries in New ~fexico.
I

.'

.
J
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H~re, ,as in the Old, World, one was impressed by the superb.

shapes of (:era~ic objeCts and their vitaUy inven.tive decoration,
by the textiles whose beautiful color is due to' no aesthetic
scheme but to the expression' of ideas: they ~~e exactly stated
in' words by, the Indians as their religious chant accompanies
. the flow of colored sand when they paint on the gg>und. All this,
for an American, is doubly precious, because it is of our own; soi~'
and%our own time. It is therefore modern art. Needless to say!
Sloan did not attempt. to enter the field of Indian ceramics,
weaving or sand painting, siIch things belonging uniqueiy to
those am~;mg our compatriots who ll}herited· them with their
:

~

.

t

..,1.
.
(,

ll.·.

blood. But the. white artist cO.Uld see with complete sympathy
and enjoyment the great ritual dances of -his neighbor'S, and he
couid enter into the spirit of them in his painting. These invocations to. rain and corn are local i~ their}or~, but universal in
their meaning. Respected' and admired, by J.qJA~ Slpan" they
. ga-re a,new value to his art. Andtso'I coptl b~1;k to my first
affirmation about the great day it was ,for him when he discovered this part of his country; and, since no one else has given so
important a record of its character an9 .meaning, I could say
that it was a great day for NewMexico when the painter arrived
"
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THE HUNTED

had been only a narrow, unwindowed
hallwav
' . I
"I giving access to the house, there was now a,spacipus-, sunlit room.
The hall had been extended some fifteen feet, and at the far end
a large 'flindow ~dmitted the brilliance of the unshadowed mesa.
On the window ledge were .half-~-doze? jars of delicate, blue
petunias, their bells lifted in a splash of color before the s~eel
bright glass. At one wall stood a round table and chairs that ~
looked Farelessly pushed back, as if some laughing group had
just risen
and dep.arted.
,~,
,
.
For fbur years, on his visits during the war, John Melden had
but pa$ed through the dark hallway. Nmv suddenly this part
I of the. ~ouse had opened, as if it had flmvered from within, to
I sU~ligh~, and space, and color.
-(

.J

WHERE BEFORE

. ' ,

I

r
i

f
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,Melden "sat
in a cush'ioned chJir near the window, his face'
.
keen in enjoyment of the..room aftc:l the moment. The drive to
Taos through the early morning ,ours had fi~>led his mind with
strongly colored images, of wind-eroded 'pinna<;le and tesselation, of water-ca.rved caves th~own open to the sun" of sky-sown
sage and pinon borne mountai~ward. Gradually his habitual
abstraction' had b~en replaced by an acute awareness, a sense of
being an indivisible, microc()s.mic part of day and landscape.
He eYen felt that here, in the great depth of the sky, electric,
'blue, a~d in ~he free sweep of mesa, there ~as no possibility of
su~ering and death. These could not exist in such eternally
vibrating openness.
So :Me1den sat at peace with himself and his u~iverse. He
could hear,. from the kitchen, the sounds that promised coffee
in a few minutes with hi~ hostess, the widow of a famous writer,
to whose house here so' far within the continent came, as if
pilgrimage, wdters and painters aIJ,d scl19lars fram the reaches of
the Western worJd-nmv that the war wa-$ over, in- increasing
numbers and from greater distances. He It>oked again at the
'room's beauty. He anticipated the stimulus of conversation. with'
the1woman whose seventy years were SQ rIch with experience outside the comfortable ddences of .confo~mity. And he said to
himself, "Yes, tpe shadow has lift~d .. The war was a' thing of walls '
and dusty, codl.ersshuttiJ!g out the sun, but: here the walls are
,broken and the corners opened:'
At ,this 'moment the universe' was peaceful, 'even kindly and
creative. He felt a r.eachirig, growing activity~ within himself~ in
ther00m, in the huge illumination of the untroubled sky, in the
l\lnshadowed vastness of'mesa and mountain.Olle had only to be.
Being was, everything, unceasingly.
..

.

~

t

.

.

.

'.

•

on

, I

Just then the telephone rang. Melden .could hear his hostess'
voice and the bang of the receiver; then sh~ called. to .him. He
found her gazing intently out the 'kitchen window.
\

,

,<

..
,
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"J~hn, you

f~sdnate~ by~he col~I,

, rbor
I

..:

J

must see this," she said. "Few people ever get to
~ee it. The Indians are coming to hunt rabbits on our land."
rith qUifk steps she led him out into the full sunlight at the
Iback of toe house.
. Atlirstjl'4elden was dazzled and numbed b)!.,the sudden glare.
A fenced)road ran past the house some fifty feet away. Beyond
lit a field df sage, bright gray-green in the sun, swept off in rhythimic rise ~nd fall to the Clark blue mount~ins in the west. N 0'whe;e w~s there shadow, and nowhere perceptible movement.
All rose and fell to perfect distance under an infinite sky.
."-' At firs~ there was no soJnd. The immense landscape merely
-lhad being, with a tremor that was like the flow of blood. Yet,
' .
.
graduallYr Melden thought he could detect a ri~ing penetration
~f sound] as though he heard the v~ry movement- within the
cells of l~ving matter. His sen-ses heightened into a kinetic par. ticipation in that whole scene:
Then he heard, from out of sight behind them, the soft thud'
.of hoofs on the road. By ones and twos, in little groups, the
Indians moved out in front of them, the first rider",s stopping not,
far away~ On and on they came, men and boys, ,occasionally a
mOUll.' ted with a man: Melden was
[the movement, and the sIlence. They dl.d not nde lIke whIte
men on ~ holiday. There was no bravado, no laughter. They
, simply gathered, those who ca~e first waiting, no one in visible
command.
.
.
:
Sometimes a rider wore a little crown of green twigs and
leaves om his head, and Melden, from his habit Qf analogy,
. tbought of an<.\ent Greeks. He spoke of this only to make_conversation, conscious that it was fraudulent,. that he really' felt
no desire to analyze. For the same reason, he asked, "Do they
hunt them just for sport?"
"They will. have a great feast' tonight at the pueblo;" she answered, and his a:ttentionfwent back to this gathering army of
men.
t [

. I.
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Slowly the hoofs kept coming on the soft dirt of the road, the
silent, waiting riders shifting hnperceptibly to m~ke room.
:Most ?fthem carried clups( a few, riding double and carrying
sacks, dismount~d to go on foot.
Then, when it seemed the road wouHi overflow, there was asuc;ld~n. stirring .and acceleration. A voice, clear and mellow,
'. .
.
..
.
' .
called
out,
and
the
.edges
of
the
group
began
t9
melt
away.
Before
. , .
' .
.
.
<.,'. •
.
Melden could see -where th~ command came from, two files. of
iid~rs had e~compassed half tIi~; fieid. an.d were lengthening 'out- ,
and Qut to the riIh of the horiion. The undulating l'inds reached
toward each other's tips until they met. t:he circle was complete,
the trap set. .
'
Now all along that great perimeter shouts broke toward the _
Cwo who were alien to the' hunt; The circle began to close 'in'if
ward. The real work haq begun.
, It was at this point thh~elden first realized what was about '
,to happ~n out ther~ un?er t~e sun. Dc>gsha~_q,een turned loose,
and he could see thelp leapmg back and 'forth through·th~,sage
as the circle constlicted~ "I "won't hear .any screams from thiS. .
distance," he thought, "but a few might eScape the first rush and,<;Qme this way~."
He remembered how, when he was a boy, he had shot a rabbit
and run up to find it still quivering and jerking with tife".IHe
had, beat it "iith the butt of theiff%:until tlie hard wood' splintered and he was hysterical. He: reme~bered how a dog once
started a rabbit near hi ' 'n an open field and followed itclosely
in'to soipe bushes. A~: entl later there was a scream, a single, )
child,iike 'scream, of paina.nd' terr,or and de~.th. Suddenly he was
afraid that the circle 'fi}ight read).' its tightest near the road. But
that side tQ~ went inward rapidlly so that the killing took place:
, .
'
. ).
in cover of,thegray-green' ,sage, so shaQ.o~less, so r~fugeless~
under the-sun. '., .
. PIere and there fidel'S detached themselves'to nice back, dismount, and stoop, their ,hms flailing up ~ and down. In the
.

\

.

\
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distance it was all silhouette and movement. No rabbits, 'no
..; pursuers~ came. The circl~ tightened to a last flurry of dismounted men.
I
At on¢e most of the riders began to stream away out of sight
to the next field. Only a few lingered, stooping, filling sacks.
r TheI! tp,ey too were gpne, without trace 'fpon the.illuminated
surface Of ,the field.
Melden's momentary fear went with them. He found again
only thelgre~t panorama and distance, the perfection of the day's
movement, his mood not really broken.
I

t

~

.

•

...

>

I

:Meld~n's detachment".continued through the morning. The
conversation turned upon things far away from the mid-con"
till'ent Indian world. She told him of plans to sell some of her
husban~'s manuscripts and to send the money to relatives in
\Germa\lY. She had an older sister there, to who~ she had been
very near as a girl and young woman, and now, fearful of con'
,
ditions, she hoped to bring her to America.
. Af~er IUl}ch he planned an early start homeward so that he
might fish for a While from the highway ·where it ral) beside the
Rio .Grande. But she said to him, "You must come back to tea.
A Max Allaman is cOII!ing, a German writer, an anti-Nazi..He
will bel interesting. Go fis~ing, and come back." So he agreed to
return ;late that afternoon.
.
1
/I
A half-hour later he took a winding road west of Taos to the
~

\

.

.

/

,
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"green spot where the Pueblo River~ .running high at this s:asoR,
would batk up into pools. Overhead, as he~dro~e~ he could see
patches of cloud floating slowly in from the north., Tpey were
not big, but along their edges' and bottoms they were hazily
-dark with the ominousness
of thunderclouds,_
But.Melden was
'.
not afraid of ~ little; rain. In that air one drie4 quickly after a
brief shower.
'
\Vhere. the str~am passed under the road and went aw.ay down ~
a line of willows, lie parked, put on his bo<;>ts, set up' his rod~ and'
started out. The water was high and Il1urky~ and here'it shot
through continuousriffies.,.Melden moved downstreaI}l, searching for the idyllic plate he remeniberedf~om an~tQer trip. He
passed a swollen smaller s,tream bringing in much silt from the',
high mountains, rounded: a bend, ana entered th~ grassy area
that lay like '.an oasis i~ the drabness of the un\yatered mesa.
Here meado~'ssl~Ped down to the water. At the far end horses,
and catth: grazed, sorrel and black and cream arid white against
the grass. The 'ground 'was soft". in low places quite marshy and
deep where, like a' bowl, it receive'd the drainage from above. A
few house; stood on the high gTound, holding the clean, lightbrown of dobe up against tl1e sky. From a ~himney blue-gray"
woodsmoke ~ur1ed faip.tty to vanish..
l\Jlelden had looked forward to seeing this richly grown place,
but instead of the sensuoy,s pleasure h~ had a,nticipat~d: he felt "
a strange uneasiness. Thegroun'd was not cultivated and pioduced 'only lush wild grass. Around the pouses there was no
human movement, as though all the people had deserted them at
midday. TIle horses and cattle had bunched themselves, facing
the" north, grazing orily now 'and the,n. Whatever the garden of
his fancy, here was a green loneliness exposed to the sky.,
Among ~he grasses ,of the gentler slopes were pools, and h~
began to search these with his hook. He concentrated, vaguely'
aware of a mur~ur, 9f thunder nmv and then, and i. few cold.
,
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,; mindrops in his face. Bat no matter how carefully he worked,

the pools which once under identical conditions had been full
of feediIi~ trout, now seemed lifeless.
..
For a long time he fisned thus with bent head, until all his
.attention was in the rushing water and the eddying pools. A cold
i flurry oBrain struck his neck.> and arms. He looked up.'
. Diree~ly over him hovered a great qark cloud. All around it
: '\rere patches of the same blue sky he had known that morning,
: but now it seemed 'that all the electric quality he had felt had
I been drawn, into the \ne dark mass. The. air about him quiv'ered, heavy and c~rged. Thunder murmured high up as he
looked. :
~,."
.,
He glanced at his watch. Already it was midafternoon. He
fesolvedJ.to ,walk straight back to the car, somehow fearful, and
rememllering his promise to come to tee. For some minutes,
~valking'rapidly, he kept to his resolve. Then he came to a p!ace
he had not fished before, where the stream broadened after a
swift riffle ~ that. near his bank the ~urrent was not very swift.
He feltithe intense desire to find life beI!eath that movin'g surface. At, the upper end he waded out and lei his bait drift far
down tIle current. The 'line jerked, and he felt the throb of a
: fightin?t trout. Four times, as l\felderi brought him in, the fish'
i thrust, back and fought savagely. At the end he made one last

!fl~lfry ~~d slash a~ es~ape, whipping the ,~a~er. . B~~ Me~
j

•

.'

1him pn~oned until He lay exhausted, then hfted him out.

'.

Melden saw at once that the fish was hurt. The hook was far
down i~ him, out of sight. Gently he tried to twist the shank
to "with<llraw it without te~ring; but the bright, red fish's blood
welled from one gill. Finally, with distaste, he pulled and tore
, the hook out, put the fish without. looking at it into his creel: and
bent to ;wash from his hands ,the thick: bright blood.
. At t9at instant, just as he thrust his ha~ds into the water, a
great' crash sounded. Sideways into his eyes flashed the swift
! white glare and heat of the lightning. He crouched, stunned, for
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him. Then he
some ~o~ents, the air' still quivering
slowly stood up.
He looked at the·cloud above~him, and s~ddenly knew jt in all
.. its terrible forc,e. There came upori him the destroying weakpess
, and fear of the' hUfolted. He knew that he J1!o..d under: a sky ~ha,
migh~ any~second hurl death in the form of ~devasi:ating, searingl
light'and heat, and that he was'the moving vkti~ in innocent.'
fields or' grass and water.
'He ~anted to ,run 'blindly, and combatted the feeling with
. all hi~ stren.gth. Th~re,,,!as .ano~her li.ghter cr~ckle nearby, .a~d
he t:hought of the rod Ith Its metal up and of the conductiVIty
of the water in which He stood. He waded to the bank, let the
rod fall, and hurried to a bpulder high'up on the bank:· He tried
'to crouch under it, but the creNice was small"and he r~membered that lightning was apt to' strike pro~igent objects. He
looked around, and in all that meadow Jhere was no shelter. It
stood open ahd helpless to the:superior force above.
. He tried to reason. "There' is no shelter here. You are safest
in ,the car. Get the rod and w~lk back'slowly,.£or they say ,that
movement makes a target. of )tou. Come now. D<?' it calmly.",
It was no good. He was frightened, and hunted.,He sai~ to
himself what all the fatalistic hUnted must say t~ themselves. "It.·
is out of Yo';lT hands. If you..: are to ge killed, you ,viII be kii~ed.
Accept it; take your ch'!-nce."
.
,
So, in fear, he retrieved his rod and began to walk slowly
,
"
f
. . '
•
back toward the car. All tHe,way, the dark cloud threatened overhead, 'but it did .not strike so 'near again. The rain fell heavily,
and silt blacke~~d the stream. l\felden went straight past it to,'
the car. He took, down his rod and remov~d bis boots while sitting in the protection of the seat. Theil he looked at his watch.
, He was a half-hour lat~ for tea>He had promised to .be there at
four-thirty, and it was almost five o'clock.
Taking a little-used, rough road' as a short (~t,' he drove as
fast as he dared on the treacherous wet su'rface. As he reached the
f~'
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jpaved hJgliway that led to the house, the rain came down in
rtorrents,j its cool flooding a relief from the electric heat and ten~ion of the afternoo~. ..
'.
.
Max Allaman was still.there. A car stood drenched and gleam~
:ing in front of the house. Melden straightened his clothes, and
, 'with his;, ~ngernail scraped a bit of clotted blood from the back t
of one hand.
The ¥w room was subdued no}\' in the twilight of the rainy
late afternoon. It~ 'corners 'were shadowed, and the petunias
lifted d~rkly purple before the glass. The air was chill with the
b~ath of wet earth and advancing night. ~
l
Two..lpeople sat over coffee at the round table. Melden's
friend greeted him and turned to the man whose face was bent
'indistin~tly toward the wi~dow" He rose and exte.nded his hand,
~ and Melden looked first into his eyes. They were' good eyes t~at
spoke t~o things. Their warm blue was living~and direct, and
in thattvery quality .Vulnerable, with a rather terrible vulnerablene4 that .Melden thought must have been pierced again and
j' again. The forehead w~s broad" the hair thin and gray with remaining 'touches of fai~ness. The upper part of the head might
\. have b€en German; 'the nose curved
with the mark
of another
.
0
'people.. But Melden noticed'most, after the eyes, the cheeks a~d
mouth ,:a9d chin. Th~y were full enough but somewhat slack as . ,
if withy100 l?ng suffering, as if, wit~ut breaking, the strong
lines of endurance had. been. assailed too often and. had learned
to re1~, in pain itSelf. The voice, speaking slow English, was
gentle. I j
MeIElen,. a~s sat, down to the coffee his friend brought, felt
greatly attracte to this m'anbut also strangely ill-at-ease. He
knew ~hat A aman must regard him as native, with all the assuranc¢ of the native, but the storm
of the afternoon had shaken
.
I
h.im, had st(uck him loose from assurance into fear~uI single~ss.
~
.
J

,

J

.
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As he gratefully turned to the stimulation of the coffee, Alla-

man and their hostess conv.ersed'rapidly in German. R.ere.
through a'medium. ancie_nt to them, they obvi(,)us~y met iIi a joy
of recognition. But soon AUaman turned to Mel4en and asked
in his 'slow but quite good· English, "Do you speak German?~'
"Only a little." Melden well knew that his German was weak,
not nearly as good as Allaman's
spoken. English.
.
Allaman began to explain 'what they had beep. talkingahout
in G~rman. On the tabl~ beside 'him lay a slim volume of Ger"''I man poetry by Albred\t Hauser, a book of sonnets. Albrecht
haa'been the brother of Karl; the theorist of the Nazi "heart~ .
land." He wrote the sonnets in a Nazi prison, and not long after~
ward ,they took him out and shot him in the head. Allaman
spoke gently and si~ply of the terrible irony of the two brothers,
one the theorist of bloody, empire, the other' the poet .Who
aw~ited without loss of f~i~h the death prepar~d)Y his brother.
Suddenly Melden realIzed that Allaman himself could have
written sonnets as the executioner approached: I "
Their hostess s'poke now qf the futUr~. She told Allaman of an ,
English'writer who; too, had fled to A.~rica. He had lived out'
the first transition at her ranch' high u~1.n ~he Sangre de Cristos,
arid she had seen the great loss of the uprobted, ,the struggle to
under~tanq. the new, as he went. away from,her among the t~ees,
walk~g the mountain paths alone. But there, alone with liim.self, he had won out to a new life. Allaman asked how old he
- 'was. They were nearly. the same age.
,Melden could feel him considering, the (uture, the career,
America. He wrote only in German. He qIust. be translated.
They' spoke of the . .diflkulti~sr(of ca~chil}g"'the rhythms and
,meanings and beauties of one language in ~mother. And' ~ey
, .mentiqned 'with hope TJlOmas Mann and his successes. Maden
thought of Mario, the magician, and'the obscene .power Mann
h~d portrayed in him, and he shivered in the cool, damp air.
It was late. Already the c<?lor pI the. mesa had 'lapsed into the
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double darkness of storm and near night. Allaman was speaking
: of America. It was, he felt, very generous and free. Then, with
lone of ~he f~ lapses of his English, he sai~, "It is not envious." .
For a moment Melden was lost. He could not find the mean. ing, anh the insecurity of the afternoon retu~ned upon him with
dOUble.. force. He knew envy, in, himself and others. He knew it
shame~ly and s i c k . '
,
Allafan'saw his puzzlement. "You do not feel it ne~essary,"
he ~idt "always to lock your doors and w'indows, to guard.every~
. thing. You leave your car unlocked, for example."
S6 Nt. elden saw what he meant by "envy." It was something
like "1 wlessness," the constant 'fear of loss by theft, of being.
plq,nd re~ He wanted to say that it was only a matter o~ degree,
but he:1 saw that Allaman needed to think this in his rootlessness
and loss, with the Juture gaping all about him. So he did not
speak,)but a great fear pushed within him,. a triple fear distilled
of mo~ning, afternoon, and evening.
.
The!leavetaking was strange, ironic. Allaman was all gentleness afd quietness. His pleasure from the visit showeel in t~e
. warmtJ1 of his blue eyes. Together they rose and,passed-to the
entry ~md stood outside, their faces lifted to the sky. At that
momept the sun pierced through in the west, and there arched
~. agains~ the receding clouds the glowing prism of a rainbow. Just
above ft glowed another, lesser one. To }\fefden it was as if s?me
clever Istage manager had arranged a spectac~lar effect for Allaman's departure. And yet he wondered, and was'not sure.
The gen~le man turned slowly, smiling, and Melden saw in
his face infinite patience. He took his hostess' hand and thimked .
her. He took l\felden's hand, and Melden wished to say. a blessing o~er him. Then Allaman walked alone to his car.. At the
driveris side he stood silhouetted against the west, his arm
raisedlin a gesture of farewc:lI. A few moments later he was gone
down jthe· gleaming ribbon of th~ road,.
!'
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1938 when the bree~es Qf Europe were most
propitious to the white and black flags 'Of the ,
Third Reich, a German writer' exiled I in Switzerland, Thomas Mann~ continued in his review
Mass und IVurt his admirable work. It was th~
t;poch when Benedetto Croce tempered hi~old age in the resistance to'lt~liari fascism, when Andre::Gide foreseeing the catastrophe ~~s prep~is literary ,qu~hers i.n North Africa, ~nd
when Miguel de Unamuno was dead in-Spam. It was then; more
than ten years ago, when the author "9f Mario and the Magician
and of,so many other subtle narrafiY::Fs c~)ne to Amer-ica. With
him came the myth of persecuted G~d»an:'''liberalism. Liberalism
means generosity. ThoniasM~mn, of ~~ilservativeand conforniist
tradition, is liberal in the manner that the Renaissance humaIlist~ wen~ liberals.' Free from class arid group interests, he saw.the
problems of our ~imes sub species eterpJtatis which is the only ~
practical an,d realistic way of seeing t~. That is why his testimony on the phenomena of Germari'j.J:ulture or barbarism is
especially, eloquent, and in ,this s,ense his last book, Doctor Faustus (Alfred A. Knopf, 1948) ; assumes an~ enormous significance.
Those of. us, who ~ave li~ed in Europe !he fir~i._thirty-fivey~ars.
of this century harbor a certain feeling of culpability. Througp
commission or omission, the sins of ea,gh one assume iIi retr~(
"
spect the value of determining acts in the catastrophe, and in a
larger or lesser measure each "feels him~elf responsi~le. Writers
have perhaps an advan,tage. over the rest; they can try to liberate
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themselves through the written confession~. When the time
,comes tIo
confess, most of us do it in a direct and crude manner,
i
•
Iwithout subterfuges,· and above all \.vitho·ut preoccupations of
!sumptuosity. Thomas Mann's case is different, ho'wever. The \...
i~uthor of The Magic Mountain, out of reverence ,for culture a.nd
irhetoric, gives the impression of subordinating easily the needs
of confession and confidence to preoccupations 'Of prestige. The'
electioq of themes anq.myths and the formal concern with style
domin~te his /"cOlHessions" and impart to them th~ tone that in .
letters corresponds to what in painting is called "decorative."
.Is that J vice? Is that vice affectation? The Gennan, granting
that herahas. a rigid an~ stiff-collared attitude towards culture,
jcannot be said to be affected, because what i\1 others may be
. iaffectado~ in the German character is. natural. The cult of Kul" tllr in ¢;ermany is part of the national pattern.
j
I
'
. f In tlJ,.e Spanish. langua~e we .have a common term, fausto,
Ifaust, rarely used III EnglIsh, whIch me~nshappy, lucky_ There
~s anotber word, faslo, that. is to say pomp, anq external.greatIness, though the word has no exact counterpart in English. Such
iword co/mes to mind Qy sympathy with the word that connotes
I

'.

•

the an;
•,',.,lar ,concept of German culture and which has its ';"ct
lequival nt in English: fdustico-Faustian~from Faust, the
. mediae',JiI,hero of so many German and English authors, consecrated ~y Goethe and now resuscitated ~y Thomas l\fann. Here
is' a myth treated with the concern for prestige. This type of literaturelis 'being,left behind as a survival of times wh~ri the cultivation ~f "the prestigious" was easier because it had a founda·tion laqkingtoday: a minimum of stability in the social conditions u~on which culture rests. For writers like l\fann this lack
'of stability must be especially dramatic. Such literature, aside
fro~ its interest per se, which c~n be a true one, fulfills a mission: it:maintains and strengthens. the·respect. of the bourgeoisie
{or literature. 'Vhether or not,that is an interesting fact when
""
lestimating true culture is a different problem.
~.
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It is customary for typical bourgeois men to distrust .poetry,
fiction, and in general all the arts of their times, in. which they
see imponderable dangers; though the-y regain their calm befJre
a certain get:tre of books. I am sure that they consider themselves
more enlightened with 'books like Doctor Fa.ustus und~r their ·
arms. Thomas Mann is..contributin~, then, to the formation or
~ather the consolidation of an atinosph.er.e of respect for cultur~
among the bourgeoisie. .
.
In. countries like ,Germany, however., the task of awakening
this respect must be. a ·difficult one. Not because the German
bourgeoisie might be 'said to despise culture, but their natural
.' attitude towards it is not really that of respect. It is an. attitude
of s~perstition. The danger of that superstitious attitude is' th~t .it does not suppose comprehension or identification, and that
the occasional reactions of the superstitious man against the object of his superstition are wont to be heretical and blasphemous.
Ih other countries where a natural respect for culture
exi~ts.
France, for insta~<;e.,....the exception&, when t~ere are any, are
u~ually only of indiHerence and atony. Whether'in the histortof
civilization blasphemy is preferable tq indifference is also a prob.
lem t~ be solved. A Faustian problem.
.' Who has not loved Germany and who "does not love her still .
for one r.eason or another? I was· there long before the Secon.d
" World 'Var. The Nazi sickness had not y~t ass\lmed epidemic
proportions. In the country and in the cities I feund an ingenuous, sentimental, epicurean, and sensitive Germany, though
the supe~stition of culture. was present everywhere. For t~e mo; . ment superstition showed its idyl1ic~ide, but. in any form' of'
superstition-including this~there are .dange~s, and 'those dangers can d'eyelop and take' on 'sinister proportions. I saw, or
thought'l saw, a vigorou~and noble people, rich in imagination
and will, though not rich in that capacity o~' comprehension
which the Greeks and Latins identified -wifh love. I also thpught
I saw in the ~ermans a lack of harmony between)heif emotional
.
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life andltpei: mo;alaM'mentallife,
to be no
dent btf' as the professors say, a "constant In the GermanIc
characte'r. They have evidently suffered from th_at· wea~ness
ways nd when it is most critical and threatening they try to'
(Conjure it away witI:1 aprioristic schemes. In the political fjeld
~azism'has been the most recent. One could say~ nevertheless,
~hflt the=(r fondness .for such' schemes keeps them from having a
philoso hy~ that the superstition Of culture keeps them frl{)m

,I

~~Vingl.•'· .culture; and th~t the passion for t~e hu~anitieS-iI\. n~
~ountry

IS so much LatIn and Greek ~.led as In Ger~anykeeps t. em from being simply and deeply human. Just asrthe
\ deliriu. of aggression and conqu<1st has kept them from having
~n empire throughout history.
! The}'it know this very well. Perhaps froq! the knowledge of
that 'X~kness is derh'ed in ·part the feeling of inferiority' atIlribute1 to them, and w(i.ic~ seems to me justified. The~e is.
J!lothin~. easier to verify in a trip through Germany, either now
@r in n. rmal condjtions: And here is the ~s.t proof. Germany
~ears cr ticism and endures it with difficulty. France, ~o-partici-.
pant oLthe victory, is invading the world '\vith sombre books in
_ which she presents her own people in an awkward light, with0ut
hesitatif'.1g. at 11)0ckery or sarcasm. Georg~s Bernanos in his ~ast
)lears W ote terrible pages about the "debasement" of France.
And nevertheless the conduct of France is easily defensible. Vic- I'
toriousEngland is losing her empire, and English authors are
not wanting who in the 'midst of crisis devote themselves unblushingly to the pathetic confession of guilt. The American
hero, '\I~ose glory no one disputes, occasionaly writes bitter
Qooks filled with arguments against any forin of Americanistic
sentimept. On the oth~ hand the Germans, guilty of evet:ything, .
have no~ had a single voice recognizing that fact, or at least I
have nOf heard it. T?ere is not'a German "w~iter of importance.
who sheids
, any light an Germany's wretched state. At 'best, they
decide tb present the German case as a problem of high specula-

.
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tion thrmlgh the attenuating filters of K ultllr. f\.fter reading
Doctor Faustus some reader will say to him~lf: "How dramatic
and moving the problem of a peqple' "Tho,un~ble to -impo~' a
new order on'the cosmos, pushes'it towards chaos, unafraid of
also ,being imprisoned jn t!:Ie ruins." Yet the curious thing.i~
th~~ they themselves have never known in what their "new order" cOl)sists, beca1.!se: of 'their inalfility to disc,ern between
dogina and notion" superstition and qonviction, and because of
their incorrect attitUde, towards civili,zation. It is strange how _
an, error of conception, an', initial e:for of' attitude, 'can break
up the' best constructed systems and 1tad: them to ruin.,
..
If we couIa fall for easy syntheses we iwould .say that the Ger..
,"
'"
mans are the ,great sopljlists of blood. Tpe dose ,of contrapiction:
in their attit'.lde is astonishing, and to a..great- de$!e~jt can be
seen in Thomas Mann 1s book, which is more interesting the
c9iifession. of ~·.uis~iilguishe·d·Germanic m~ntality ,than· a~' a '..
novel, since .the· values of ~m' emotional world projected, or
objectified do not exist there, or are secondary. Thomas Mann
presents his Germany u;> us throug~ two types: a musician and a,
humanistic philologist. ,(the two "neutral" types who repre.sent
~he most prestigious branches of knowledge in which Germany
has distinguished herself). Here then is .~ summons favorable'
to .uGermanism" and :essentially rea~suring for the Germans.
!he problem embodi~d in Adt:ian ~verkiihn, the,ulUsiCian; is
that of purity allied t~ genius and persecuted by flltality. All of
this propitiated by al Ililysteriou:~development with"two ~ulmin
ating scenes, one near the mindle of the b20~. with th~~p.1?arition of the devil, and the other tOoWards'the
end with·~dJ.;ian's
..
..
'.....,.
madne~, a transcend,ent and metapnY$kal madne&s. AsJi)or
Leverkiihn's b"iographbr, Profes~or Zeitblom, he. is alllan,I,~ho
',is fond of saying that' philosophy is the queen of sdenc~s' and
~heology the' queen of philosophy, but his . theology' inf~llibly"
tends toward demonology: With the devil appears t,he Germanic
Faustu~."on whose back Thomas Mann hangs the vices, wr6'tch-
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edness, and shames of the German bourgeoisie. But that denoue- :
ment does·., not convince' and, reminds us of the conventionai
haPE>Y endings of Hollywood. The two heroes, the musician and "
the Frofe~sOr, have in reality aj very siIpilar superstitiou~' attitude
towards culiture, and they try to produce in the reader a confused
state of mind ~o subslitute Of' at least to compensate for rea~n-'
ing and judgment, when reasdning and judgment are unfavorable to their designs. That intoxlcati~n~ifonemay'speak thus-, '
we find in the head of all Ger~ans when they assume the aui- ,tude of cuLtivated human beings. The attitude of the German
--tow~rds culture-and p~rdon this vulgar comparison-is that of_
the !gypsy who wanted to learn to play the guitar and could not
because.. as he said, the "desire to learn went up to his head."
"J.he Faustian is confusion, a confusion that is not an impedi~
ment whe~ creating lyric poetry. 'Fo seek it however as an arglJ,l": ,
l
mellt with which t6 defend-even "timidly-Germany's recen.t _
crimes is very risky. Faust is subsequent to Greek clarity ~D(t .
pri(])r to the, Renaissance. The bourgeoisie (the concept of bour~
geoiis, as wci:ll as the 'word 'which .expreSses it, originated in Ger- '
ma*y) of -the old Hanseatic cities now~abhors the world of rea·
sonl, unddr~t~nding, a~d tolerance of the Re~aissance. It trie~ to
find refu-g~ in mediaeval demonology. Perhaps- this movement
has.no other value than that of a snobbish tic. Adrian Leverkiihn
was ed\.Jcated like a young prince in a city called -Kaiseraschen
andj he is f*11 of those tics. He hates the expressions "art," "artistic,'i"!insplration," "beauty." Especially "beauty," but when he
. desCribes his music. the music of which he dreams, it is difficult
to follow him in his-exaltation of a coloristic and vulgarly expres,.sioni~tic romanticism. That,is "artistic" in the worst sense. Another tic may be found in the cult for Albrecht Durer, of whom
a nationalist leader-with that also recognizable virtuo~ity so
much in fashion in the European interval between the two wars
-~1s that: he establishes a kind of "knighthood between Death
and DeviL" Adrian believes that music is a wedding of theology
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and mathe~ati<;s. As for religion, he worships the church .in itself-the dogmatic and ritualistic ecclesiasti{al system-and dis- .
trusts,inspiration, mysticism, which he.regards a~'utter madness.'
.All these attitudes werttJo\lnd generalized among the Gcerman
and Austrian "artistic" ~oups who were devpuredand digested
. by ,Nazism and. who.j~gjsappeared.~i~~~t feavi~g a trace-:-no
other trace than the bi(J)od of their V,lctlms;or, ma few of the
bestcases,'a secretl~~~~~·s~~g passivity. Atthe' end of all this a
tel~ological and fataTi~tic attitud~ is to .~e expected. To put'
there tlie devi. ins~ead~of God is only to try to apologize for the·
pig in the garden of Epic~s-a Greek pig without theplogy or'
theodicy.' " , . , . ,
,
The musidan A~ian Leverkiihn abandons himself joyfully
to inediaeval·.·s!Jgge~ttons in spite of his speciops Lutheranism.
His father is at-lch farmer fascinated by the ~ysteries of cosmic
life. The sup~rstitiOl;J. of learning leads both ~of them to the
threshold of p~etry where they remain, withou~ "entering. They.
lafk that c<?rr!nluqicative quality given only by love-intellec~
" tual arnOT. ~e~ .f~~e~ ~ollects ~a shells ,on which ~e somethll~s
reads prophe~t.es ~t other magical messages, ~nd IS' further obsessed by the· inyst~rious nature of sound. He puts fine sand on a.
glass disc and observes the geometric figures formed by the vibra'}/ tion of the ~iscaffetted by a sound wave. The Goethian preoccupation with clarity in discovery becomes demohiatal superstitjon
in the world of Adrian. To make the atmosphere. more suggestive of mediaevalism, the musician becomes a recluse In a Bavarian' farmhouse that
had been a monastery, in .whose refectory
f
he has his metaphysical-acoustical orgieS. Finally, the devil
. appears to Adria~, while he ~s in lra.1¥ re~ding ap eSfiay by,
, Kierkeg~ard on Mozart's Don Juan. (Kierkegaard, Mozart, D0t:l
Ju~n-exa1ted myths.)~Uf ,course the devil is a German nationali&,t, and confesses it with a certain pride: "I am .German. German to the core." "In this declaration, the terms of which we
mighd?e pe!mitt~d to invert, I hear the ~od German boutgeois

/
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sayi!1jg, selffsatisfied: ."1 am diabolical. Diabolical to the core."
:Mayhe he .liucceeds in maintaining his pride, feeding it with a
conf1llsion of "cosmic symphonies," theology, gas chambers, cremat9ries, and urban ruins under which he afterward makes his
peoie perish in ignominy. But none 0'£ that nell" us to. under·
1
stan .. An what we would all ll'ke is for them to explain to us.
-and 0 co vince us, if that is possible-sjnce the German case
conrinues 0 be an enigma whose shadows vilify us all to some
exteft. Its rationalization. on any plane would help restQr~ our
calIIl\' Ther'poetical solution" that the author sometim~s see~s
to be look~n~ for, despairin",g perhaps of finding anoth~r, does
not rystaUize either, as we said before, and there lidlgers the
sens lion df malaise that accompanies idle effort.
T e mystery is 'not where Thomas ~Iann seeks it. Neither
bloo , nor\ruins, 'nor the devil, nor the nacre shells with cabalhtictessa'!es; nor the glass disc cQvered with sand, nor Leverkiih 's malness are needed to propitiate true mystery., All the'
mys,t ry of ~reation is found whole in the newborn child. So was
it seen by tUlOse two Germans whom we love, Goethe and Schiller. Some ,\rill say that 'Goethe and Schiller are not genuine Germans. It is true that they did not dream of imposing "Germanic
ordev" on the world, but until today German universality is
7represented by them. They are two of t~e few Germans who
have Iconquered something worthwhile and lasting outside Ger- :many.
IIl!l a newborn child all mystery is to be ·found. In a being
brought~ondemned, if one prefers-to the temporality of liv:
ing, 1'!ndsaved at last from that temporality. Condemned and
saved naturally-since Leverkiihn speaks of. theology-~~d
natural salvation is the v~ryessence of divirtity. But divinity is
not the antithesis of the devil, rather the impartial arbitrator
without shadows or antithesis, of eternal struggle against nothingnjess in which we all participate willingly or unwillingly. One
, of t~e el$ments of th:lt n.othingness is silence-absolute silence
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-the basis' of all music, in the notion of which poor Adrian LeverkUhn could have easily saved himself, and with no mystery.
It would have been better for us as read.ers, andpe,rhaps for German prestige, to see'a ~ermany which~tan and must save itself,
ana. see also the other ~ermanyburied.~~:()reyerin the very chaos
it unleashed. The persp~ctive of the salvation of Germariywould ,
thus have been the saI1jle one the rest of Us see in ourselves as
the aftermath of our siIils. Without any fatalism. And at bottom
tl~ere would have Beed an attitlpfe, or a possibility at least' of " ,-/
some kind of solidary ~ttitude.
But ;the sweet Germ~n bourgeolSie!ejects, theJheritage of tIre
Renaissance' wherefro~ such an attitude could come to them. It'
isa pity, for with it ~hey would better understand that the
homo Dei is n~ the 80fver' 6f eV~I, ~s A~rian says, but an animal.
that can pr<fitiate goqd and eVIl at wIll. W1)y do the cultured
German people-esseri~iallybQQrgeoi~ and of the Renalssance'~go back tomed,iaevali§m? Tllere must be some original err.or in' it ,all. That error, pe~haps, lies in the fa(:t that the only German revolu~ion, Luth~ranism, came "too, soolJ," before the ~ra
of dark superstitions h~d been outgrown, when the white horses
of their gods'were still neighing in the forestof Silesia. Henc~
the superstitious attitude>he1d 'by the German ,~~day' when
he deals with re1igiori,'with\ art, with law; that is, with cu1ture' and ',the state., For the Germans c61tu;e is an abstraction
faraway and high abo~~' them, which they venerate iri their own
way. Tne state and theit dreamed super.struc~ure, the empire, is
."
also for thept a similal' abstraction. Just as a Frenchman knows
that culture is he hirilself and -that it lives In' his manner of
expressing an opinion or greeting a neighbor: .and the English':
man knmvs that the empire resides in the ability and responsibility with which he cafries on his big or little business, the German believes that t~e concepts of culture and empire are two
other mysterious and distant deitks that must be$~rved with discipline and heroism, that is, militarily and bloodily. This men·
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t~lity' lieveals an intrinsic incapacity for civilization~for' social
life in the modern city, which is a.t the same tim~ the origin and'

it.

.

\.

the pr?duct of modern cultuLe.·
Taqtus says that German wome~ love marnage more than'
their OIWn husbands. He abo
. says that the Germans fight for victory heedless of gail) ~nd that they are so ·sensitive to prestige
that the fame, superiority, and grandeur of a neighboring prince
can provoke war withput any other concrete stimuli-not even.
the hop'e of loot. It is the same attitude they have today regard. ing myths: the myths of grandeur, of authority, and of glory.
The Qbjective of the German nationalists in ·the last two wars
was to impose a "Germanic era'" on the world, a "Germanic century," as Professor Zeitblom says. But to create a Germanic era
: -whith no 'one would oppose if it were jl;lstified in itself as no
one opposed the Latin, the Spanish, the French or the Englishit is m'ore "necessary. to deveio p a sympathetic. understanding of
the w~rld than a war machine. For understanding, love and creainseparable. There are in our history great examples
tion
of cultural eras founded without arms (the Christian era), but
neither eras nor empires have been founded and consolidated
~
.
without a moral structure. A moral structure that reflects humanity better than it was before, a structure which offers us the
clear perspective of a goal closer to what culture recognizes as
ideal reality-a stage nearer those values. consecrated as supreme
by I'nnate hum~n notions, es~~cially the absolute notion of good.
The Germans of Tacitus were the only people in Europe who
did not reckon their time by days but by nights, which, seems
·symptomatic. And it is also significant that theY,held as shame-'
f u1 and deserving of scorn. the obtaining by sweat and peaceful
wo'rk what could be obtained by danger and the spilling of
blood. Bloqd and night, ,two myths of "Germanic culture" still
present. \Vhy must they be diabolically fatal as Thomas Manp
seems to pretend in his Doctor Faustus? ..:@;.
•
It is certainly true that the crimes of Tbo~as :Mann's heroes
)
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are not easily definable. They are ·~the crime of culture." But,
what cultur~? The ~usician as .well as the professor-'and even
the satanic violinist assassinated by his former lover-are types
not in~orporated into culture,' types capable of excusing 'and
underst<:tnding Rottei~am, Dachl:lU and Guernica, and so many
other barbaric deeds. They ar~ superstitious arid ,blasphemous
.beings: although, they wouldprotest'if they heard themselves so
c~lled. They have,around them a world of dogmas but they'lack
{flith when they see: thoie dogmas splitting and crashing by peripetjas of history. They constantly~speakof time and of eternity,
forgetting that every moment' of our existence we are 'faced with
the necessity of choosing one or the other, ,and that this choice
.
.
"
depends on us, on our simple and inalienable will. All the problems of our physical, emotional, mgral~ intellectual, and'spirituallife hinge on' the interdependence of those two realities.' The
devil works in .the temporal, his dominion, and in that sense
Professor Zeitblom is', more diabolical than the. "bedevllied
musician." When the musician says that the homo Dei i:\he
flelJ-r du. mal! he refers to that homo De,i perceptible in time,
whose only reality'is the temporal, and he,is right. But Godthe 1?1etaphysical proprietor of man-is the v,ery esse,nceJ1f" the
salvation of that flower of ... the relative
which laborious}, but.
- .
joyfully, tries to incorporat~ itself~n absolute reality, inthe per~
ception and knowledge of which the last and, highest aspiration
of culture doubtless rests. We aJI know that in Ge.rmany there
are professors and plusicians and work~J;s ::,.nd peasants who
sense this truth. And Stefan George a.nd Alfr~d, Mombert, the
persecuted poets who died in exile, blew it better than we. And
so did' Ernest Wiechert, the admirable chron~cler of the T olenwaldo
Professor Zeitblom says'that Germanism is implicit satanism,
but Germanism is no more satanic than aggr~sive, Brhainism},
Hispanism or Americanism. 'The Germans can never come to
lealize that when they attack their neighbors in order to impose
~
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the "German century" on the world (the ten thousand Germanic years, as that poor
devil Hitler used to S;ly). , the rest of the
.
world resists them and counterattacks, but not in the name of
the "American century" or'the French or the English. The
world resists and counterattacks for the sake of a peace which
will allow the preservation of a spirit necessary t9 maintain a
minimum of that sympathetic understanding through which lies
the only approach to the absolute notion of good wherein God
is found. Adrian or Professor Zeitblom would say "Germanically" that that is pharisaical idealism. But speaking, thus they
would reveal first that they are still trapped in the cage of words
that symbolizes the Charlottenburg cafes (that· is, Stalinism,
Hitlerism, and a little bit of Machiavellianism in pocket editions) -a dead end that leaves them incapable of finding the
mystery in. the constant presence of the newborn child. Naturally
in that mystery the desperate ~eed of Faustian and demoniacal
evasion cannot be satisfied. Perhap~ Leverkiihn and his biographer need to go on reckoning time by nights, the future by the
rings in the trees of the sacred forest, and the value of achievement by blood instead of by intelligent effort and .sweat. But all
of this can bring on,ly a pseudo-prestige, a despair and a de1ir~
ium' of mismedad (self-centrism). Such an attitude ·does not
merit being considered except as a morbid accident of civUization. \Ve are not proud of our civilization-as Professor Zeitblom.
is"' proud of the German "robot" who destroys London-but we
prefer to use it; as best we can in those intervals of our lives
when it is 'possible for us to perceive from time· to time something of the miracle of absolute reality. Because we also believe'.
in -miracles neither more' nor less-perhaps more-than Adrian
and Zeitblom, we expect enough light to avoid the apparition of .
the devil or, if he does appear, t~ see him as an intellectual reagent subordinated to our need of, action and creation.
In Doctor Faustus there is talk of the sacred German. soil, of
the sacred heritage, and of many other sacred things, but the.
,
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only thing sacred in Germany, ,in Australia, in ~ngland, and
Ethiopia is man. Respecting other men we respect ourselves, and
destroying them we d~stroy our~ves.The recognition of Germanic batoarism and of GermaIty's retrogression to the dark
ages would be more conviitfing if,Professor Zeitblom did not express it with the a~cent of an immense resentment. He mixes in
that hatred-in that sadness at -tthe happiness of others-the most
eloquent religious texts: Ezekie~Jeremiah, St. Paul.. He exalts,
the Middle Ages even though he knows ,that the'return to that
age
will solve no proplem, and he loves it only because in . it-as
.
, he says-:man could better ~xercise his imagination.. (In' demon,,ology? In magic? In the delicious and rich theodiey?) ~drian
declares to his friends that he has "'wedded Satan"-a Faustian
madness-and Professor' Zeitblom says that he has dreame9- of
a "N inth Symp~ony" by Adrian Leverkiihn to celebrate a liberated Germa~y, but Leverkiihn fnsists,that the Germans wiiLonly
have th~ Lamentation of Doctor Faustus-a work of the' bedevilled musician, the "lamentation of the Son of Hell." A De Profundis in whieh' Faus.t r,ejects:salvation, ,not only out of loyalty
to the diabolic pact and because it is too late for him to back>
dow'll: but also because he scorns the positivism of the worlda reaction of the superstitious man of·cultur~.The last note of
the Ldme.ntation aBides alone' and high oIt> the violoncello "as·
'a light in t~~ night."
It is interesting to note that Professor Zeitblom ~ays he could
believe in Russia where man presents the same emotional, moral,
and mental con,fusion and the same imp~rialis~ic delirium. For
Zeitblom, enamored of the Middle Ages, Russia has the sad
, advantage. of mediaevaf misery, slavery, and ignorance. If we
substitute for the cathednils "eternally in construction" the factOTies eternally in the process of organization around ,":hich. a
humanity alsosuffering r and without hope moves, the' spectacle
offers the same desolatibn. 'And yet in th.e Middle Ages there
were. fonns of individ~al lib~rty .impossible to find in Russia,
:
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which gave birth to a Maimonides, a Raymond Lully or an
Arcipreste d~ Hita. For Professor Zeitblom to incline toward
Russia is. to keep being"faithful to the Faustian confusion and
t.o the dark sophism 6f blood. The Russians of today, like the
Germans, sacrifice their victil!ls by the thousands on the abstract
altar of a "form of ~ulture" above men, and of an "imperial
state" above culture. .
Throughout that entire Faustian world the only thing leftwith or without demonolo~, and theology, and music-is a concrete'residuum of historical resentment. God grant that "world
order"rpay keep the Germans from again staging th€' same
resentment, and oblige them to withdraw unto themselves and
to think about the true miracle that resumes all mirac.les, that
of the interdependence of the temporal and the eternal, en, visioned with a creative iptellectual attitude. The best thing
that could be done with the German people, if they are al; pie,"sented by'Thomas Mann, would be to'compel them to remain
, enclos~d in their narrow spaces for three or four generations,
without any other possibility than contemplating themselves in
the mirr~r of their actibns until they succeed in tolerating th~m·
selves, in devouring themselves, in digesting themselves, and in .
reconciling themselves with the~selves. This is indispensable if
they are to find aftenvard some form of identification with the
rest of the ''''orld. Watching qver them, if necessary, so as to save
them every time they wish to pact with the devil or the pig,1 who
are wo~t tq go together, as we see in Doctor Faustus.
;By this time the reader will have realized that Doctor Faustus
is not the book the German.s need at this moment to try to survive, or the one we need to try to understand. It is true that, as
we all know, surviving and understanding are becoming more
and more difficult. It is only with a natural disposition towards
love:-a disposition without extreme benignity or Pharisaism,
capable of sacrifice, and even of bloody miracles-that we can att.empt to surviye and understapd.
< .
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poetry may be reocognized l,bY,, at, least two
, developments in the poet's talent: ,the _fbility\to'make
, imagery and symbols a~t con'sonantly with a-d~inant,
theme, 'and-the ability. to grasp the~perfeet validity of... the trivial
. when it pulses with the implications of everything our- most
tenable abstractions can yield. "Yhen these signs [begin to appear,
as ~ey already, do in ~e. work of Ernest Kroll, they give us , '
the uncorpmon feel of dimension in language: a ~ondition which
comes of imp~isoning real oQjects in the 1andsc,~pe of the imagi"J!
nation, the on,ly space where objects, controllt;s in their inter-,
'relation, can gain the moral reality lacking in ~ll other ways of
identifying or relating the~.
,~
. It is hard to say how such.a qualIty, such a! condition, gets
itself into a poem. But we know it is there, as in' the poem "At
. the Adams, Memorial," when sgmething haphazard, like the
'recurring holly leaf, unexpecte~lly begins to share in the importance of the death against whi~h it is being measured, so that
by the time we last hear of it, ie hilS become the concrete symbol
for the order and agelessness of death itself. The same comlition
is present in "On the Beach at Night," where the notions of
light and~ark, the fl\lidity· of flame and sea, are suddenly.sanct,ified by the ironical perception of "our little.Jire" outshining
"the off-sh,ore s.tars.~' Anew sense of order' connects the incon'ceivably immortal with the triumphant symbol of di~inutive
mortality. '
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This awareness of dimension increases as the poet pursues it
in. all the directions of his experience, until it become~ the very'
rhythm and religion of his perception. The~, if he is hu~ble
and masterful, his dominant theme will e~erge. If you look,
closely you will find the glimmering of such a theme in these
poems by Ernest Kroll. You will find it in "the J1?en in denim"
who become "dark minions of a burning god'" before "a fierY
hearth"; or in the "rock's unmoving eye" which, though it
"mirrors the enormous sky," may die any day like an eternity;
it is in the salesman-as-knight whose quest is. not the lady but·
her purchas~ of a pan; it is in the e~isten~e of a stillness punctuating "the augur wind" after "the thrush
with its six notes"; and
,
.
it is in the consciousness of the fixed order that exists "intact .
above the town," 'which li~e leaves, "might" .(but of course,
won't) . be "showered on the night."
A handful of poems, however rigorously selected, can never
adequately define a practicing poet's direction-though often
our greatest poets are not remembered by more than half a
dozen.Mr. Kroll may well belie this or any other sober-faced
tribute in the way that poets with a gift for mischief and'mag-·
nificence often do. In that case, when he comes to us with his
best work, we will be'refreshed again by the swift-bodied illusion
of a living art esca~ipg the claws whi~h seek to trap it in a wordlittered, critica'l cage.":'E. ~H:
...,-'l'~

.

.

~.

,

~

AT THE ADAMS l\fEMORIAL
(Rock Creek, Cemetery,.
\Vashington, D. C.).
.
Here where the holly drops its spiny leaf
In the triennial spring, I linger by
The bronze in which Saint-Gaudens caught
--rhe other side of silence, turned
For a moment to the world.
The third year, and everywhere the vines,

....
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Gripping: their hosts for love,
"Go up, coloting the air.
Butspring,.li~e a wave around a rock,
R~des past this spot with muffled figure
Seated on. gran.ite, mystical, holy,
~
While the holly, slowly,
Falls to- the earth wfth ~rittle sound.
.
Pondeiing the body. d ainedof breath and. wil~,
The hooded calm, the. ands' qnspeakable repose,
Here Adams sat whose'heavy spirit
Broods yet in the daylight alII\ost palpably. ~
And now he, too, is gone beyond
The monument of his own mournirtg,
Fastened in silence. This was the meaning
That, for lack of speech, he trusted to the artist's sense
, To catch by divination, and Saint-.Gauderis wrought
In-rough materials of time. And now, too, in time's flow,
I who stand here in this season,
When the glass inclines to dry,
And ice in the garden drops from the dial,
And all the northern seas astir
•
Glitter from pole to belt,
Ponder the mystery;. and here,
.Amid the spring's asp!ring gre~n,
Observe the holly leaf come down
,
_In dea~h's immortal counterpoint.

J

j
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I'
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I

I
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"
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THE SALESMAN'
(A,Courtly Idyl)

Descends from' his bright car
The last adventur.er, .antique and pica.resque,
.To sing below milady's sill,
Or through the door ajar,
The beauty of some metal pans.
,
He comes unbidden, \

;~
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And for her the question is:
'"
How shall he be received, as guest,
Or errant knight arrived at last
To do her honor; or shall he be
Chidden from the-door as qust,
Or as dishonored lover?

In her delay
He flowers intp piquant speech
Most musical. He has his way
With her, her heart is in his reach:
She buys a panAnd wonders is her husband ,such a man
-Abroad in the heroic day,
Unarmed except for pointed things to say.
His bravery compels her as the man·departs.
. It's only then she starts
From her di~traction,when,
Detecting in her h 4 nd the thingunwa1)ted,
She turns it over as in error,
Hangs it in the closet, disenchanted.
She lapses into her life's pallqr~ .

\

r
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Falls to her old kitchen cares
To feed the'':Ilouth of someone miles away
, Who will turn home at dusk
'From singing;door to door,
The praises of his own fine wares.

I

1
"

\' ~
.i

~
I

1

('

!

THE ROCK POOL
It is the rock's unmoving eye, ,
~~.~
CQnfirming that vast deadness~
Minuscule, i~ mirrors the enQrmoussky.
Noon glitters in it ~ _
_Like sunlight in the water of a dish.
It harbors no fish, '
Though barnacles grip the snail
There, rooting in shell,
While sea lice pry the chamber door '
ITo feed upon sweet fleSh.
The seaweed s'ends its tendrils
~ ending through the walling rock.
It leaks through secret fissures, ~~
By.no springs. Wat~r that the tide add~
Dries up in the sun. It suffersSl;lmmer ~nger: great heat may
Render the pool extinct,
Its life a stain upon the rock.

--~-

,
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j

~

I

{

"1

i

i
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~

)
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"

. OCTOBER
October, weary of her l~aves,
Showers them upon-her sheaves,
And whom it-matters to may see
Orion burni~g in a tree.

/:.'

Heaven only, now that leaves are dolin,
Remains intact ~b6ve the town,
Unweary of its stars that might,
Lik~leaves, be showeredon ~e night.'

I

I

I

- I
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I

I
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FROM THE CONGRESSIONAL
(N~~ York to Washington)

."

~.

Going this swift electric voyage'through
The smoky sections of packed cities,
Past the sumac-girdled factories, 'gliding by .
Banked windows rising; and the stacks
Still souring, after £.ive, the sky,. "
You gather to your 'speeding view
The hard facts ohhe landscape. Night shuts
Down on men in denim going home
To dine in shirtsleeves under a naked bulb:
You see tJ1em in their tenements among
The darkened foundries. The scene repeats,
Juxtaposing boiler room and parlor,
High power lines and late flying wash~
Backyards and freight car sidings..
That domesticity among machines,
So starved for space in such a wide domain, .
Puts forth its small pinched flowers
Like moss between cold .flagstones.
The day shift turns along the way to iron b~ds.
The figures of the night shift stand
In Baltimore about the fiery hearth,
Dark minions of a burning god.
I>

DEUS EX 1\!IACHINA
!

Climbing aboard, the quiet man becomes
Transfigured at the wheel,
His will weaponed, a threat
To the unarmored, his heart
Driving throu,gh vein and artery
The high octane of joy.
TlJe brain in the cockpit sends .
A tvidet body through diminished space, ,
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Shot on by knockless powe.r,
Knee ac~ion skimming him
Over bumps, to land him where,
Without a lutch"
H~ steps o'ut commonplace. .

I
I

I
II

.\

,

ON THE BEACH AT NIGHT
Dark water, luminous in breaking, q:>mes up the sand
Below us, under the thick night crossed by summer airs,
Puts forth a tongue of foam to drown"'our frame
And fails, retiring. .
.. An inland wind that cdt the 0tr from the rose
Attempts the same with flame.
.
The b.each ass bl~ze is,
.. '
""~1'
Stiff as !a flag in the wind. The firm~ment
Above ~he floor looks down, the sUQ:
Joins 'hands for miles and breaks olce more.
Our little fire outshines the offshore stars.

•

'll'
I

j

4

!

.

'

"

THE AUGUR WIND

.

-4

And then the augur wind that
Blew the leaves all silversides•
. That swept the fallow field until
The quartz outcroppings shone,
Stopped. The' thru,sh with its six notes
Sang in the Hashing forest dry as bone.
The calm
. spread like a stain- .
and nothing stirred
In aU the silent summer._

'0

I
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AND EXILE
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,

brought him th,e Fruit, he had already Ghoseh to eat it.
Not because he yearned after the taste, as she"Jlndeed, he\vas not
"I"
_.
surprised that it tasted bitter and stung his rritmth; he ·h,ad' ex- .
pected it would. For curiosity had not compelled him. It was ,a
far deeper need, even a kind of duty. i
}
There were no duties for Adam,' and in the Garden time
brought no changes. The days tpgether were like one single
day, and if the nights differed by reason of darkness,~ha~twasall.
He was riot surprised any long,er by anything. He klnew exactly
where the Tree stood, and_carefully avoided it as God had instructed. He knew where the river ran and where fruit could be
picked. Everywhere there were flowers, blooming and reblooming, and their perfumes were long fam,iliar. No beast ,or bird
.
crossen. Adam's path that, he could not, remember having seen
before, and na~ed. And he knew Eve, or thought he did, by
WHEN EVE

4:

.

,

.

~

21 4
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, heart. She,.who' had been given him in his'solitude to complete
the pattern of his world, she was always there within calL And
in that world where n'Qthing ever changed~' Adam someti~es' "
wished just for the removal of a clump of trees, ot the a~di~ipn
of a spe~ies of BoweL '
<
'
In the beginning there' had been di~overies. That of his own
life had been, splendid enqugh. When 4e had looked,'upon the
world of green grass and Jull branches he had not known at fifst
that he saw because His eyes were open; and when a breeze blew
lea~es against each other, making a sound, he had no idea ~is
ears permitted: him to hear. it. He did not say, "Where am I?"
because he did not know who he ~as. E~en his" own body ~d
i'~E¢mep an exterior thing, to be examined and pursued wtth ..
,~ft~er ~oving creatures. And when he understood that hec1n~~hdl~ed it f~om the inside, he supposed all things belonged td it
:'and could be co~ltrolled. He commanded a tree to' be still,'ahd
1,turtt~,to tu~n its head, but n.either ;obeye~ hhn.;\nd so,lheITarn~~.~hat
w,a~ divided from all except himself~! the vjry
COndltlC\h of hIS hemg.
J"
~,.' ,
'j
TheIl God had descended,.upon him, close anq f{bfufortih g ,
andsaia,"Adam,~my son, all these things ar.e for you.~I hav~ ~ut
the
sun in motion for your sake, and hung the stars
. : . " in the night
tq keep watch over you. Out of my manifold powers I crea~ed
the worid, and out of my
.labor divided the' ,sea from the iattd,
.
. ,,'
not" for my sa~e but' yours. The beasts ~f the field will be y~mr
companions; fruit will ripe~ for your eating, ,and water ~un
from the ground to quench your thirst. You will know only cpntentIIienf £lnd ·peace." And Goa ha4 walked with him thro~gh .
.a father with his child. Adam
the Garden like
.
. . ate of fruit zind
foun'd it sweet, and lay db~n, on his belly to drink from, ~he
river, and the water was cool and clean. He stretched out 1his
hand to touch other Ilvipg creatures, and they rubbed aga~nst.
",
.
< '
him.with confidence. 'He spoke" for the joy of hearing his vqice
ring out in the drowsy air," and laughed in the fullness of this

,~'
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being. They had come to a Tree that grew more profusely than
the rest, and was more beautiful. "Of this Tree," said God, "you
must not eat. Its Fruit conceals. the knowledge of good and evil,
which alone you may not sha~e with me." Adam had not minded
then having such a small piece of the· world refused him. There
was much newness t.o be greeted still, and he had forgotten about
the Tree for a long time. Soon after God had brought Eve to
him, and she had been new and strange and more beautiful
than any tree or beast or fo~l of the air. She had look~d at him
with eyes that were. mirrors of his own, and yet seemed to contain secr~ts he COtdd not solve., She came at his calling,' -and
. listened to him talk, and he was no longer alone.
She was different from Adam, and not merely in body. She
herself called the difference to his attetltion, causing him some
dismay. "God made you first," she s~id, "and me second. You.
stand between me and God:' Because of this separation she did
not love God as Adam did, nor did she fear Him. She wandered
away at His coming, and spoke of Him flippantly to Adam, so
that he rebuked her. "AIL we have we owe to God," he said,
"even our life.."
But she only threw. back her head, saying,
. '
- "There is more than this, much more. I know." And at first
Adam refused to listen to her, and held UP, his hand for silence.
But now, for longer than he could remember, nothing was
new to him. The previous"day's shadow weighed heavily on t~e
the day at hand, and if all fruits did not taste the same, thete
were only so 'many; he had counted them. He had taken flowers
apart, petal by'petal, peeled them down to the root where their
origins were. He knew each bird by its note, every animal by the
prints it left on the river sand. He had walked and walked and
never come to the end of the Garden, proving to himself that
it contained the whole world. And finally he could find no further purpose for the energy that lived in him, no use for the intelligence that made him different frOIIlother creatures. There
was ~othing to do from dawn to nightfall but talk to Eve, whose

-
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pr~sence was po longer .startli~g, and -wait for the, visits of Coho

Cod came every day, lavishing love on' him, and asking hi~
if he was happy. "I want for nothing," said Adam, letting Go~'s
~ nearness fun over him like water until he was. made anew.1I£
. only he c~uldb;ing Eye to underst~md that lo~e, kneel with htr
bene~th It! But she would not"s~ay to be convInced, and always
·escaped what· Adam had no will to escape. Sometimes she we~t .
so far a~ to eavesdrop on him and God, and snicker
at Adam's
.
II
confidences, dashing off through the bushes when he turn~d
around. '''Oh, My Father," .<\dam said, "forgive her. She resi~ts
You only because she ,does not know You." And God said, "1"0
be vanquished by me is to know peace. To .flee me.is to seek ~y
sorrow, and the evil that is not yet born." And Ad~m hung *s
he~d out of sh.ame for Eve, and bro'ughtGod's words back to httr;
SIie wasJlot ashamed to hear them. 'She only~miled a secr~t,
unexplained smile that provoked Adam, andsaio, "He asks okr
allegiance, but. He will not give us the lree."
,
They ~poke of the Tree now continually. She had not· rel~n- .
quished the subject since Adam had ~old her of God's waI1I1ing. "It means death," he said, ,"and death is the end of all,~e.
know." But she tho light.,: otherwise. During /<\.dam's talks wirh
God she consulted the Serpent. It alone of all other bea~tscOli~d
,speak, or so she told Adam. It never cam~ near, him) so he dii~
Hot know. He disliked its spangled~ indolent look which E~e'
,
.
. ' , .
'I
found charming. But if his admonitions to her were tut?red wi~h
the word of God, her persuasiqns were undertoned with those"bf
the Serpent,· and she used its rtam~ to reinfon::e all, her arguments, beginning' and enrlingthem with, "The Serpent t~ld
. me." Adam tried to discourage her restlessness, bllt it was only'
another fot~ of his own, and ~~. sha.red it in spite of him~~f.
Sh.e llrged. him to sit with her under the Tr~e while she qescribed to him the beauty of the Fruit th~t did not need descr~p
tion. It shone lik~ globes of night.,in the midst of day, and in tpe darkness glimmered with' its own light. "It is evil," he told her,·
,
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but the word meant nothing to him or to her, and she laughed at
him. "What is evil?" she asked. "Isn't God your Father? ~nd yet
He denies you this ~ne possession. Surely He would not blame
you if you took it. He loves you so." But Adam fell back on that
love to restrain hikl. "He trusts me," he said.; and would say no
more.
But his own mind persisted in thoughts of the Tree: and even
God"s visits began to oppress him. Sometimes when he wanted
solitude God would· come and inclose him, so that Adam no
longer felt strong with his own weakness, but weak with God's
strengt~. He struggled against it, saying, "You have given me
life; Y01.;1.have prepared for me the fruits of Your labor. What
can I do for You?" And Go~ answered, "Love mel" Then Adam
had no wish to be alone and strong again, but OIJly to be grati·
fied and upheld. Aftenvards, when God had left, he would stand
up and stretch himself, as though to free himself from .sleep.
And so it was that gradually, Adam came to the decision that
he must eat of the Fruit of the Tree.
Still he delayed. "Not yet," he told himself, "not just yet."
And he did not tell Eve, but met her urging in silence, saying
only, "He trusts me." It was not the Fruit he wanted; t.hat he
could admit when she tried to tempt him. He even'abhorred the
thought of biting into that shimmering unnatural skin, and he
knew the taste would be bitter. "It will pe sweet," she said, "with
. the sweetness of things we cannot ~imagine. The Serpent told
me." And she looked at the Tree with desire in her face.
."..,
I
So Adam was neither- surprised nor angry when she brought
the Fruit to him. ~e had been waiting for it. H'e co1\ld not have
picked it, but it htlcl 'had to be picked, and he was grateful to
Eve. He had chosen to eat it, whatever the .tas~e. But he took it
and saiel nothing as she held it eagerly to him. "It is sweet," she
said: He took a bite next to the small white gap her teeth had. left,
all(~ the taste was more bitter than he had supposed. As he chewed
and swallowed he we'pt, but he :bit into it again before he re-
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turned it to Eve. His tongue burned, and hi~ head spun, and h~
blood beat loudly against his s~in: He sank to the grqund, pUllin,
Eve with him. She entwined her body with his, and kissed him 0111
.the mouth. It. seemed that until then he had never known what-it.
was to desire, or to possess. He was filled with a desperati~n h~
could not believ~, and as he possessed, something was taken unt '
accountably \aw~y. When. he looked at" Eve again he ·saw that
she was not his
- after all. He had wanted to lose himself with he~i. .
but he had come, back returned utterly to himself. There wen¥words he wanted to say that he coul~ not tel("hernow. By'he~ ,
face he knew it wa~ the same with her, and e~ch turned awayfrom tthe other and stood up, alone.
_
As Adam stood up, he knew he was naked, and the nakedness,
was more entire th~n that'of
body. Protection seemed to'hav~
,
• :
1
been stripped a\\T.ay till he was bare to the core of his being. Ht1
felt as if any moment he might fall off theearth,- so unbound wa~
he. The bare sunlight
struck him, and the wind blew, and he wa~ ~
,
. defenseless' and afraid. "'Evewept now, and he resolved to show]
.her he was not afraid. He. pulled some leaves off a fig tr~e an~
she 'wove them l'~ogether and made herself a covering. Adami
made one {or ,himself, and again-they faced. each oth~r. "Adam,"t
she said, as if she did not know where to 'find him. "Eve," h~\ ,
.I~m~wered, sp~akingwith the wind. Their separateness was beq .
tween them forever, and they took each other's himd. '
j
•..The light fa..ded and the 'wind blew cool, and Adam heard
'God calling to,him. Rehid with Eve behind a bush and hoped'
God would- not find' them_. "Adam, where are YOj1?" tang the
voice of God. He rose then, with Eve, but their heads werd:
Ibowed.
;,
i ."Adam,'· said God, and His presence was not a circle ~ comL ,;r'
fort now, "Adam, you disobeyed me. I trusted you."
"It was the woman," stammered Adam. ~'She gave me to eat
of the Fruit."
'
..
\
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I
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"It was the Serpent," whisPered Eve. "I was beguiled by the
Serpent:'
.
"Liesf" cried' God. "Lies the Tree has taught you. You
. wanted the knowledge that should have belonged only to me.
from now on you will be cursed with cowardice and pain and
lust. 0h, how will you overcome them?" And 'now it was God
,vho wept, as a father weeps when' his child runs from him into
, the arms of danger.
But Adam stood up straight and looked at 'God. "Lord," he
said, "we have chosen. You gave us the world for our pleasure,
and not for our pain. You satisfied us beyond satisfaction. We
were Your children and nothing more. You trusted us, but not
to <;10 Your work a~ well as to accept Your love. Now we have
sinned, but only to be free."
God looked at Adam, and He beheld Himself, unaccomplished and unproved, but determined. to be. "I should have
given you my knowledge from the start," He said. He made
. E:ve and Adam coats of skin, and clothed them. "You cannot
stay here now," He said. "This Garden is no longer for you, or
the fruit of these trees, or the peace of this quiet grass. For you,
is the toil of the stony ground, and ~eariness and fear and'
anguish, even death." But Adam faced the presence of God and
said, "And freedom."
God sent Adam and Eve out"of the Garden. that had seemed
until·then to have no boundaries, but as He sent them.out He
blessed them, for He was' blessing the token of Himself. "I will
not speak ,vith you again," He said. "You will call me and I
lwin not answer." .
.
So Adam took his freedom upon him, the incomparable obligation of it, and walked into the solitude. from which he would
again and again seek to escape,·holding Eve by the hand.
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TO' A EUROPEAN MAN"

I

. I

OF'LETTERS

,,
i'

,
I

I must apologize for-two things; for
the way in which, you are anonymized
in my tide, and then for th~ appellation
"man of letters," which usually suggests
the starch orover-respectability or an excessively indiscriminate "
po:wdering olacademic approval, neither of which J' intend.
As to the note of anonymity: though I spent a few days with i
you recently, when we were thrown together by circumstances,
neither' of us could avoid, what we acciden~lly exchanged then i
did not seem to be suffidently stamp~d with tne uniqu~ness of!~
.
'
.'
r
., personal opinion to warrant so intimate a form of address as j'
your nall)e here would imply. Further, and perhaps.more to,:
the point, h struck me after you left that a good deal of whatt
you had tosay~ both publicly in lectures, and privately to me,f '
reflected aI\ attitude more general than personal, and one with:
which I had already come,. both sympathetically, and' exasper-'_
,atedly, . to identify with other European writers I have met. Itl
seems fairer,
therefore: and less
restricting to'
my,
purpo~,toi
,11.
'
'
I
consid~r your remarks for their typicality than to delineate them]
under a name ~ith which they can only be partially andper-!
haps not' quite so meaningfully connected.'
.,
Ii do not find my~lf~P910gizing for using the term '''Etiro~
pealn," though I ,do wish ,there were a better one than "man o~
letters" ,(litterateur is even more ~diousl) to c?mp,lete th~
'description. Though you' pride yourself on your insular nationl .
liV'ed .
many years in various European
countrie~
ality, you have ,
" 1
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where your name is perhaps as well known as in your own Jand.
You have a considerable reputation as a poet in all of Europe
and "Am~rica, and you have also wri~ten d~ama, fiction, and
books of social and literary commentary. The most important of
these are seriously concerned with political and cultural matters. Yours is the tradit!on of the great European poets and
humanists, and one 'which I deeply respect. It is not necessarily,
if at all, the tradition of American writers and teachers. Wh~ch
bri~gs me to my poin~.
,\Ve in America are "writers" and/or "teachers" first; "poets"
(n()'velists, critics, biographer-s) and "humanists"-with the appropriate.and insistent ~eservations always inade-only later.
\Valt Whitman _s the only man wh.o is universally called "poet'"
here without a snicker. The rest were and still are "brain trust..
ers," "'mad geniuses," "drunkards,": and "screwballs." Where it
began or when, I don't know. With Poe weaving down the~
streets' of Baltimore? With Hawthorne writing brittle allegories
iri 'an attic? With Brook Farm? With' Thoreau showing' the
world a thing or two alone at \Valden?With Melville in a customs house mumbling away the best years of his life? Whitman
so~ehow got away with it: he had a j"ove-l.ike beard and school
children were reminded of Moses or God. He wrote "Captain,
My Captain!" about Lincoln, and "Song of Myself," MI about
himself. He has always embarrassed us, but in college the professors get around it all by-making u~ read dissertations and contemporary opinions about him, proving why he was such a
good / American. School children, of cour~, still· recite him,
and below graduate school level he is still. read as 3.Ppoet. That
means that in m9st places in' America you' can safely put Leaves
of Crass beside the Bible and the porcelain pincushion on,
the bookshelf.
-'
The intellectuals here are perplexed by Whitman: not only
by his illiterate appeal, but by the fact that together with Poe
~

(
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he is still one of the most widely' respected American poetS
abroad. Of course, if it were not for Poe's drunkenness, he too
could be called a poet here '~iihout a snicker.' fIiiname itselt
shows how close he came to making it. "But the ,inan who wrote",
"The Raven" is not alw~ys iden,tified ~ith the mystery story
writer who wrote "The Gold" Bug" or "The Fall of the House
I of Usher"-~oe is read, as a double ,man, almost as much, if not
as much, as Whitman; but he had a weak chin and looked like a
-villain, and worst of all, he drank (criticS and biographers still
apologfzel). So, of co~rse, if we' call him pOet, we must ~ink or
snicker.
, Anp so you say that the trouble with American po~iy is
that it is' too self·conscious, too specialized, too isolated £roin the
lives of people; that 11: is written by university'"teachers, insurance men, medical doctors, spinsters, shoe der~s, and druQkards.
At any rate,. by amateurs. Then, on the other h'and, and seeming to excuse American. poetry, you say that the people here are ..
not mentalized en9ugh, that the landscape is too gigantic, too
various tio be understood, thal topograph,ically, deserts and tre;.
,mendous mountain ranges, badlands and congested cities ,offer':
none of, the spiritual a~surances which vineyards,. for instal}ce;~'
have alwaystgiven to poe~. (The only Americans you canappre- I
ciate aore T. S. Eliqt and Henry James, whom you question as
"AtPericans." In this way your opinion is very much like a
1l
good many literaFy Americans' with ':non-American" tastes.)
Is there any hope.for American letters? Yes, butnot.,immediately
perhap~. In three or four hundred years.:-perhaps: with a
changed and., more intimate topography, with several hundred
million American ,skeletons insulating and .enriching the earth:
with a wider and more personal history of deprivation and suf- '
fering, with a sense of being able to die meaningfully for ideals
as immediat~ as a new Ford, though mor~ intrinsic to human
dignity than.th~t. In. other· words, ~e hl,rave, as ,Matthew Arnold.
,
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and any 'numbe~ of seasoned European men of letters visiting
Ameri~a during the past 175 years were impelled to observe,
a long way to go.
Finally~ you say, in all fairness to America, that Europe today
is decadent, th(;mgh not necessarily physically: it has lost tJ:te
vigor of the old ideals and is eatjng itsfown entrails, .spiritually
'and psychologically. The muscular epergy towards which it
looks a.dmiringly is dJsplayed by. Amelita. (America's cultural
"a40Iescence" is thereby compensated forI) .America must assutne th~ role of responsible spokesman and protector of European -culture, the culture out of which it has itself developed.
To do this, America must un-isolate itself first; must understand
how Europeans think; must be ready to sacrifi,ce immediate
domestic necessities for more comprehensive and urgent inter-,
national ones.
Tq begin, let me say that the distinctions you have been making ~bout Europe and America do dot exist, have never in fact
existed. It seems to me that what you mean, or should mean, to
hypothesize is Europe and Europe-in-America. Americans who
h'ave been to Europe recently-espe,cially that majority who
were coerced into going-may recognize a thjrd entity which
you do "notcO!Jsider: America-in-Europe.Perhaps the truth is
(apologizing to "truth" itself, which should never b~ provin- ~
cial) that few of us who speak of "the international idea'~ dare
to mean more than Europe-America. And occasionally, wlfen
,we sEea~ of "internationa) understanding" in su~ch terms, we
speak~ ideally. of one who first under-stands his own land from
havipg lived in other countries and then having returned to his
native country. And not everybody: not the illdiscr\minating
civilian-soldier, vacati~:ming sChoolteacher, globetrotter,
boy,
ess
international divorcee, or the foreign representative or
agent who sees only his 'narrow national intefests abro
really' speak of a .handful of reflective men of sensibih who'
come or are driven to America and are in a position to partici-

,.,
'Ii
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pate disinterestedly on differen~ levels of ~ciety. For a French~
man or Spaniard' or Englishman to understand America, h~ <lJ
must first understand his o~n nation, and, the~ the' E~ropean*
conglomera,t:e of wl;1ich his
IS part; then he 'must live long
'-.. nation
-.
enough in America 'in order not, to be deceived by his <?wn preconceptions about thjs country or by the superficial differences
he ~otices in a week, a month, a year; 'dlen he(~must return to
re-estimate his own country and the European conglomerate. Of
cour~e, all the way there is the temptation 'of curious audiences,
demanding ,that their own illusions be preserved, who instigate', '
premature statements from foreign visitors. And so the men of
letters'reply solemnly or. b~e~zily, or in both w'ays, to the old ,~
unanswerable questions, with which replies one is,'often forced
to'sympathjze and disagree simultaneously.' . ,t
The! serious and lincommercialized writers in Americ~ (hiding
behind their various professional ·aliases) are usually bookish
people, 'rather sentimeI)tally enamored of. European thingSewhat makes Eliot arid James, and ~ll of us so "typically~' American! But you hit them in 'a weak spot when you teU American
writers that they are "self-conscious" or "specialized" or '~iso
lated" 'and when you call them "amateurS-." Be~ause it is the '"
same cry they 'have b~~n contepding with here, the ~istine
o:y, for a century, and because they, and you too, share the faba, lous heart's desire that it is different in Europe.. Most of them
are not men and women' of independent means, nor are they '.
willing to commercialize their talents to meet the economic
.
.....
criterion for the successful writer. (Indeed,. most'pf them, if they i
did try, would find themselves unable.) Nor are they usually'
subsidized long enough to forget the need of finding some eco- :
nomic prop by which to continue writing. If they make a' niche in the community or. i~ they stlccumb to drink or., live on their .
friends, they are quite. aware of their "unprofessional" status:
as writers, or of theirdepepdence on other means than their'
writing f~r survival. Bpt the be~t American', like the best Euro-~;
.

" . .

-
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pean, -Writers have spent a considerable part of their lives as
'economic time-servers---the "amate~rs" whom you disparage.
(And the "amateur" condition, of course, determines, and is
determined by, the "self-consciousness" and "isolation" of their
production, quite often to .the degree of, neglect which their role
, of "unprofessional writers," "writers in disguise," elicits £Tom
"the community.) Their being amateur is noJmeasure of their
responsibility as writers, which I rather think you question by ,
insisting on that curious term so prominent in :American sports
talk.
For the life of .me, I can't understand the old-bones-and-vineyard philosophy as anyth",ing more ~han a ron;tantic y,arn. One
,knows that with the wine of southern France and northern Italy
came the sweetness of Proven~a~song, and out of the millennial
. rocks of \Vessex, the acrid tragedies of ~ardy~ One alsok'R0ws
that the open roads leading out of New Orleans, Brooklyn" and
Washington gave Whitman his vision of America. But it is not
love of place, of section, or of countrr which you stress; it is a
mentalized receptivify in the average reader, an interhuman
understanding. In southern France one is reminded of the
grape country around the 'Mohawk Valley; in the Black Forest
of Germany one thinks of 'innumerable north American woods;
over the Alps one thinks of the Sierra Nevada. The bones underlying the earth in all these places are as numerous and as'
indi~tinguishable culturally as the topography of such places.
The interhuman understanding is found there, under the earth,.
and those who observe its existence are poets like you, menwhol }"
have always observed here and elsewhere. There cannot be manyl "
differences between Europe and Europe-in-America. Maybe if "
that were' better understood, we c~';ld really get ,somewhefe ~
"internationally."
'
''
"
f
•
"
'.11
But of course, that is just the trouble.- 'Fhere really are differ- ~
ences-only the' ones yah point' out are not those that really '·J.1·~
matter. There are the differences between each of us havin~,ilc:'
I

F
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~rai~pan in whtch to warm over an old prejudici; there are
.the differences betw~en each of us having ,something to sell who
wishes somethin&, unsalable' in return; and there ,are ~1l the
other differences which the iJ,lterpreters of the psychologists, the
economists, and the statisticians, whose business it is to ,deal
iIi differences, are everywhere caging and refrigerating for our
better' £,Ilisunderstanding of.each other. Th.er~ eire all those differe~ces-real, and imagihed. But 'we are getting. tired of being.
waylaid and misinformed about them. So that when we hear a
poet, a man 'of letters, a distinguished EUfopeanwriter, who
comes here to embroider on those differences, we suddenly realize that such a man has stepped out of role, is nJ>t spe~king to us :.
as a 'poet, 'but as the shadow of stooped statisticians. , .
.
I We would like Poets to come here and'stand up and be poets
undisguised, poets who don't fear the, wink or the snicker. To
be a poet is to sing and heal the hl'cerations of spirit in men who 1
believe on?y -in the -<Hfferences; to, be a poet is to live" on the!
differences in order to reconcile them. We are willing to be called j
ama{eurs, . poets' mumbling t~ ol,lrselves, ~ beca\lse there' are:
enough of us, part-time' and full-time, who still believe in thi;'
yalidity of the poet's role, who struggle to sing as Whitm,an and j
Homer sang, about the' grass-blades and' spears !,vhich' we turn!-!
into separately and in ()u~ togetherness, in our typical strength t
and aimlessne,ss. Instead of making fetishes of': the differences i ;
between our bones, our deserts and ourvineyaids, let us learn!
to celebrate what the statistiCians have ~ever' ~nvisio,ned: the j
variety of elbow room inside and out otevery person, place ancl-i
thing throwing its Shade on earth, and througl,t such variety,:
the samenesses in all of us which show
Oligh ' and eventually!
overcome t~e ticklish differences.' "
.
,j
This is w~at I would~~v~ . to you had'tihere be~n time:
between the lectures' and the parties and the tim;e fo.r driving t(}.
the airport to catch the next plan,e to arrive' on' ~ime in' the next
city for the lectures" the parties, e~c.
.._ -
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BOOKS AND COMMENT

Lucy Lockwood Hazard

\

MANIFEST DESTINY
,

Ii!

MUDDLES THROUGH

S

TAN~EY. VESTAL (leSSgenerall.: known aa Wal~er S~nley .

Campbell, Professor of English at the UnIVerSity of
Oklahoma) has added one more ex, dition to his many
fascinating forays on the American fronti " If this record of
Indian warfare from the farcical Treaty of Lamie in 1.85 I to
the~cabre Ghost Dance 'Var of 1891 has less
than h~d /"
the. kss ambitious narratives in which Vestal followed Kit Carson ("Happy 'Varrior of the Old 'Vest"), .Espirit Radisson
("King of the Fur Traders") , Jim Bridger, and the Mounta~n
Men along the Missouri, through the Grass Country! over the
Old Santa Fe Trail, the episodic nature of his present subject
offers at least partial extenuation..Even sO', the reader may fed
that Ve,stal has maqe an exaggerated effort to keep his old friends,
Kit Carson and Sitting Bull, rigorously subordinated to an irrepressible conflict greater than £\ny participant on either side.
Vestal has chosen to unify his narrative, not by dramat~zing
belligerents and battles, but by establishing a parallelism be-'
tween Indian affairs of the past and international a~airs of th~
present. Tq assure his intention, he presents the story of the
~ndian wars as "a little mirror of ourselves and of our govetnment at work in international affairs,," and in his pref~c~ indi~

u .y
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,cates 'that the reader should not become more intrigued by the'
"warpath" than by the "couQ.til fir~s." Vestal reminds us that
"Thiee times· the 'United States has emerged no,in a major war
as f.first-rate power only to behave after thew~r like a thirdrate nation:" From thi$ s~u~y of forty years' bungling re1ati0!1s
with the Plains tribes, f<ls, a lesson in how not :t~ do, it in, WeltpoUtik, Vestal's Warp'arh and Council,Fire lt becomes an ironic
indictment'of the char~cteristicAmeritan'vacil1a~iopwhich.prevents the United 'Statesifrom formulating and pulrsJing a consistent and' firm policy, 'tith ei~~r Plains Indlt\ns or Palestinia~ .
Jews, against either Sitting Bull or Stalin"
.In han.dling a s.ubjecf which invites parti~nsh~p Vestal wTit~s
as a reahst, keepmg steadfastly to th~overall pIcture of ~anl~
fest destiny, despite thelmeddlings andIIJuddlings ofsentimental .
"friends ofl\-the Indian~" ~an inexora.bk'·',?rive to expa~sion, fittended by the usual ~aft, ma.rked on both sides by the usual
atrocitie,s. He is not ,urr,nindful of .the plight of displaced per- ,
sons.. Occasionally he allows one of the Indian negotiators to
t~ke the stand and voi~e the pathos ~f pis position:. .
C

I'

I

.

J

I

, You wanten to put Js' upon a reservation', to build us houses,
and tb make us M~dici+e ~odges. I do not waht them. I was born
upon the prairie, wh~re the wind blew free and there waS,
nothing to break the ight of 'the sun. I was born wher~ there
were:no ~Ilclosu~es, ani where everything. drew a free breat~. I -'
. want to q.~e ~here. ' and +ot .~ithin walls. I know every st~eam and
, every ,wood between thf ~IO Grande and the Arkansas.... Why
do you ask us to 'eave the rivers and the s1.!n and the wind to live
in houses?tlDo not ask us to.give up the buffalo for the sheep..'..
The white man has tqe country which we loved, and we only"
wish to wanderon th~ prairie until wedie.
'

.

'But Vestal accepts the displacement of the Indian by the acquisitive ent,iepreneur!.as at}- ineluctable,concomitai-tt of "prOg• Random ijouse, 1918.

'.
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ress" and views contemptuously the futile delaying process of unrealistic negotiations. Every treaty, Vestal remarks, is only a
"scrap of paper" unless and until it represents a genuine community of intere~ts. For the United States, bankrupt after the
Civil 'Var, the paramount interest lay in keeping open the roads
• to the gold fields. If the road to newly discovered Idaho and
Montana gold lay through the Powder River Hunting Grounds
pr~viously guaranteed to the Indians-well, that was just the
Indians' har'd lu<\:k.
j
. ,In spite of this cynical recognition"that the onJr unbroken international law is that of opportunism, Vestal somewhat perfu~ctorily lists arguments defending the American side of American-Indian diplomacy. Evidently Mlf. Vestal himself isn't too
much impressed hy the case for infiltration, for hav'ing enumerated the best ""that can be pleaded for the defense, he_ahand:ons .
the argument and focuses on the blunders arising out of division
of powers. "In handling the Indians, our government created the
Indian Bureau to be 'soft' and mother them and laid upon the
War Department the duty. to 'get. tough' in the manner of a
careful father." This divided authority would have been bad
enough at best; but to make a bad matter worse, the Indian'
Bureau, under the spoils system "was far too corrupt to create
and maintain good-will," while, the Army, as usual dep~ted by
premature demobilization, "was. so weakened and reduced that
it could rarely do. plore than start trouble which it could not
finish." To cap the confusion, the "Grandfather at Washington"
permitted the Peace Commissioners to present the Indians with
firearms; "thus the Department of the lnterior, kept us b.usy
arming the hostiles so that they could shoot down officers and
men sent out by the War Department." .
If a cyclical interpretation of history is valid, Vestal is right
in his contention that this chronicle of aBpeasement Jhas meaning for the present. Believing .themselves confronted with a
"feed them or fight them'], alternative., the ,Marshall-planners of
the Indian Bureau for seven year~ at a cost of _thirteen m,illiol'l
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dollars t~ied to placate the' Sioux-and all to. no purpose. As
Vestal shrewdly remark~: "Full bellies only mak~ warlike men."
Finally even the Commissioner of Indian Affairs had to ~dmit
. that, tr~aty or no treat~I' it was "utterly impracticable;' to keep
i\m~ricans out of the gold-fields. Not that we repudiated thc:i
treaty;,
Americans
would never do anything so dishonorable. We
I
'
, "'")
merely "interpreted" i~ terms. Unforturiately the Indians could
interpr~t ,the interpret*iori. Xhe SiOl,1~ stubbornly refus~d to
sell their Sacred Moun~ins. The im.mediate· result was Sitting.
Bull's War; the ulthna~e resul't was the·capitq.lation of the last
Indian chieftain. "The ~Id traii. are cho¥ with sand; they ar~<·
cov~red with grass. . . .! I call on you to travel the only tra~l now '
op~n-the White Man'~ Tra~l"-~hat tra~~ of. the master race
whIch Vestal calls "THe ThIeves Road.
'
Warpath and Councir.Fire recalls a poetic presentation Qf the
same hopele~s . str~gglel of the· Plaip~ Indians to salva.ge th~it:
country-Nelhardt s So~g of the Ind~an Wars.)n keepmg with.'
. th~' more imaginat~ve irtention, ~ eihardt presented ~ore dra~, _.,
matically ,than Vestal ,uch episodes as the . fight on Bee~her'~
Island" d~elt more potgnantlyon the paSSIng ,of a great r!lce: ;,;;;:
before "'the ·ancient -and compelling Aryan urge." Neihardr
differs from Vestal ig ~mphasis as. well as iil.style; he -sees the'
railroad as the villain pflbe piece: The Song o/the Indian lVa.rj .
.
•.
.
II..! l
is the saga of the -"irOlIl snake" which "cleft the 'ancient bisoq .
world." More matter-o~-fac'tly, Vestarsees the conflict as one ber
. .
i
tween nomads and nesters. ..The Indian, he tells us, had under~"
. standing and admiratipn for the American soldiers-they toJ
, were great warriors. ~he Indian had affec.ti{)n and reverence,for the missionaries-tHey too worshipped the Great Spirit anf
attuned their lives to IBeauty. But the nester was alien ,to all'
Indian values. 'iThey ~lrhated the settler, the man who fenced
and plowed, cut down:. the timber, burned the grass, and de; .
stroyed the game. . " J The -;plow that ~roke the Plains brok~
also everything the Inqian kp,ew atid' loved."
~;
Only those whQare
enthusiastic \for Western history will fol~
.;;.:'"
.
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low in all detail Ve'stal's possibly overdetailed record of confused
skirmishes, confused settlements. The avet:age reader will very
P~-2ctj~~ wish for moy;e melodrama, less analysis. And yet for
~~~!P~S sa'ine average reader the analysis' should prove the most val~~a.ble-:part of a sound and dispassionate study. Befor~ the Ameri<;:an'reaqer takes a too self-righteous attitude toward the aggres-'-'~~Yl1ation of 1949, it might be ,a salutary exercise in humility
. '-- 40 replember that not so long ago we were an aggressor nation;
before carrying our faith in a system of checks and balances to
the extreme of setting depar~~ents of our -government to work
at :Cfoss-purposes, it might be prudent to reflect that it is the
gciterals who have to do the fighting when the diplomats fail;
before indulging in visions of universal and permanent peace,
iqmight be intelligent to recognize the fallacy to which pacifists
Indians or with Russians-the
are prone, .whether dealing with
.
fatal fallacy of believing "that peace can be assured by agreements neatly typed on foolscap and signed wit.h a pen."

Paul Walter, Jr ..
;:, \

ANTHROPOLOGY

FLEXES

;~~~\~

ITS

.t ,\

T

MUSC"lJES

Edgar L. Hewett, a leading anthropologist, wr~t~ in his Anc~ent Ande.an Life (Bobbsol\1errill
Co., 1939, p. 297) :
EN YEARS AGO

'j

_

The science of man has waited long for its place in the scheme
o.f liberal education. This is largely due to the incompetence of
anthropologists. When one ventures to speak for the scientific
so vast, so little
explored-for
study of man, one enters a field.
,
-.,.
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that reasod :50 inviting-that an overwhelmihg Sense
quacy is the.first problem to be faced.
...

inade. l

f,,' '

In the interve~rng time' tllefe has been a war which has+
changed many things, amontthem the outlook and tone ofj'
anthropology. The -"science 'fbf man" has not only achieved a! '
re~pect~d place in liberal edy,cation, but- it ,bids fair t9,becomd
chief among the social scienc~~",a:nd the first of them t~',gain.thel ..
respect of the 'older and Qlore~secure physical and biological:
sciences. War is a d.isturber and Upsetter of th~ old and fi~edl
patterns, and'thus, often, the o]?stetrician of the new. TlJe ~ewl
pattern, not yet entirely bo~~ 'frpears to have in it an enviablej
,.if..., ~
,place for the anthropologist, ,out his position at the mome~t j~sl ;'t~~l!,
still cOJljectltrat and calls for, ,'dareful self-evaluation of his J~! 'i~f• .¥'
-l~"
~ i:
.present posItion. '
»
. , ' ' _ , O,t"" ,~
We Ame.ricans went into t~e war rather- blindly, but 'i~t~ti~
upon using everyth'ing we h~.cC\That we possessed vast resouk~" ",
of many kinds we vaguely realized; 'but we had no syste.mat'tff;~:•
catalog of them. We experimepted and, explo,red, and hi tha~~ ,it
process. were established an Qffice of Strategic' Services apQjI~,' " '
other comparable hush-hush tk-ojects. ,Into these were ,catiJ~' ':.~.,.
some of the b~st "braips" of the coun~r:YJ.and to a su~pritih~~c"':->
extent the pr~Jects wotked-br;ovght concrete andm~.asurabl(fO ,
restilts. When 'we unraVeled it aAl"Mter the crisis 'had>p,~ wJ' ;,,,
,had" discovered a new national ;'tesource:--~u.r aJ}.t~~~'pp~q~,t~.-t
, The better ones amo~~ tq~riI were verysoundlr edl!~t~d and' '
,
",'-"
_:
fidd-trained. Theyk;tiew' \anguages;)places1 ,p~opl~s~,!.~ustoms~.
anatomy, psychology,~nd lot of'other things'our '6vq:spec~alf
,
' >~ " , , '
,,'
'"
'"
"
,"
'"'
•
ized, scientists iIi ot~r"fie!~s- ~ld 11%\ In'csoni7;~r,eas,~fact,jritt
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specti~ of peacetime, alid of fulfilling' their promise of bold"
l!
new advancements across the ,preSent frontiers pf knowledge, and.Jt'
understanding. To do this 'fhey must first seriously consider theJ·:;<,'
problems involved in the', scope of their scienc'e, and~its proper' " .
relations to other sciences. .This isindicat~d,'no~
siIDpIY:~~9
·fit
'\' .
. ",' .
them into a neat academic organizational fdrIll1:ila,,'lbUt to requce,' i
the feuds 'within' their ,own ran~s, ';to briJ coher:e:Jt~ to their,' \ .,'
I~ 1 • theoretical strti<;ture, ~nd fo<pr~dical 'methddQlog1i~al reaSons~': ..;
.. ~. ',' ,They must reach, as well, '3;. working balan~e between their: !
" ','.' j~ecessary scientific detachment, jand the .tem~tation to: hasten:'"
. ~pha~is uphn applied phases w~.i~h aI?rear.
~e~o~ening Qefore t~em. !he. longer view _~pp~a~s to'r\l £~r 'p,~t~ent and sys- .
t~matlc fillmg m of the nuw.erou~i gap~ln1helr~~nowledge ·at
the expense of yielding to the apparent: l,l~gency of the world's'
jmmediate 'piactical issues.
'j .
;t ' . '
f

-

~.

!'

.

g.

to

,
l'

\. ."i

'.~

'0'"

.

.•
,

,

has been ,£~rging steadily toward leadership among anthropologists. As professor of anthropology at
Harvard and a former president of the American Anthropologi.
.
\
cal Association, h~ is probably entitled, as much as any other, to
speak for his colleagues. This he presumes to do in his new book,
Mirror for Ptfan', * winner of the $10,000 annual·award of Whittlesey House and Science Ilfustrated for the best book on scieI~ce
for the layman.
Kluckhohn is essentially' a New Mexico product. His first
publication,. At the Foot, of the Rainbow, a travel book published in 1928, told of a journey from Ramah into the Navajo
country. He served his academic apprenticeship at the University of New Mexico, and his field of major interest remains in
CLYDE KLUCKHOHN

.• Mirror for Man: the ~lation of Anthropology to Modern Life. McGra'w-Hm
Book Co., Inc., 1949.
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1~~C?, with the ~;~v~jo Indians. But he has always,.e~n
d~}@pJi'c~tionsd£.o;~e' work he is, <ioing-in physicf~¥·l,
\~:\~;
~~g;y, . ~n langtIag~$"in studies of' rituals and so~a.,of· J'
~:,>';'>i,,>
",?n'.:His. hreadth lof. knowledge. in ~ombination witl1,;d~:
:.\t' ~I'
,diIiip:J.'l competence has been·:-a m,~tter of: wonder t~·! .
~,)"
i~s 'ho"knbw him~ One might say,' "Clyde' Ktuckhohn" is,~·j
~;
~rhb r~S scl~plat."
.
. . .
. .\'
'. t!
~'~:1":~ '.' Mi*1:QT\,fJ~jM4n'is'intended as a~ inteipret~tion orant~ro-; I
!'~!
pology for th~ layman,' and as s~ch .it -is.J~easonably good'l9b.j
It tells,' in 'terms which are usually, but' not a.lways, within/the l'
r'
. grasp of the ',uninitiated, the history \of thesCi~nce, from itsj
;;; .~eginnirigs and early development as the dilettante pursuit of i
#:'
the unusual and unique,th\ough the stage of systematic com- i
~,
parative stud¥ of preliterate folk, 'to its· present more mat4re i
,
......•
..
!
shift of emphasis to;modern, complex, "civilized" peoples. Th.e i
book describes, witfi'but U;llnecessary technical d~tail, .the ulerh. '
.~. ods of anthr.opologists, and the background of various types of
.knowledge they find useful and necessary in fieldjnvestigations.
It describes the various branches (>f anthropology-physical and
cultural or social anthropology, and ~:r~haeology. It 'tells of the
services of anthropologists during the war, aml their various
'~'advisory" capacities since; and of' the dream of an applied an·
thropology,' with answers for many human .problems..for laymen and professionals wh~ are n~t versed in anthropology,iit i~
_a book to be read. for ~. r~latilVety simple, co~pact, and interesting summary of the answer. to the questioq; just what is
i
anthropology? '

I

•

.

•

.
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•
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,

~
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I
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now to the' critical juncture in the affairs of anthropology which cpincic4es ~ith the emergence of Kluckhohn .
as' a spokesman for the SGience, he raises a 'number of. questions
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by his major thesis. Holding, as he appears to do, that anthropology should encompass all spheres andorHers of knowledge
relating to man, he recalls to mind the pioneers of sociology,
Comte, Spe~er, and Ward, who held similar dreams for their
science, only to reveal the impracticability of tl:lem-.Suppose we grant,the logic of having such an overall study,
taking in all the present social sciences, economics, history, po- '
litical science, psychology, and sociology, as well as,the present
various domains of anthropology; bridging the gaps between,
the biological and social sciences, and drawing into its orbit ."
geography and", phases of such physical sciences as geology; and
allying itself with the applied fields of medicine, psychiatry, and
public administration; where, then, will we find the super-:scientists who, in a brief lifetime, can sufficiently master these
fields? If anthropology i~ to be all-embracing, where recruit and
train the faculties to teach it? \Vould it be sufficient for each
anthropolo'gist to have a smattering of learning in some fields,
with intensive concentration in one or two? If ,so, would that
not be the road back to specialization?
Anthropology already contains a wide variety of techniques
for research, including thQse of classifyi'ng the designs of potsherds, of measuring the bones of the human skeleton, of developing chronology from the study of tree rings, of deciphering cuneiform inscriptions, of interviewing primitive tribesmen and transcribing their charts; yet' it would have tp add
many more if it were to assume wider spheres within its &Cope.
What sort 'of coherent theoretical structure could embr-ace all
the diverse aspects of man's total life experience?'
In brief, if anthropology were to become the master science
of mall and hi~ affairs, would we not have to have specialized
branches of anthropology corresponding closely to the present
,disciplines which struggle with various aspects of the pro~lem?
And could we, simply by shifting labels, avoid the confusions
_and conflicts we now have?
o

~

,

,

.

.
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There is ~uch to support the view that there would be a j
general bem;fit from a closer integration, esp~cially. among the j'
logically related social sciences, whose data are of much the same !
order, but before a plea fora super-science can be considered
seriously, ans~ers to such quest~ons as are listed abpve need
answers. The basic implication of the book needs re-thinking
in terms of lV.hat is possible and practical; and widi due regard'
for the
of thousands
of scientists and'scholars
who
. earnest-work
'
do not consider them~lves anthropologIsts.
....
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Lyle Saunders
;

THE POWERANp' ,THE GLORYJ
,

'

OF THE ·SKY'

,

'

.
,
.
years ago I read, on a .series of warm summer
- •afternoons,.a book ~hich had a co~sidetable influence
' upon my subsequeQt behavior. The tp.reads of cause
,
and effect being tangleq as they are, I cannot say with. certainty
th~t the book caused me to do this?r th~t, hut it c~I'tainiy had
,'much to do in determining the direction in 'which I moved and
p~obably was not the least of a number of c,auses wh'ich resulted
. 'in my moving at all.
,
It was while I was mulling over the relative merits and 3:ttractions df one university and ,!:nother that, p~rely by accident~
I ran across and read the book ~Q.ich was to m~ke my choice
easy, if not indeed inevitable. It was a book abqul New Mexic01
which told i~ leisurely' and frequently almost poetic prose thej
attractions of a lland of bea,uty and mystery where the des~inie~
'

A

OOD MANY

1 Ross Calvin, Sky Determines. (New York: The Maqnillan Co., 1934).

,
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of man are determined by the sky~ a country of mesa, mountain,
and desert where yesterday and tomorrow mee~ and are at peace
with one another. I read and was convinced that this was .the
land for me. I put my few affairs in order, burned my bridges,
and in a 1928 Chevrolet, recently painted red, set out for Git>ola.
It was w~th vast ignorance an1 great expectations, theref<>re,
th~t I 'came to New Mexico, sustained by:rhe bright promise of
a book which proclaimed and illustrated' the thesis that in the
beauties and simplicities of the world of roots and clouds and
wings is man's peace most likely to be found. I was .not disappointed. From the moment when, I first saw the sky and ea~th of
New Mexico from the top of Raton Pass late on a September
afternoon (which is the way all...Jlewcomers should see it first) ,
I have known that my decision was right and that Calvin had
written with under- and not over-statement. There have been
many things 'fhich have since confirmed my judgment: the
smell of piiionJmoke that hangs over Santa Fe on winter afternoons; the sudden lights of Albuquerque as one approaches over
the west mesa at night; the valley of Acoma seen from a low~
flying plane; the incredible pea~efulness of a summer evening at
Nambe; the jagged 'sunrise silhouette of the Organs at Mesilla;
a flash flood in an arroyo below Cloudcroft; and the unbelievable light that Joaquin Ortega and I saw on the houses and
fields of Tierra Amarilla one snowy FebruaFy dusk. The New
Mexico I found was, as Dr. Calvin had promised, "a poor place.
to make a living-but what a place to liv.e in!"
I have just finished reading Sky Determines in_ a handsom~
new . edition2 and I am full of the
- book and of the memories it .
evokes. In' the years since 1 first encountered Sky Determines,
I have read many books about the Southwest"in general and New
Mexico in particular, but I know of none that has quite the
flavor or gives quite the satisfaction of Calvin's work. And yet,
\

Ross Calvin, S%y Determines. Illustrated by Peter Hurd. (Albuquerque: The
University. of New Mexico Press. 1948). $3.50.

2
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when 'I think of it, I have 'difficulty in teciding what it is- that
accounts for' the unique appeal of Sky p,etermines.. Certainly
Haniel Long3 tells New Mexican stories equally as well, if no~
better. CeFt.ainly Charles"F. Lummis4 had mor~ detailed historic
'\ and ethnol~gicalinf~rmationo~ specific pla~es, Wrote in a Jl10re
. sensational and controversial styk, had, a deft hand for sfurp!
description, and was equally aware of the rC?le of aridity in the:
ecology of the .Southwest. Certainly the Fe.rgussonsl> know the I:
, state fully as well, have deep sympathies for the p~ople of all!
ethnic groups, and '"{rite with a superb' talent. Certainly .Maryi
Austin 6 could ho~d ,her qwn in ~ny literary~ompanyand yields 1
to <no one in her ability to penetrate d~eply into and to reve,al!
the essence of life and ~ulture in the Southwest. And certainly I
anyone of fifty other books 6n one or another of the many facets i
of life in New Mexic07! has merit .and enduring interest.'
!
.But .the main reason for the partioolar appe.~l of ,Sky ~Deter::
mines lie&, I think, in the fact that wher~ th~other writers
general books on the area have chosen to focus on the people 1
and tie drama oi hU,man events and have allowed the countryj
to be mainly a stage upon which the players enact th,eir roles,!
Dr. C lvin has emphasized the land and the forces of n~ture and!
has re egated man t~his proper subordinate position as adetailj
'on thr landscape. It 'i~ not or"man the earth~~oving cOn<Juerori
. that Calvin writes, but of man the adapter, passive and yi~ldingl
before tfie power and the glory Qf the sky.
a s~~~le line,:
whic1' so far as I kn~w, no revi~wer has thought important]
enou h to call attentlQn ro, CalVIn reveals the secret of the:
~pelllhat;, ~ew Mexico casts ove~ het.'t~rue son~ and claughters, a; .
•

. , . . .

,

'

II
;.

!

1

0t

.

~
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1

I

a'Haniel Long, Piiion Country, 1941.
~
4 Charles F. Lummis, The Land of Poco Tiempo, '1893.
1\ Harvey Fergusson, Rio Grande, 1933; Erna Fergusson, Our Southwest; 1940;': 1
6 Mary AustiR, The Land of Journey's Ending, 19~4·,
7 For example: Susan E. Wallace, The Land of the P,,~eblos, 1890; Ruth Laughlin!
Barker, Cabql/eros, 1925; Anna Ickes, Mesa'Land: the History and Romance
the American S=~t, 1933; 'Federal Writers' Project, W. P. A., New Mexico: Di
Guide to the cOlorf-itate, 1.940; Ceorge I. Sanchez, Forgotten People, 1940.
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spell that makes them babbling, homesick provinCials whenever
they stand, in Keats' phrase, "amid the alien corn." "The chiefest loveliness," -he wrote, "remains forever distant from the beholder." There is, I submit, in all the writings about New Mexico, no other line (or no other paragraph or page, for that matter) which gives so precise an insight~ into the secret of th~
magic of this, land. Beauty there is in abundance, but beauty
that is always shifting, always elusive and always a little out of
f
.
reach. It can be seen, but not touched; striven for, but not at"::,
tained; experienced, but not encompassed. Here, if anywhere,
man's reach does exceed his grasp: Here, after a time, one begins to wonder whether th~ beauty 'is in the landscape or in him.
self, and that is a very pleasant and uplifting kind of wonder
indeed.
I should not like anyone..to think that I am so enamoured of
Sky Determines that I cannot s~e its falj1lts. It is ~rue th~t I have
not much sympathy for the pomt of dew. of those -reviewers of
the 1934 edition who pointed out that 'the idea of sky determin. ing wasn't anything new, but just a fancy nam~ for geographic
determinism which they and everybody e1s~ had known for a
long time. I like "sky determines" better. Nor do I share the
.viewpoint of those who complained of the lack of an adequ~te
map.in t~e earlier edition (they won't be any more pleased with "
the later one; there isn't any map in it either!). For in one. :
sense the whole book is a map; and how anyway could one indicate on a map the thorns of cactus, the tracks of a coyote, or
"a scarp, wine-red and remote, which viewed through the dear
medium turns d~icate1y to the aerial hue of lilac petals"? But
there is merit in the objection raised by Erna Fergusson in her
reviews in the New Mexico Quarterly arid the Ne.w York Herald
Tribune that Dr. Calvin has rendered something less than justice to the. Spa:t;lish-Americans. And there are also the possible
objections that, although Dr. Calvin may 'have written what
Eugene Rhodes said was "the oQ.ly book that I have seen about
.

'

~

~

j

.
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New Mexico which admits that the world does not enq sud-:, .
denly j:ust south of Albuquerque:; he still ~oesn't say much:
about thecom:ltfy east bf the Rio Grande, except as a settingJor _
the exp19its ~f Billy the Kid and the Lincoln County War; that • th¢ book thins out a little tPward the end and culminates in an i
,,~'ft~rthought"
which COllIes
'~ery close to "advocating
that·a ~
\
.
..
.
public relations ,campaign be undertaken to thump the tub for·:(J
the state; -that, as s~v~ral reviewers have pointed out, the role.
of climate as a determin<;lnt of cultu~e is oversimplified rand,
many pertinent factors have been .xcluded from con~ideratio~.,
But these ar~ minor matters and to try' to make anyt~ng of:
them is like complaining about a . ttIe of milk on·'thegr~nds·
that it isn't ~eer. Sky Determines~ Ii' e all books;lghould be evaluated in accordance with what it is nd what it aspires to be, not
in terms of what it is not. Dr. C lvin set out to demonstrate
what is trUe by virtue of the fa~t' th t, a~ he says, history iIi New
Mexico did not take· place under a ,roof. And anyone who reads
must admit that he did. very well at his task.
I have. purposely' aV~ided saying' anything about the content
and organization of S y Determines, because most of that was
rather thoroughly :~et orthin the series of reviews-nearly all
of them favorable-whifh appearedl,soon,after the publ,ication
the 'originale<lition in 11934., I ha\!e seen -and read all these re;',views, and it. pleases me to knoW! that most of the reviewers
found in the book mUCh. that· they approved of, and almost
nothing they did not. I think the one that impressed me most
. . 4
0'
was that of Eugene Rl~odes, whose last wntten words, penned
. on the nfmning 'of his death, ":~ere contained in a lette{ to Dr.
Calvin congratul~ting, hiin on ,S~y Determines and enclosing
a copy of his review from, the San Diego.Union
of June 24, 1934.
,
What Calvin/"wrote with joy," ,Rhodes said, "we may read with
pleasure. He has given us a primer of beauty, with no ~int of
any cham,ber of commerce, nC\ invitation from the spider to any
fly to w~lk i~to any parl~r, ..~ . ,Speaking as "one who claims,to
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,
know, let me say that there is not one over-statement in" these
pages." To which I say, "Amen."
Charles F. Lummis, at his best no mean describer of the New
Mexican scene, once pointed out that New Mexico cannot be
adequately photographed' ("One cailno~ focus ;upon sunlight
and sllence; and without them adobe is a clod.")' and that "de-'
scription of the-atmospheric effects of the Southwest is the 'most.
hopeless wall against which language ever b1;ltted its ineffectual
head." Lummis was probably. right, but every once in a w~.ile
the language of Sky Determines opens a small breach in that
wall, a breach through which the entranced onlooker can see'
as if he were there an "unforgettable 'and of beauty, it~ arid.
mesas; canyOl-ls; and deserts lying perpetually beneath an ocean
of pure light, and its Sky G~ds still pouring frugally from their
olias the violet-soft rain."
~

~

J

OTHER REVIEWS
,The Green Child, by Herbert Read. Ne'v, Qirections, 1948 (reissue): ,
:r;: R E are no purple or ponderous .passag.es in 'this "novel." It is to
be read (preferably at one, sitting, I should think) without the mark-' ,
ing pe.l'lcil: one does not mark off the separate elements of a dream,
for the 'meaning lies in the totality. And this book is a dream fantasy.
It has at the last the undifferentiated unity which underlies the episodic dream. It has as well the subconscious cnergizin,g factor which
impels the persistent emotional waves. that' vibrate' long after the
experiential details have glimmered and gone.
.
. Told in tenus of such quiet fantasy that it seems fact, written in
language wonderfully pure, it is a dream which the western world .
has either abandoned or consigned to the realm of nightmare..:.a
dream of the potential beauty of man-as-plant, as a literal "thinking
reed." What is involved is not so much a comprqmise between the

T H

,
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polarities ~fsoul and animal as a blending of the fruitful qua.litie~
~f both, a blending whi seals up the eternal dichotomy and lea~
~an back to the timeless world where things grow and fall withou~
pain and without frustr tion.
.
'!
. On another level wha is represented is a personality reintegrat
tion which is the basic th me of count~ess mytl1s ranging all the way
from Buddha through e dryads and into Ki~g Arthur's court~
Man finds liis way be}J«:) d animal atld spiritual ego and become,~
so much 'a part of the gre t chain of B~ing· that he becom~s insom~
s~nse a protector of it. I these mytl$ the cool.greens of lif~ amJ.
death merge into a univ r~al tone whlich is gentle' to the eyes am'
sustaining to t\1eheart...
i
. .It is ~at way with th~ book. '
1
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j

The Classical Moment:
by Martin Turnell. Ne

tudiesof Corneille, Moliere, and Ra.cinC!1
Directions, l!iH8.
,
.
.
j
.}

favorite wor we can know a nalion.and an ~ge. Every
era hugs its 'characteristi' epithets. Today man is encompassed by
the impatient sounds of war and factory: tankS and trucks"rackel
and rivet, bullet and bu letin, kill and ·sell. The man of' the nine\tfenth century lived wi th'e words utility and philistiri~. Fran¢¢
of the seventeenth centu had its words too. The literature
'of MaIl.
herbe, Boileau, Corneill~,· Moliere, and Racine-the literature, tha~
is, pf a remarkable century-introduces time and again bon sen~~
grace, purett!, dartt!.
i
Wearied and- chagrined by three gener~tions of religiou~ an~
political catnage, France of the Gramt Siede found in ieasort, dignity,: moderation, order, harmony the happy mimes of blessed vi~
tues. It proposed to erect an ineal comity and a .universalliteratut~
lipon sucP qualities: the first failed; the second succeeded perdu~..
ably. Here is a parado," too; for despite the worship ofmode~
ation and control, the three splendid playwrights of the age create~
passionate figures and tremendous emotions, made ecu111eniql~ ho~
eyer, pfecisely ~ecau$e ~ey .ar~ expressed in a language ofpercew
hon, gr~, punty, and danty.
..
'.~
Among· the nations of the world France is nonpareil. Since ,th~
s~teenth century Fran<;e h~s been the brain of the world~ In i~s
literature· four notes have const,antly been renewe9. The first' lS
critical insight~ the glory of Moliere as orRabelais and Montaigqe
before him. The secoqd is power of reasoning, as true ,of CorneiIle
as of Stendhal~ndSartr~ and all Frenchmen whoeveJ;. The third is
BY THEIR
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an acute sense and enjoyment of form, whether manifested in Ratine or Camus. The fourth is Individualism, so ~hat· even a stage
servant, as with Moliere's irr~pressible Dorine, remains wholly the
human being; the professioI1 goes not swallow the person. ~
• Mr. Turnell's book is admirably conceived and composed. It
speaks again for the people of France who. despite de£e~t by war,
despite· whatever may be, insist upon .these fouf great nobilities of
humankind.
WILLIS

D.

JACOBS

Nathaniel Hawthorne: a Biography, by Randall Stewart. Yale Uni~
versity Press, 1,948.
.
.\
Nathaniel Hawthorne: the American Years, by Robert Cantwell.
Rinehart, 1948.
can reflect a little, after the shocks of recent years,.
interpretation becomes more important than shudderihg at mere
survival or sudden death, and we look at writers like Hawthorne
with new interest. For Hawthorne 'Y0rked steadily with tJIe enigmas
of moral conflict; and his c~aracters, while t~ey m~ght.s~ccumb to
evil, never simply disintegraled without an inner struggle. In this,
and in his symbolism, he is more dearly aligned with such moderns
as. James, Eliot, Kafka, and f~orn a· different metaphysic Lawrence,
than with the reporters of .sensation who now weary some of. us.
The almost s.imultaneous appearance of two studies of his life is
sYfQptomatic of this new interest.
, , ' •.
Stewart's biography is the logical culmination of editorship oJ
the American and English notebooks, and much other research.
While he makes no preliminary statement of intent; he remarks at
the end that "in the light of the world today . '.. no one is likely
to impugn Hawthornc's central moral," the need of sympathy
"based upon thc honest recognition of the good and evil in our common nature." One might have expected the editor of the notebooks
to make extensive use of Hawthorne's' day-to-.day experience and
reflections; actually he gives his readcr a s~und compendium. Much
detail is synthesized by skillful organization, and the style is nicely
calculated to. maintain narrativc flow. The book is placid, unified
and thoughtful. It might be objected that some parts are not given
full enough treaurient, the Brook Farm year, for example, receiving
only three pages. It is obvious, however, that Stewart would not pre~
sume to have given exhaustive treatment of his subject in 265 pages.
Cantwell, under the pressure of life as a war-correspondent in
NOW THAT WE
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England, reread Our Old Home and wondered ,at Hawthorne'!s
"power of observation" and "th.e· close applicatipn of his insights";
this interest grew into a, desire \to poqra~ him', as a man activel~
participating in life,'to correct the stock figure of 'the somber reclu&<1'
He it is who d~'
a s heavily on the notebooks, and other sources, for
detail and color to fill out his portrait. But he' is always in danger
of losing himse I in detail nO,t thoroughly related, or in following h~s
reporter's zest, newry stimulated in research, for an exciting if· sub- (
sidiary story. An example of this is his extended account of Cille'y;s
duel. More disturbing is' h;is style. The continuous use of ~hort,
simple sentences, probably intended to have an evocative, cumulative e~ect, may .have served! the J;eporter well in sho[ter things, but
here it tends to set up an irritating jog that goes nowhere. Cantwell
has worked hard at research; curiously, perhaps indicative of selfconsciousness in a new field,~ he, documents; while Stewart does not.
Despite its faults, his book is' m()~e ,provocative than, Ste~arf's;
and his conjectures,' while perhaps overbold, are interesting.: An
enormous amount of ~etail from the life to 1850, the year of completion of Tfle Scarlet Letter,.is crowded into 442 pages.
The student and the scholar will find Stewart's book a sound, compact nar,rative of the life. The general reader, too, should find it 'an
interesting means to further i knowledge. Cantwell's book may be
~rritating at times, but there are fresh, vigorous passages in it., A
I
. ' ,
glance at Hawthorne biography reminds one of the earlier 'York of
Woodberry and Arvin,not entir~ly superseded, and the fruitful discussion of Hawthorne's art in/f'. o. Matthiessen's American Renaissance, something l)either Stewart ndr C(l.ntwell attempts.
E. w. T E 'n L 0 C K, . J 'ft. ,
,

The Dehumanization of Art and-Notes on the Novel, by Jose Ortega
\ y Gasset.~rinceton University Press, 1948;
I

in these fairly remarkable'essays, first published
in Madrid in 1925. suggests:

ORTEGA Y GASSET,

1. That the .purpose of modern 'art is to furnish a criterion distin- guishing between '''the illustrious and the vulgar.... If this subj~ct
were broached in politics," he goes on, "the passions aroused would
run too high to make Qneself understood." - (Nevertheless he wrote
The Revolt'of the Masses.)
2. That "it :will not be easy to interest a' person under thirty in a
book that under the pretext ,of art :reports on the' doings' of some
men, and ~'omen." (But on the other hand he reports that the
,

..
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novel's continued existence depends on the finding of "nov~l"
characters.)
.
3. That the new art cares less for positive achievement than,for successful breaking away from the "human aspect" destroyed. (Yet
he, credits thos;<'ha so break away; with a divine irony regarding
their huma~mitations.) .
'
4. That ~'the new art has. so far produced nothing worth while,"
that non-objectivism "has failed signally," and that the novel is
dying. (Still he dictates rules for all these.)
If Ortega y Gassel's comments appear neither consistent nOr com-,.,
plete, he has admitted as much in these essays. Meanwhile he has'
provided-in addition 'to some fifty passages that tempt. indignant
scribbling in margins-":'a number of most telling insights. Of these
I would recommend in particular his passages on the varieties of
aesthetic pleasure, on the'metaphor as man's closest approach to
creating, on Dostoevsk on Proust, and especially on modern ma,n's
sense of outrage befor whatever he does not understand. There is
stimulation here aple ty.
.

.
J
1
,

ROBERT

BUNKER

First litJ,ve; Three Short Novels, by Ivan Turgenev, with apprecia-,
tions 4y Henry James, Joseph Conrad, Prosper ~lerimee; translated
by Cori~tance Garnett. Lear Publishers, 1948.
'

whether reprint1ftg Turgenev today will incite a
full-scale revival of interest in his art~hough recent world tremors
or .the slackness of -publishing have sometimes helped to rekindle
the smouldering monuments of T olstoi, Chekhov and Dostoevski,
admiration for Turgenev seems limited only 'to the fineness of his
sifted ashes. His best qualities, surviving the poverty of translatlon,
are perhaps better felt in these shorter novels (First Love, The Diary
of a 'Superfluous Man, and Acia) than in his more famous longer
works. Like ali the Russian masters, he could not help but sting
his characters into life, and like., most 0'[ them, he wrote naturally
and affectionately a humble poetry of landscape and JIeartbreak.
But these are precisely the things which date him for us. For his chief
characters turn in their soft benighted crucifixions with all the
agonies of the Goethean romantic hero, and in situations plagued
QY all the ironies of that fatal romantic executioner, Chance. It is
the machinery in Turgenev, as so often in Toistoi, that disturbs ~us;
but whereas we may skip chapters in Tolstoi and still keep his charIT IS DOUBTFUL
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acters vividly intact, we cannot practice so bluntly 'on Thrgenev
without losing all of him.
.
, The essay by Henry lames on Turgenev is the most valuable part
of the book. It gives us a warmly judiciiQus portrait of the man~ and
his w<?rk by a novelist who could appredate and even use the virtu'es '
of a manner alien to hiS own. It also gives us, a doubly perceptive
an.9 rarely manageable situation: Plat of looking back with James •
into the mi~d.Je of the nineteenth century, the milieu of T.urgenev's.
art, as into a still-living environment, and then ,forward into the
twentieth century, into the artistic problt=;ms of our own time whichwe ha~ only just begun fully to recognize as a re~ult of James' own
art amI critical observations.
,
EDW-IN

HONIG

Music and Literature: a Comparison of the Arts, by Calvin S. Brown.
University of Georgia Press,· 1948.
'
,
-

,

attempts a general survey of the relationships bet~een
literature and music "from/the standpoint of the media, techniques,
combinations, forms and mutual influence of the two arts, rather
than their hist;.orical parallelism."
i
!he~~ are four sections ~~e boo~. The first section disepsses
i pomts m common (RhythIfi~ Pitch, Tlmbre,.~armony, and 'Cbunterpoint). The second deals with their union<in vocal music. 'The
third treats of Repetition and,Variation, Balance and -Contrast, and
other str~ctural principles in, both arts, and then takes up the influence of music on literature and the attempts of writers Dto model
their work on musical f~rms and techniques. The fourth and jfin'aI
sectioiidiscusses the influence of literature on m1,1sie with ,espetial
.referen<j to program music"
As the first book of its kind in English it is, particularly welcOme,
.although not without reservations. As would app'ear'to be inevitable,
in such an undertaking, th~, author is considerably more at horile in
his own field, literature, thein in music. There is much evidence that
Mr. Brown could have affo~ded dosercollaboration with a mus~cian.
Mr. Glen Haydon, in his review of this book for the Music Library
Association "Notes" (D~c~mber f948), has already pointed out, "the
utter fail~re to' grasp ~ne o~·the furdament~l aspects of musi~l'
rhythm" m Brown's diScussIon ~theopenmg horn pa:ssage m
. .
Strauss's "Till"Eulenspiegel."
illustratt:' just a fewoth~r ~ve _'mplifkations and dowl1jI'ight
misstatements: the author picks out the ird movement of Chqpin's B flat minor Sonata (the famous, Funeral March) as a "typical"
THIS BOOK
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example of the principle of repetition. in music (p. J09). This is
patently absurd since the basic musical idea in this movement is
the effect achieved through the uJ.l¥arying repetition' of two chords.
. The situation is further aggravated when on the next page'we read,
"Certainly there is no reason to believe that the Funeral March is at
all unusual in its use of repetition." Further on, the author speaks
of "forms like the prelude, nocturne, bagatelle and impromptu .. ." .~.
when, properly speaking, these,. are musical styles used mainly in
connection with the nineteenth century character piece, rather than
musical forms.
Despite Its shortcQJ(l1ings, the book is .stimulating and well worth
reading by anyone interested in the relationships between music and
literature.
'.
.
,MORTON

~

SCHOENFELD

The Young Henry Adams, by Ernest S~muels. Harvard University
Press, 1948.

is a fascinating figure in American history. And it
w~s by way of studying and evaluating this same history that he b,ecam~ a figure in it.' As a young man, Adams. lived intensely in the
contemporary scene; in middle age he sought its relat.ionship with
earlier periods-one in particular; and in later, life even his ex'cursions into mysticism were an attempt at a kind of synthesis in this
direction.
...
Ernest Samuels has probed and defined the sources and influences
at work in this career so well that the reader has the feeling he ha.s.
known the whole Henry Adams; far the basis even of his final
period, following the death of his wife, is plainly laid. The study
begins with the schoolboy's rebellion menti6n~d in The Ed1:J.cation,
"put down by the Jovian intervention of Grandfather John Quincy
Adams," and ends with the completion of the Hrstqry of the United
States during the Administrations of Jefferson and Madison: It carries him, therefore, to the age of fifty-three-which might raise the
question as to how long a man is "young." It is, however, an appropriate:; terminal point.
Henry Aclams was an intellectual in the best sense of the word.
He had a brilliant mind, intense creative epcrgy, critical tastes,
and complete intellectual integrity. "Vith this kind of equipment he
fell~ heir to a family tradition of political activity, living through a
period of political upheaval and scientific revolution. Unlike some
of his brothers, he could not give himself completely to business
or to politics. He could write savagely as a reformer, could even'
HENRY ADAMS

"I.~J•
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lobby and scheme" but h~ never got into he tough-and-tumble';iof'
politicS, never, in fact, got completely int, the busihess of bein~ a
faculty membe~ at Harvard. Traqition imposed a moral' obligatipn
towards his country's, welfare.andan idealistic position with resp~ct
to the struggle going ~n between the Puritan theology of his folef~thersand the new sdence of his own 'day. At the same time, 4is
inherent independence of thought rejected doctrinal orthodo~y.
. The true Intellectual by his very nature is under compulsion Ito ,
seek anSwers to human problem~; yet, with more knowledge than tpe
average man, he knows' that all thpse answers must be, in 'ameasur~,
tentative. It was part of the tragedy of. Henry Adams' life that ,is
background, :wh.ile, full of moral and, religious dogmatism,4e'manded broad-llJinded cognizance 9f all great intellectual crises. !
. The author brings to this work a thorough knowledge of AdatiJ.s'
life, his works, and his tiines. He writes objectively, annotates th~r~
, oughly, and he writes well; he is a craftsman. (After all, the studdnt
of Henry Adams could hardly be insensitive to style in languag~.)
But that which makes The Young Henry Adams an outstandipg
piece of work is its clear reflection ot the problems of a critical ti.istorical period in' the life of one manstrategicaIiy situated to rece~ve
the full intellectual impact of its conflicts. It is an achievementj.of
rio meanpr~porti()~s.,
.
:
JA Y

C.
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~

French Precursors of ,the Chanson de Roland, by Mario A. ~ei.
Columbia University Press,' 1948.

.

,

-

•

'I

of this book one may well suppose that its aut40r
was able to give full-bodied. suhstance to the ,theory?f C. 'Vore~ch
and Castorf Paris (mentioned on page 96 ,of the French PiecursQrs)
that there were epics earlier than.theChansonde Roland. In real~ty
the FrencJ:IPrecursors of Professor Pei's book are the earliest live~ of,
, the saints (Eulalie, Leger, and Alexis) plus- the ten~h-century lias.- '
. \ sion, which is expl~ined on the first page ot the, Foreword, where the
author. makes ,clear that heha§ investigated thG, element. of Qld
'FrenctI religious poetry "which contributed to the creation of -the
epic. . . ." The evideace in favor of this 'contribution '.'has ne~er
.been systemati~ally arranged, l~ough portions of it have b~en'"
. repeatedly presented. . . ." The ~uthor's originality lies, therefqre,
in the itemization and the dassm4ation of evidence.
' , ,
The evidence is complete and o;£tenest unimpeachable. It falls under four main headings, each OIf~ of which constitutes a chaptell of
the bO,ok: "Versification," "Syntactical Constructions and V09abFROM TH,E TlTLE
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ulary," "Stylistics and· Literary Devices," "Themes and Incidents,"
In each chapter appropriate similarities or identical features are
shown to' exist between the three early lives of the saints and the
. PaSsion- on the one hand and the Roland on the other. (
.
In his eagerness to allow no demonstrable point to escape, 'Professor Pei has sometimes overcharged the evidence. Taken alone, C~fP
.ter IV, "Themes and Incidents," would suffice to prove the thesis of
the book. The reader has cordially given his assent well before the
chapter ends. It might have been better to omit the theme, "Virgin~
ity and Chastity," where the author argues for Aude's "virginal
death'" (Roland, CCLXVII). Neither the poet nor Aude herself
says that she is dying a virgin, and one can read verse 1721 in such a
way as to understand that the l,tldy was somebody quite different from
Roland's innocent betrothed.
.
In the Conclusi0t:t Professor Pei restates. his t~esis-the importance
of "establishing a native French literary traditiol1 capable of ,turning.:
into fully epic channels at the proper moment." In th¢ Conclusiol},
too, he adds new evidence by discussing the central ~eIlle of tlt~ ; , 1
.religious PQetry and the Roland, which is always, "d~a:~,!l' f~r.~. pur3 ':"".
pose." His understanding of the theme must b(j:· c<?rre?t. :It' is .set
forth in a few pages of critical writing which comes~aS:a11''''eI6quent
climax to a series of argum~nts otherwise bas~d ;Jon . .~~ .study of
minutiae.
.~. .
~
WILLIAl\f F.

J.

DEJONGH

The Golden Land: an Anthology of Latin-American Folklore in Literature, selected, edited, and transfated by -Harriet De Onis. Alfred
A. Knopf, 1948.
,

an anthology of Latin-American folklore, is
divided into five sections: The Discoverers of the New Land, The
Sons of the New Land, The Creators of the Nations, Rediscovering
the American Tra.dition, and Brazil, each with a critical, historical
and explanatory introduction by the author. Mrs. De On(s .has also
supplied short, critical· and b!ographical sketches of all the writers
included; among them, Bernal Diaz del Castillo, Estanislao del
Campo" Domingo T. Sarmiento, Roberto Payro, Ricardo Rojas,
Jorge Luis Borges and many others.
. The anthology is made up of sixty-three selections and represents
forty·nine writers from Mexico, Central and South America. The
selections include short ~tories, legends, my,ths and narratives based
on some superstition or belief and, as well; some poetry in which the

'THE GOLDEN LAND,

\
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authors have made creative use of the varied folklore materials fopnd
within their own COUlltries.
In,'this highly readable, informative and interesting anthology. the
author has,set put ,to prove a theory-:-that the great writers of L~tin
America have adlieved greatness proportionate to their clos~ness land
unity with j their own tradition, mores and culture. Mrs. De <l>nis
proposes, a~ she herself states in her introduction) to show how jper- '
sistent and how great a source of inspiration has been Latin-Ailllerican folklore through the centuries. This purpose she carries out
effectively and through the recq.rrent themes-some legendary jand
mythical" Some religious or based
superstition of a religiouls or'
traditional 'nature,' some historical' and factual-we p.ave a bl\b~d,
panoramic view of the ideas, traditions and attitudes that ~ave
shaped the 'thin~ing and daily living of the ,present-day Latin-AirIer.;
,
'
. ican Republics..
~
RUBEN COBOS

rery
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Time Will Darken
1948. .

I~.

by"William MaxwelL- Harper 'and
\

~.,

i'

Bro~ers,
.~

the, q~ietly distingu'ished t~ne, the senskive, medita~iYe,
meticulous handling; that Mr. 'Maxwell's novel seems to me tjnost
enjoyable. ..: ,- ,
..
'
1, '
The bOOK ~s prefaced by an}nteresting' quotation in regard tq th~
metltod of painting a ~andscape, beginning with "The ordef! abserved ...", This order-draWing the landscape first "into three
or fQur distances or plan~s"....:.M~. Maxwell has rather faithful1~ followed in his own co~positipn in words. From another part o~the
quotation, he takes the title of the novel:
"
!
"If you temper the necessary quantity' of pigm'~nt-or even m~r~
with linse~d or walnut oil and add enough' white,~ you shall pro~uce
a bright tint. It mu~t not be dark; on the <;on~rary it must be r~ther
on the light side becallse time.will darken -it. . . ."
,
Yet to my' mind the literary canvas is not hright. One of the qual- _
ities of the composition is the sense of atmosphere, derived frdm a
pushing-back in time 'and setting toa period justbefore 19141and1to a
street, then flourishing but now deteriorated, in a midwestern t~wn.
This atmosphere, although interesting in i~self, making the skene
a restoration. rather than a primary landscape, nevertheless, for, all'
the care with which it is done (perhapsAbecause of that ,care) s~ems
something added. for the sake of artistic pOignancy. The feeling .
which it gives is one sQmehpw!of brooding darkness, mufflingi and
·mournful, and never quite reSolved throughout the story.
1
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But it is \lot time which darkens the story itself, but what I feel .
as the need of some firm clean'·stro};.e to clear the atmosphere {or a '
moment-as in the quotation, the painter recommends the "lightest
smalt-am~-white tints in the sky," since "the ground is always
darker." In this story of a marr~age-of a trianglel for that is the
. story's gist, for all its complex elements-the sky is not .really the
lightest. The ethics of the situation are slurred and muffled; not so
much .through tolerance and breadth of vision, in my reading of it,
as from lack of clarity in the author's own viewpoint. These ethicS
hinge on the idealistic efforts of the man in the triapgle to be "kind"
.and understanding toward an also "idealistic" young woman in love
with him, which run into serious and near-tragic conflict with his
own marriage and the needs and perceptions of his, presumably,
"realistic" and unidealistic wife. It is in the author's presentation of
this whole supposed dilemma that this reader rather impatiently
kept feeling the need of those one or two direct, lucid, unequivocal
sentences, as' high lights.
'
Because these bright strokes fail to be made, at least with firmness,
the pleasure in reading is more' qualified than the ,other merits of
the novel s<;em to promise; and the book's action, although interesting and, to a point, distinguished, leaves a residue of fatality not
quite convincing because not quite intrinsic.
RUTH

Love in
1948.

Dishevelme~t, b~ Greenhood.

SUCKOW

yeative Age Press,

NEITHER A trivial noyel nor a successfully serious one, Mr. Greenhood:s book, because of its fine writing and often its fine thinking,
deserves consideration. Despite the f.alse tawdry ending and disguised sentimentality, the conception behind the' work-the' dishevelme!1t of not only Stella and her love but of the whole American cuitur,e-is sound. However, the ~derangement of the foundations of
life today, of th t very earth upon which we live, 'is given only sym-~
bolic representation and the dramatic cohesion of symbol and idea
is not provided.
.
Stella is emotional and intuitive, incapable of fighting "this mess
she lived in . . ." which "was not her doing. It was too general,
immense, and yet but a tiny part of the litter." Her lover, Earl, in
contrast, ,hates ". . . the disorder. It baffled him. He wanted to un, derstand it." But he never does understand it and remains too coldly
intellectual. '
'
The elemental, passionate love of these two has .its setting in an
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unkempt New York apartmel1t, which the author keeps isolated
from the 'teeming confusion of city life, a comparison which p1i~lit
have heightened the theme. Notwithstanding much inteUectu...lited
verbalization about the na,ture of love, their physical passion teac'lIes
them nothing: Earl is glad to leave; Stella appears 'to solidify andJ, t~ .
"
tidy up hef external lif~ because, of a very untidy fact-'-for our qulture'-of having an 'illegitimate child. After two years 'Earl inrxplicably retll;rns and Jhey are united-sentimental~y, romantica1ly,
impos,sibly-by the child.
'
'J
It is, then, this illusion of all conflicts resolv~d which tendsl to
negate the basic theme and to nullify many scenes otherwise jsuperbly handled.
,.
I
j,
I ' , '

•

HE LEN"H A
~

Man and' His Works, by Melville
'"
1948.

J.

Herskovits. Alfred A.

I'G~ T
t

I

~

Kn~pf,
\

I

J

whell the so-called civiljzed nations are much cpneerned over the possibly fatal results o~ certain physical devefrpments of their culture, a volume. covering what is kpown of ~be
reactions of cultures as a whole to changes within certain of t~eir
paits i~ in order. Culture varies from group to group and al"1ays
,adds or loses certain elements during the passage of time, but jthe
whole. construct at anyone place and time is so integrated th,!t ~my
single change brings forth compensating adaptatio}1s in its other) interrelated and interdependent patterns of thought and action. The
titles of the sections- (1) The Nature, (2) The Materials,. (3) The
Structure, (4) The Aspects' of Culture, (5) ~ultural Dynamics, +rid,
(6) Cultural Variation-indicate-- Herskovits' ordering ofrhe "fide
field of specific anthropologic~l studies as parts of, a whole,· wliiclfhe
discusses at length, chapter by' chapter, and finally fits togeth~r fto _.
a neat Summary. Here th~ copcepts of the '~ature, forms and f""nc-'.1.. .
tions ,of culture lead into. a statement of the theory of culture ~nd,
the place of applied anthropology ~h aiding problems of wQrld
society. There is a straightforward account of tb,e contribu~ion$ of
" various schpols of thought to the whol~; a sur~ey' of modern lapproaches infield collection of data; and an explanation of its qandling by the trait-complex-area scheme for historical studies, byithe
'culture-integration concept for ,basic structuralization, and by ¢onfiguration 'analyses delineating themes of thought and ac.tion
app~rent throughout the integrated construct and conditioning1 the
emotion and behavior patterns of its carriers.
J
To those concerned with controversial issues of the world today,
INA PERIOD
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the discussion of biological. environmental, and economic deter~
minism as seen through studies of various races and cultures reveals-'ll
some of the fallacies which may confuse' the thinking of persons
whose experience has been limited 'to their own people. The relativism of sodal and ethical values to the overall philosophies of each
group a1=lpears through cross-cultural observation.
Anthropology students will appreciate the reproduc~ion of nu~
merous charts concisely providing the latest data on evolution of
.man and the development of implements in more than one area of
the ancient world, ail extensive general bibllogl'aphy, a list of select. ed titles classified by SUbject matter for .specialized studies, and
thirty-seven pages of detailed index.
Although long (655 pages),.Man and His Works never descends
to dull pedantry nor to the all-too-common attempt to awe the publie with erudite terminology. The volume is' easy and interesting
.,
reading, well illustrated. a science of. man. for men.
FLORENCE

The Mirror of
1948.
.

Magic~

HAWLEY

.
,
by Kurt Seligmann.. Pantheon Books,· Inc.,

a bag of tricks nor a catalog of quaint superstitions., The
Mitr:or of Magic is a "shortcut ~the O(:;cult history of the Old
World," in pursuit of formulas with which man has sought to explain and control the tangible and intangibfe areas of his experience..
The author suspends the reader's disbelief long enough for him to
understand the machinery of magic and the human needs which
brought it into being.
.
.
To document The Mirror of Magic, Kurt Seligmann, himsel(a
capable surrealist painter, has drawn from the archiyes of previous
centuries. Even without clarification in the text, the two hundred
fifty-five illustrations, handsomely reproduced, constitute an invalu- \
able key. to understanding psychic symbols. There are many diagrams, such as "The Universe as a Monochord," a concept based
upon the Pythagorean theory of the music of the planets. "Harmony," says the author, "is the mystery of the universe." The pat, terns of Gnostic gems and Tarot cards are of particular interest.
Of the numerous illustrations derived from engravings of the
last t1}ree centuries, many, inevitably, are ·amusing. The schemes fpr
" delineation of character by physiognomy -are delightful, as in the.
parallel portraits. of an ox and "A Man of Bovine Nature," "Forehead of a Man Destined to Be Drowned," and "Noses of Vain and
Lustful Men."
N£ITHER
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The Mirro";. of Magic is a l!timulating guide to this "hermetic wo*derland." Seligmann concludes that "Magic . . . fr.ced man .froijn
fears, endowed him with a feeling of his power to co~trol the worlcjl,
sharpened his. capacity to imagine:'
:
ROLAND

F.

DICKE1v
i

!,.

:

\.

_ The Development of Southern Sectionalism, <z8z8-z848. (A Hist.oJ/'y
of the South" \'-S), by Charles S; Sydnor. Louisiana U~iversity Pre$,
1948. .

I

WHILE OTHER sections of the United States have shown occasionhl
oppositic;)ll to the policies ofYJ,e Federal Government, it was tl}.e
ante-bellum South which developed sectionalism in its mos~ extre~
, form. Consequently the ,fifth volume in this history of the South h~s
. been described by its author as "soinetping' of 31>cas~ study of s~ctionalism."
i'
. . , ;
The period covered extendS fr6m the debates over the .admissi~n
of Missouri to the close . of the Mexican War. Priot to 1819 the South
had been national in its point ohriew. By 1848 many Southerners f~lt
that their section was a thing.apart, with distinct interests of its Owp.
In trying to discover how'this intense selI-co~sciousn~~s developep,
the author first describes what was"happening in the'SouthJ.itself,
then the relations between that section and the Federal Governmerlt. Many changes were taking place during these thirty years, whi~
promoted b<>.:tli the material development and spiritual growth ~f
the South. The Federal Government moved the Indians west of. ~e '
Mississippi, and this allowed the planters of the South Atlantic,
States to move to the Old Southwest, taking their slaves and cott~n
culture with them., The development of the domestic slave tr~4e,
~ogether with the coming of the steamboat and the r~ilroad, and t~e
huge demand ~or. cotton, promoted business and promised prosperity. At the same time, fhe South ,was gro~ing more· religious, a,d
church members were bfing taught that slavery wa~ right in the e~es
of God. Writers were idealizing the South ..and making stronger tfle
ties of local patriotism•. Thus when sectionalism developed it "tas
not superficial but a matter of them~nd and heart.
j
In the late twenties Southerners felt ~trongly that tariffs were ljJeiqg used to diNert profits from planters to. Northern manufacturers.
~' In the'thirtiSs they were ~roused by the appearance of abolitioni~ts
who constan~ly criticized their institutions and people. In the fortie~,
the .south becaine. more self-conscious than' ever. The Method~ts'
split when Northern members questioned the character ofa Georgia
bishop whose wife' owned slaves, Th~ Baptists did 'likewise when the
.
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miss~on board refused to approve an India~ slaveholder who wished
to pteach to the heathen in China. The Mexican War increased the
. lCnsion. Polk was unjustly ch~rged with waging war to add to slave
territory. The North determined to keep slavery out of the conquered region. No longer the ruling section, the South was ahnost
ready for secession.
. .
, . Mr. Sydnor has written a thoughtful and understanding book. He
does not condone sectionalism, but he does explain' how it' ca.me
abollt.

-.
MARiON

DARGAN

Ge.orge Washington: a Biogmphy, by Douglas Southall Freeman.
,":015. I and II, "Young '\Vashington." Charles Scribner's Soris, 1948.
of Virginia writes of another. This is as it should
be; and especially for these earlier years, in which George was' a
Virginian officer but by no means an American hero. Washingto,n is
further away from us than Lee, in character as well as time: That
Mr. Freeman's present task is the more difficult goes without saying.
That he has done it outstandingly well may. be said with assurance
and enthusiasm.
The sheer bulk devoted to the first twenty-seven years of Washington's life is at first glance staggering. To bring the story to '-the
French abandonIllent of Fort DuQuesne takes Freeman 844 pages
of text, plus 97 of appepdices. The comp~rable !"aterial in John
Marshall's authorized work covered 384 pages, including the general
history of the colonies to 1758. Rupert Hughes used 44 I pages fOr
the s~me period, and Stephenson pnly 2 1 9 . ,
The difference ,in di~ensions is one of greater s~iiousness both in ,
research and in analysis. Not only has Freeman made use of newly
available manuscript sources, but he has also found much significant
evidence in printed materials which previous biographers failed to
note, or perhaps to appreciate. The tracing of daily travels and the
assessment of t:haracter done from Washington's personal account
book ("Ledger A") is wholly reasonable; but no one before Freeman
seems to h~ve attempted th~ reasoning.
Being a conscientious historian, Freeman practises neither adulation nor debunking. The cherry tree goes into the appendix, without mention in the text. Sally Fairfax is a sensible young matron of
history, not a phantom of romance. Washington himself appears as
a credible human being, though scarcely a simple one. He is a native
product of colonial Virginia, with that colony's striking dualisms of
tradition and freedom, of gentlemanliness and grasping.
ONE GENTL.EMAN

I
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The'fourth chapter of. Volume I, dealing with "Virginia in the
Youth of Washingto,n," is a brilltant so~:ologicalst"udy, packed with
precise information and thoroughly documented. In addition to th~s
. there is a 72-page appendix discussing the history of the "Northerb
N eck Proprietary'~ between the Potomac and the Rappahannoc~~
Seeing thus the world in which Washington lived, one is the bett~ .
qualified to understandt the man he b~~tn.e.;
That man was~ to use Freeman's wltds, an "extraordinary cori).bination of ami~bility and deterInin:.~~n~" A fierce acquisitivene~s
made him ~ealthy( a driving ambitiO'&;raisedhim to military prominence. He lacked a sense of humor.f...~d so was self-toJ1.scious and
sometimes intolerant. He was rigidl'~ '''"'',. voted to the principles he
had accepted: principles which 'on t
whole were Roman rath~r
than Christiall, thus sturdy more than:"'~herous.· He took fQr gra!lteid
the usages of aristocratic Virginia ~, and no less his debt <j»f
loyalty to relcj.tives and associates.
i
. Washington's experiences on the frontier, and in contact with tIle
Blfitishmilitary, qualified him amazingly for his services of t\\fO
decades later. Freeman, not. belaboring that point, ,has made it
strikingly evident. One awaits eagerly tBe three additipnal volumes
which are designed to complete the story,',
I

'J

GEORGE

HEDLEiY

.,
I

I·

l

'I

,
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vVe are shown, however, that after the enactment of ,the. punitive
measures of 1774, he doubted the chances of a successful restoration.
of British control, apparently sensing also the likelihood of his becoming the.scapegoat of the inept government leadership. The members of the ministry "did not like, the plain truths which he sent
them," and so recalled him in disgrace. .
If General Gage in America is less than definitive, as Professor
Alden modestly admits, it is, nevertheless, a very abl~ and readable
contr~bution to the .literature of the American Revolution.
t
GAL E W. Me GEE
Jet/Milton, a Good Man with a Gun, by J. Evetts Haley, with drawings by H;arold D. Bugbee. The University of Oklahoma Press, 1948.<
HERE IS another of those books. One could fill a 19n9 shelf with
accounts of the frontiersman who has become a\ stereotype {lS reliable, as, cour~eous, and as invincible as Superm<q1. He starts in the
Deep. South and brings a delicate sense of honor, gallant regard for
ladies, ~arm, and a lush accent. He does not acquire education becau~e::his destiny takes him to Texas before his soft beard has begun
to spr6"ut. There he joins the Rangers, preferaply lying about his
age, and leaves a long trail of dead men as he moves westward, kill~
ing Mexicans along. the border, Indians on the plains, and bad men
in every saloon. His Mexican and Indian killings depend upon his
'skill as a trailer, his unerring eye, and his favored position as a
Texas, Ranger, quite untrammeled by law and international con·
cord, ~dJree to act as his own judge and jury. Bad men he shoots '
from the hip'even as the malefactor reaches for his gun; or he may
not have to· kill, his compelling eye and drawling: "I'll kilf you
shore!" being enough to cow the baddest bad man.
Texas in time turns out to be too small for our Superman who,
taking in New Mexico on, the way, finally becomes a border rider
from El Paso to Baja California. Naturally he puts in some years as
a deputy sheriff; his trail crosses that of every man, good or bad, of '
his era; but he knows no women-until, of course, he marries the
New England schoolma'am. He ends his days telling tales to our
author.
Tbis. is a somewhat malicious summing up of Mr. Haley's account
of Jeff Milton. This account is impressive becausfl of the' author's
earnest admiration for his hero, ~is complete acceptance of the
frontier ethic, and fOf the vast amount of research that kept him on
Jeff Milton's trail for eleven years. Surely no incide.nt of that long
and arduous career has el~ded his devotion. ¥r. Haley's style" is

J

..
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brisk, 'with only occasional lapses into fine descriptive passages, but
with Ht.tIe variation. At times it moves so fast that this reader got a
,b~tcotifuseQ among the names of killers and killed, a bit wearied by
the stac.:cato style.
'
t Altogelher it makes one wonder when we shall'begin to evaluate
<iur ~,~e'tl1 heroes, to understafi(~ what they did to advance-or !to
hinder~t!Iefmaking of civilized living. This book ol true tales of tihe
~ploits of~,ne superman seen jn the Hat will be a useful author~ty
(or writers 9f~ -later and more discriminadng day.
:

'ERNA

<

..

FERGUS,SpN
;

,

~~

Life'i~ Argentina, by Carl C. Taylor.

,ku:ral

versity~Press~", 1948.

.

L01;lisiana State Jni-

0

::

the only important books '9n Latin Ame~ica
~vritteli in4his couinr)' dealt with history and 'literature. Fottuinately, gQod;pooks are 'now making their appearance in the field~ o~ ,
ithe social sciences~ and'Taylor's is one of them. Argentina and Br~il
are the countries of Ibero-Am,eriC"a where sociolopical studies H.ia,v~
i been most highly developed. In the case of Argrnti'na, her c19ser
, cultural contact with the old world and her own ec::onomic histot~ as
! a country of temperate c1i~atewith a European I population,_liave '
\ les~ened t~e labor 0,£ theS,e investigat,ions., Positlv~sip., a~ a gUid, ~ng
\phl1osophy, has, helped. There a~e good books ~n s~~ology~ ~lke,
\Bunge's and Ingenieros', but Taylor's ,is the first se.rious study), on
\Argentina made by a North American well eqUi~ped with moqern
~ociol~gical'methods.
"
:
! Att~ntion is centered on,the rural problems. T e,author's ana~ysis
fs d~tai~ed, his presentation objective a~d thorou? . His s~.u<!ly of~t!Ie
,ns~ltu~lOns of:fa~ily, the home, ~t(}. IS suggestI'ye andmt~restJ~g,
as IS hiS exammatIon of communJty customs THe aUthor, m s~nct
~cientific method., presents the facts and refI;ains ~rom hasty coneIus~ons. '
.
, I " 1,
' :
\ It is a great pity that five. years passed, betwden the field Work
¢one by Dr. Taylor and the ,publication of thie book. It is 'pretpsely during those five ye~rs that Argentina untlerwent imporiaIlt;
cha,nges, not only I?olitically w,
the a~ve"t q~, de facto gove"rn.'
mevts, but economically and SOCially, With the !llupact of the war
and postwar perio~s. Per6n's administration is tifYingto change :the ,
rhy~hm of rural life: and the author, in a sketchy pilogue of scarcely
fourteen p;lges, endeavors to make up for the t diness of the'publication and to bring these fact$' to the reader.
-l
.
f
UP
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TO A fe~;y~ars ago,
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Washington Witch Hunt, by Bert Andrews. Random House, 1948.
1947, the New York Herald Tribune reported the
story of seven State Department employees dismissed four months
earlier as "potential security risks." They never knew the charges
against them, never' faced their accusers, and were not allowed to
.
.
reSIgn.
Bert Andrew.s, chief ,,yashington correspondent of the Herald
Tribune, wrote that original story. He is ble. now, in Washington
Witch Hunt, to complete it. He tells ho " after publicity and after
protests of pebple, press, and radio, t~ even were allowed to resign
"without prejudice." His "Mr. Blank," that one 0f the seven around
whom Andrews weaves his story, is then followed through the eight
months in which, despite excellent technical recommendations, he
could find no employment.
.
rVashington Witch Hunt would be worth the reading if only for
its complete documentation of Mr. Blank's story, )together with that
of the ten Hollywood writers and of Dr. Condon before the Thomas'
Committee. But its real value lies in its extensive quotations from
B.lank's own statements before a State Department that would'
neither ask nor answer questions, and in Blank's account of his diffi~
culties in finding work. and in supporting .his wife and children.
Both Andrews and Blank write unemotionally, almost matter-of.facHy. But their joint account of Blank's' utter bafflement reaches
thereby the exact quality of nightmare. It makes lVashington Witch
Hunt a memorable book, the more so as we read day after day new
tales of espionage and ponder again the need for respol1sible invesIN NOVEMBER,

,

tig~ltion.
R-O B E R T

BUN K E R

Mean as Hell, by Dee HarkeyA University of New Mexico Press, 1948.

J

handwriting on the jacket flap Dee Harkey says, "I
asked a friend about getting some educated person to do the writing
of thrs book, and he said, 'Hell, no, Dee, don't do thatl You'll lose
the flavor and tang of yo~r story: " My feeling is that this advice,
ordinarily good, was bad in this case-not because the bookl)eeds .
better words ,or better style but because Dee Harkey's matter-offact ness and his refusal to let his own deeds seem in any sense heroic
rob an intense~y dramatic story, of much of its potential impact.
Readers who know Dee Harkey's record as a lawmap and his reputation as "a little man without fear" will read between the lines
w~enDee speaks of chasing desperate men into thei~ own dens'and

IN HIS OWN'
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then concludes; almost: parenthetically, "II arrjsted them a~d
bro~ght them to i.aiV'But rea~ers not ~amiliar ith the disparjty
between the lacomc speech and the 'heroIc perfor ance of men like
Dee Harkey may, if not l forewarned, miss the rdagnitude of this
almost incredible story. ,
'"
1
, Although .pee HaI;key'has failed in this story to do justice fto
himself as its hero, he has written a fas~inating' nd valuable ph~ ,
sonal document of some forty years (roughly, 1870 0 1911) in Te*as
and New Mexico when the country was "tough as a boot," whet;i a
gun was as much a part I of a, man's clo~ing' as ere his trous~rs,
and when ".Judge Colt" divided lawmen and 0 tlaws alike iIho
two classes: "the quick, and the deadl" It is a do ument compU~te
with,names, dates, and pl~ces, lea,vened with Dee H rkey's own frapk
~md uninhibited opinion~; a bopk not to be omitt d from any s~lf
of Southwestern Americana. ' '
. .
'"
i
I

"

'

'

i,..
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A rauco .T'amed. by
Olia, translated into EnglisJy
Charles Maxwell LanC:Is r and Paul Thomas Ma chester. Univiersity o~ NewMexico Pres~" 1948.
!

!

THE ARAUCANIANS

of,C~ileofferedtenad2us resis an.te to the pefte-

:' ITation of their lands by ~e Spaniards. Their heroi~ struggle ,gail'.:.st,.
the invader furnished i]'p iration for several epic Ipoems. the- mpst
famous. of which is the raucana, written by Alonso de Ercilla.:4 A
~apta.in in th'e Sp~nish ar l Y a~d an ey~ witne~s to ~e e~ents, Erc~lla
IdealIzes the IndIans an? rpralses theIr heroIsm afd VIrtues ab~ve
,thdse of his -countrymen.) Don Garda Hurtado e ~ Mendoza, the
leader of the Spanish f~rces. is not mentioned . t all-thepo~t's
.revenge for ,having been teverely punished by ~he £eneraJ for' dr~w~
ing a sword in his prese~ce.'~
_'
0; .
To/exalt the ~xploits! and virtues ofJ;)on Garda; so willf*Uy
,I~egle1ted by Ercilla, Pedro de' Ona composed his' Arauco Tarried.
lus~,as Er~illa, a Span~ar~, idealizes th.e Araucaniajos. Ona, a native
ChIlean, smgs thepralse~ of the Spamsh conquerqrs. Althoughjthe
Arauco Tamed is not as ,!long-winded as Ercilla's prem, its nine~en
cantos comprise over fifteen thousand lines. Dna clioes not presu,me
to rival Ercillcr. ""'Tho then would dare to sing d,fWild ~ati~o / .
After the 'elaborate Araucana?" But Ercilla ignored Don Garda's
. ~xploits, and Ona feels dompelled to corrett the o~ersight: ,"Hehce.
this has been the point of my compunction, / .Almost my sol~ incentive her~to sing.'~
'j.
The Arauco covers mainly the. period presented in the sedond

,

'J.
"

.' i

.'
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part of the Araucana. Ercilla dwells on the love affair of Dido and
Aeneas; Ona with a defeat suffered by the English pirate Richard
Hawkins. ~ in the older pdem,. Ona's cantos often begin with in-'
sipid moralizing in the style of Vergil, and are interspersed with
lengthy digressions. Ona seldom reaches Ercilla's poetic heights, but,
as a historical document, the Arauco Tar:ned is as interesting and
valuable as its immetliate model and shows flashes of real inspira-')
tion.'
Professors Lancaster and. Manchester, having undertaken the .!
translation of the three great epic poems dealing with the early
history of Chile, have now co'mpleted the first two, and'ther.e remains .
only the less extel1sive Puren ind6mito, by Alvarez de Toledo, to
engage their scholarship. The English ~ersion of A rauco Tamed
retain~ n?t only t]le substan.ce of the Spanis~ text but also its spirit
and poetIc flav~ The metIculous scholarshIp represented by such
faithful metric rendering exceeds;" perhaps, the merit of the original.
poems themselves. I? the stanza. telling of- Don~arda's depar~~e'j
from Peru to lead hIS forces agamst the Araucamans, and occaslOn~ .
ally elsewhere, the English version reads as sm.oothly as the'Spanish
original. ,
From Lima marched the ~andsome youth, and leal,
And firm of gait, approached the coastline grey.
A line he sf;ored amidst his squad's array
:rt.at marked perfection's full consummate seal.
Bxalted joy did all who saw him feel,
And grief ali~e that he should go away.•
Peru unanimously moans her loss,
And Chile gains ,a shield that pearls emboss.

Arauco Tamed is a true work of love which the discriminating ,
scholar cannot fail to appreciate. 'Even those able to read the original Spanish text will enjoy reading this masterful English transla-.
tion.
'
aft. GAP I'T OR E Y

I
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Lyle Saunders and. Fr{lnk L .. Baird

A G.UJDE TO 'THE LITERATU~E

OF THE SOUTHWEST, XXIX
;

'TH,IS

/tit

!

•

. i

a service of the univ.ersity ~f New ~e.~ico's
Research Bureau on Latin America and Cultural RelatioIJ!s in .
the Soutflwest, the School of Inter-American Affairs, the Department .of Sociology, and the New Mexico Quarterly Review, aWiihpts
to list, with such thoroughness as 'time and resources permit, current'
materials dealing with the Southwest. The Southwest, a'S hen~ definetf, includes all, of New Mexico, Arizona,' and :Texas, and earts'
of Utah, Oklahomat Colorado~ Nevada, and Cal~fornia: 1,
.
The symbol .(F) designates fiction; (}) is ti~ed to indicate ,ma.
.
terials on the juvenile level.
Included in this issue are mainly those titles which :were publi~hed
or came to our attention between December 1, 1948 and MarQh 1,
'1949·
. Recurring items of a gen~ral 'nature, indicated in this issue by a
star, ,will be listed only once ~ year, in order to conserve space land
avoid needless repetition.
BIBL;OGRAPHY,

EO 0 KSAdams; R. F. and. H. E. Britzman.
Charles M. Russell, th~ CliP:boy Artist.
Chicago, Trail's Ead' Publishing.. Co"
194 8. $7·5°·
I
C~ap~an, Berlin·Basil. ThJFounding .
of Stillwater; A Case Study in Okla-'
homa History. Stillwater, ~948, Oklahoma A. & M. cOllege'1 Research
245 pp.
Foundation.
,
I
Cox, J. F. and L. E. Jac1~.son. Crop
Management and Soil {C9nservation..
Wiley, .1948. $3.80. Indufes South"
west..
.
'
Griffith, -B. W. American Me. New
I

1

I
I

1

."\
,

~!

l

\

~
York, Houghton, 1948:$3.50. Pr~bleins
" Mexican-AfIlerican youth.
Haber.1y, Lloyd. Pursuit'of the Horizon,
a Life of George Catlin, Painter and.
Recorder Of the" American Indian.:
New York, Macmillan, 1948. $5.op. In·
dians west of Mississippi River.. )
,
Holbrook, S. H. Little A nnie OakleY
and Other Rugged People. Ne.w~York, .
. Macmillan, 1948. $3.50' .
.
Lavender, D..... S. The Big D,ivide,New
York, Do,ubleday, 1948. $4.50. Al,D~i"
can Rockies from Wyoming. south to ._
New Mexico.
.

II
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McWilliams, Carey. North from Mexico, the' Spanish-Speaking People of
the United States. New York, Lippin"
cott, 1949. $4.00..
.
l'eattie, Roderick. The Inverted Mountains: Can)'oTlj of the West. New York,
Vanguard, 1948. $5.00. Description
and travel, southwest.
S~hmitt, M. T. and Dee Brown, Fightmg Indians of the Jl'est. New York,
Scribner, 1948. $10.00. Last years of
Indian fighting following Civil War.
Thorp, R. W. BOpJie Knife. Albuquerque. University of New Mexico Press,
1948. $3.00. Southwestern Americana.
Turner, A. W. and E. J. Johnson. i\fachines for the Farm, Ranch, and Plantation. New York, McGraw-Hill, 1948.
$6.00.
Wendt, Lloyd and Herman Kogan.
Bet a Million! The Story of John W.
Gates. Indianapolis, Bobbs·Merrill,
1948. $3.50. Texas: early indu!ltrializa'
tibn.
,
Wertenbaker, G. P. America's Heart. land, the Southwest. Norman, Uni-

BAIRD

klahoma Press, 1948.
, Oklahoma, New MexLouisiana.
CTION
Chevalier,
. M. For Us, The Living.
New York, Knopf, 1949. $3'50. (F)
Murder in Western Parker's Organization.
.
Emblen,' D.' 'L. and Betty Emblen.
The Palomino Boy. New York, Vil\.ing,
1948. $2.00. (J) Descano Valley, Southern California.
.
Hughes, DOI:othy B. The Big Barbecue. New York, Random, 1949., $2.75.
(F) Summer in Santa Fe, New Mexico.
Laughlin, Ruth. The JYind LeiiJes No
Shadow. New York. Whittlesey, 1948.
$3.50. (F) Santa Fe,. New Mexi~o before Mexican War.
McNeer, l\f. Y. The Story of the Southwest. New \'ork, Harper, 1948. $1.75' .
(J)

,

.....

Meyers, Virginia: Angelo's JYife. Indianapolis, Bobbs· Merrill , 1948. $3.00.
(F) Spanish' culture in old California.

PERIODICALS
AGRICULTURE AND RANCHING
Anonymous. Land tenure in the south·
western states; a summary Of significant findings of regional land tenure
research project. Fayetteville, Arkansas, Agric. Exp. Sta. bulletin 482~ October 1948. Includes Oklahoma and
Texas.
Boddy,_ Herb. "Los Angeles College
unique in Nation." Soil Conservatipn
. 14:1i8-180, March 1949. Clarence W.
Perce school of agriculture.
Budd, Celeste. "North Texas onion
production-A speculative industry."
The Texas Geograp/lic Magazine,
12:8, fall, 1948.
Carne, J. C. and Rene Blondeau. "The
use of growth-regulation chemicals to
induct parthenacarpic fruit in the
calimyrna fig." Plant Physiology, 24:44,
January 1949..California.
- The Colorado Magazine. Bi-monthly
publication of the State Historical Society of Colorado.
-Crops and Markets. Quarterly publication of the U. S. Department of Agriculture, giving statistics by states.

·Current Farm Economies in OklaIlOma. Regular bi-monthly publication of the Oklahoma Ag~icultural
Experinient Station, Stillwater.
-Economic News for' New Mexico
Farmers. Monthly publication of New
Mexico State College Extension Service.
Erickson, Franklin C. "The broken cotton belt." Economic Geography. 24:
263-68, October 1948. Includes pait
of Southwest.
.
-Farm and Ranch. Monthly,.publication devoted to Squthwestern farming.
Harper, H. H. and others. Fertilizer
recommendations for Oklahoma crops.
Stillwater, Oklahoma Agricultural Experimental Station bulletin B-326,
1949· 15 pp.
Han'ey, Mr. and Mrs. James R.
"Rockey Ford melons." The Colorado
Magazine, 26:26, January 1949.
Heller, V. G. and Frank B. Cross, The
Chemical Content and Nutritive
J'altle of Oklahoma Pecans. Stillwater,
Oklahoma Agricultural Experimental

,,
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lina complex." Am'erican: An'tiqu¥ty,
14: 194. January 1949.
'. I
Hurst, C. T. ~nd E.Allderson. "A cprn
cache from western Colorado," Ampri·
can Antiquity, 14: 16t January 1!H9.
Montrose County. Colorado.
i
Hurt,'W. R. Jr., and Daniel McKnight.
'~Arthaeology of the San Augustine
PIlJ,ins, a preliminary report." ,A711!eri:
can An~iquity, 14:1 7.2. January 1~49'
. ExcavatlOns. Magdalena, New MeXjico.JoneS. Volney H. "Notes of Frc:;deric!< S.
Dellenbaugh on the Southern PJute
from letters of 1927 and 1921.V' The
MasterJr,ey, Novembe~ 1948.,
1
Kelley. William H. "The place of sc*lp&
in cocopa warfa,re:'~ El Palar;ioJ 561:85•.
March 1949. Colorado River, ~lta'
Yuman tribes, near Gulf of Califotpia.
Krieger, Alex. D.' "Importance of j the
- 'GilII)ore Corridor' iq culture ~n
tacts between middle America andl the
eastern United~ States." Bulletiri! of
The Texas Archaeological and Palfon-.
, ANTHROPOLOGY A~D.
tological Society, 19: 154. 1948. ,I In·
,SOCIOLOGY
dudes
Texas Gulf coast.
J
'
•
I
Laudermilk.
Jerry,
"They
.left
their
Bahti. ,Thomas N. "A Largo.g~llina pit
prints in stone.'" The Desert.Maga#ne,
house' and, two surface ~quctures."
12:,2~. Decem.berI948. Grand ,Canyon.
El Palacio, 56:52.Februa~y 1~49. . ,
Anzona. fossIls.
_ ';
-The American.Anthropolog'ft. Quar.
Langfey,
Dana.
"They
follow
anqient
terly publication of the American Anthropological Association. I
w.ay~ at old Jemez," The Desert Mj1gaZlne, 12:11, January 1949. Jemez PljIeb·
Bell. Robert F;. "Recent archaeol~gical
10;'New Mexico.
:
research, in Oklahom.a,': B411etin of
the Texas Archaeologzcal ana Paleon,Langston•. ~Van!1' Jr. "Vertebrate i pa~
tological Soc'iet,Y. 19: 148. 194&.
'
leontologlCal "fIeld, technique and its
application to 'archaeological colJ.ect• Bulletins of the Texas Archaeological
ing," Bulletin of the Texas Arc'fzaeand Paleontological Society. Irregular
ological and Paler,mtological Sodety,
pu blications.
19:88• 1948. Levelland. Texas.
1,
-The Dese;t Magazine. Mon~hly pub·
*
~he
Masterkey.
:ai.monthly
pub\ica.Hcation of items pertinent to SouthtlOn of the 'Southrest Museum. I Los
west.
.
.',
"j
*El Palacio. Monthly publication of' Angeles, California
the, Museum of New Mexico. Santa Reichard. Gladys A "The Navajo~'and
Fe. '
Christianity," Amtrican Anthropolo,
gist,
51:66-71. Jan~lary-March 194~' :
Goldfrank. E. S. ''The impact of situation ,and personality of four Hopi Reilly. Wallace C. !'Report from iDalemergence myths," The Southwestern
las," Americim F~derationist,. ,56: 14,
Journal of Anthrop~logy, 4::~41. Au·
March. 1949. :l..~bot activity in D~. llas,
tumn 1948.
Texas.'
•
i
Hawley. F. "An examination of prob- Schulman, I E. "Cllroncilogy characters
lems basic to acculturation in the Rio'
at rui~s in the Gi~~ Basin:" Tree J;ling
Grande pueblos." The American An~ . BUllett,n" .15:21, Jtnuary 1949•. :¥
. esa
.
th"opologist. 50:612. October,Decem· _Verde. ArIzona. . .
ber 19;18.
Sims., Agness C. '''~igration story in
Hibben. F. C. "The pottery of the Gal~tones," El pal1io, 56 :67. MJarch

'Station. Mimeographed CircUlar MI76• 1948~ 5 pp.
,!
Maxine: • "Smoke' dreams is !Houston
•
I horse
show sensation." Saddle and
Bridle; 22:53. ~ch 1949.'
. -~-. "Fort Worth Show success de·
spite' weather cancellations.~' Saddle
anq Bridle, 22:54. March 194~'.- - '
,
I '
.
eNewMexico Magazine. Mon) ly pUblication of New Mexico. State Board
of Publications.
.
,
*New Mexico Stockman. Mon~hIYPub
licationOf the New Mexi~o Cattle
Growers Association. New1 Mexico
"
Wool _GroweJ;S Associati,?n land ~he
Soutl)western New I MeXICO Grazmg'
Association.
,I
I
·The Texas Geographic Magazine. Bi·
annual publication of th~ Texas
Geographical Society.
!
Parker) W. H. "Steer r<~ping
South~
western, style." New Mexico Magazine,
27: 19. January 1949.
I

,.
I

.r..

.
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1949. Petroglyphs of Galisteo Basin Hurt, A. P. "The flower of Indian
area, New Mexico.
art.'" Holland's, 68: 14-21, April 1949Smiley, T. L. -"Pithouse number I,
Pop~Chalee and he~ art.
Mesa Verde National Park." American Jones; Hester. "At the art gallery." £1
Antiquity, 14:167, January 1949. ExPalacio, 56:25, January 1949. Current
cavations, ,Mesa Verde, Colorado.
, activities at art gallery, New Mexico
- - - . "Tree-ring data from point of
museum.
.
pines." Tree Ring Bulleti7J, 15:20, - - - . "At the art gallery." £1 PalaJanuary 1949' Arizona.
cio, 56:62, February 1949. Current activities at art gallery, New Mexico
·The Southwestern Journal of Anthromuseum.
pology. Q1,larterly publication of. the
Lab~ratory of Anthropology, Santa Fe,
- - - . "At the art gallery." £1 PalaNew Mexico and the University of
cio, 56:92, March 1949. Current activities at art gallery, New Mexico
New Mexico.
museum.
Stephens'on, Robert L. "Archaeological
survey of McGee Beqd reservoir: a MacKenzie, Christine. "Artists of
preliminar'y report." Bulletin ,of the
Scottsdale." The Desert Magazine, 12:
Texas Archaeological and Paleonto7, December 1948. Craftwork in
Scottsdale, Arizona.
log~cal Society, 19:56, 1948. Angelina
River, east Texas,
• Musical America. Weekly publication·
giving coverage to Southwestern musiTichy, "Marjorie F. "Ancient Burial
{.
cal activity.
near Santa Fe's public \\,elfare bu.ilding." £1 Palacio, 56:80, March 1949. Pascal. ErnPlt. "Art, business and the
Santa Fe. New Mexico.
liberals." New Republic, l20:21, Jan- - - . "Hawley writes on the Rio
uary 31, 1949. Hollywood film indusGrande pueblo acculturation:" £1
try liberalism.
Palacio, 56:61, February 1949.
• Southwestern Musician, Regular pub',
Tinney, Jennie Avant. "On the trail of , lication.
the Pit-House People." New Mexico Whaley, Dorothy N\ "Fort. Worth
Magazine, 27: 18-19, February 1949.
opera opens with Carmen." Musical
America, 69:19, January 1, 1949. Opera
Trager, G. L. "A status symbol and
in Texas.
'
personality at Taos pueblo." The
Southwestern Journal of Anthropolpo,BIOGRAPHICAL
ogy, 4:299. autumn, 1948.
·Tree Ring Bulletin. Quarterly publi- Anonymous. "Daniel T\ Kelly." £1 Palacio, 56:82. March .1949. Study of
cation of the Tree Ring Society, AriPresident of the. Archaeological Sozona with the cooperation of the Labciety of New MexicQ•. ,
oratory of Tree Ring Research, Uni- - ,. "Paul A, F,' Walter." £1 Palaversity of Arizona.
cio, 56:82. March 1949. February 1949.
'Webb, Clarence H. "Caddoan prehisBiography of £1 Palacio editor.
tory: the Bossier focus." Bulletin of
"The man with nine terms."
The Texas Archaeological and PaleTime,
52:19. December 27, 1948.
, ontological Society, 19: 100, 1948. East
Mayor Oscar Holcombe, Housto~
Texas..
Texas.
ARTS
~--. "The Utah strong m'an:."
Newsweek, 33: 19, January 3, 1949·
Anonymous. "Goethe in the Rockies,"
Utah's new Republican Governor, J.
New Republic, 1'20:8. March 7, 1949.
Brocken Lee.
Goethe Bicentennial celebration, Aspen, Colorad~.
Arnold, Oren. "Samaritan in a trading
----. "Bluebeard in Dallas." Time,
post." Nation's Business, 37:60-5 Jan'uary 1949. Fred Wilson, Phoenix,
53:58, January 17, 1949. Dallas, Texas,
Arizona.
' - symphony orchestra.
Bailey, Clay. "There's big time in more Campbell, 'T. N., "The 'pioneer treetowns tonight,." HollandJ., 68: 10, Janring work of Jacob Kuechler." Tree,
uary 1949. Dallas, Texas, symphony
Ri7lg Bulletin, 15: 16, January ,1949,
rexas.
'
'
orchestra.
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Kelly, Daniel ·T. "An appred~tion of
Paul A. F. Walter." El P(llacio, 56:77,
March 1949.
Knouth, Percy. "Gene Autry, Inc.",
R'eader's' Digest,' 53:84-6, qecember
1948. Gen~ AutrY.'s extensive',business
holdings from Hollywood to Dallas.
LeViness, W. Thetford. "Back country
. bus driver." New Mexico Magazine,
27:254, February'1949' Chilly iHollsch,
driver of Taos-Raton bus.
'
Rives, William T. "She shb~scowboys."
Holland'~, 68: 10:11, ,-February. 1949.
Enid Justin, Nocona, Texas. :
Woolf, James D. "The'treasure in the
heart." Reader's Digest,' 53:39-41, Dece.p1ber 1948. Ann Lee of Amarillo,
founder o~ Santa Fe's El Teatro. '

I

1-'

I
I

,/

!.

2167

Suthon, George Miks(:h. "CommentJI on
icterus~ cucullatus,' sivaison in jthe
Unitea States." liThe Condor, 50:t758, November 1948. Especially Br~w~ter
County, Texas.
' .V '
Went, F. W. "Ecolo~ 'of desert pM!ntB.
II. The effect Qf rai~ and temperaaure'
on germination and' glYwt:h." Ecol(Jgy,
30: 1, January 1949: ICalifornia.. .

,.

CONSERVATION
,
Anonymous. "The Bnreau Qf Reclamation; 19~9." We$tern Construction
News, 24:63, January, 1949. Report'
(annual).
'

- - - . Irrigation in Oklahoma. <?~la

homa Agricultural ,!Experimental Station circular C-131, 1948. 28 pp.
----. "The motors roar on Moovalya:' Ari~ona Wildlife - Sportsman"
BIOLOGICAL
10-11, February 1949. Lake Moovalya,
Benson, Seth B. "Decoying coyotes and
Parker, Arizona. .
i
deer.:' Journal of Ma,mmalogy, 29: - - - . Water in Oklahoma. Okl~ma
4°6-°9, November 1948. Sweetwater
City, Oklahoma Planmng and iReinstitute, California.
sources Board, 1948. 32 pp.
,:
• The Condor, Bi:monthly publication ' Allred, B. W. "Reconditioning wind-,
of the Cooper Ornithological Club,
blown sandy lands for grazing." Soil
Berkeley, California. Devoted, to
Conservation, 14:1»3-5, February 1949.
Western ornithology.
SCS utilization project, ~eyellne,
Dunn, E. R. "Ecology of desert plants.
Oklahoma.. .
III. Development of plants 'in the • Arizona Wildlife-Sportsman. MorthDeath Valley National Monument,'
ly publication of the Arizona Game
California." Ecology, 30:~6, January,
Protective Association.
'
1949·
'
Beal, Mary. "Junipers on the desert."
• Ecology. Quarterly pUblication of the
The Desert Mago;zint, 12:23, Febru",
Ecological Society of America. ,
, ary 1949. Southw~tern. evergreens and
Hall, E. ,R. "Ecology of ~he Califomi~'; conifers.
: '
,
ground' squirrel on' grazing' lands;" .Bennett, Hugh. "Limd facts." Soil ConEcology, 30: 112, January 1949.
servation, H:I3 1-3, January 1949·jRed
. Plains Soil Conservation Experiment
Harlow,' James, G. "Mistetf~oomerStation, Guthrie, Oklahoma.
collard lizard.',' Nature' Mag~zine, 42:
39-40 , January, 1,949.
Chambers, H. M. "BiJ~per crop of' native grass seed." Soil Cq.,nservationj 14:
Howard, Hildegard. "Avian Fossils
1949. Northeas,tern
12 3-4. January
from the marine pl~is"tocene of southOklahoma.
.'
,
ern California." Thlr,Condor, 51:208,
Jan'uary 1949.
,
.
'
Fox, Lester C. "A 'Flood came." ; Soil
Conservation, 14: 108-111, Decerilber
• Journal of Mammqlogy. quarterly
1949; Hydro, Caqdo county, Qklapublication of the American Society of
hOJ,lla.,
Mammalogists. ,
Gookin, W. S. "Central Arizona projLindsey, Alton A. "Terron yegetation
ect." Reclamation Era, 35:5-8, Janu, in New Mexico." Ecology, 29:470-8,
ary 1949.
October 1948. '
Linn, 'Ed. R. A forest industries surveY
• Natural History." 'Monthly publication
of Oklahoma. Stillwater, OklaMma~
of the Museum of Natural History.
Agficultura1 Experimental St~tion
• Natwre Afagazine. Weekly publica-. bulletin B-~25" 1948. 35 ,pp.
tion.
,
I Mabery, Chuck. "Fishing and fishing
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in the lower Colorado." Arizona Wildlife-Sportsman, 10:7-8, January 1949.
Mead, Tom C. "Earthquake at 'Hoover
Dam." Reclamation Era, 35:31-2, Feb·
ruary 1949.
Nordland. Ole J. "Desert cavalcade."
Reclamation Era. 3,1}:63-5, March 1949.
~". Indio, California, March 17-19.
oi; ,j/t Reclamation Em. Official monthly
;"'.lpublication of the Bureau of Recla. ,;,mation. United States Department of
<
~the Interior.
'
'~.Jlobhins. Carol. "Pioneer women at
'c'it'TucPfllcari." Reclamation Era, 35:41, 3, February 1949·
Shaw, Fred M. "Waking up sleepy
acres." Soil Conservation, 14:181-3,
March 1949. East Texas.
Smith. H. N. "Soil conservation: its
municipal meaning:' The American
Cit)', 64:71-2, January 1949. Texas and
Oklahoma.
Wilkinson, Gafford L. "Calling all
ditchriders." Reclamation Era, 35~45,
February 1949. Tucumcari. New
Mexico. ,"
, • Soil Conservation. Monthly pu.blica.
tion' containing conservancy articles,
pertinent to the Southwest.
,EDUCATION
'-hrens, Maurice R. "Denver's use of
problems course." The, Journal of
Edu-cation, 132:41-2, February 1949,
!\.nonymous. "Enjoy American His,tory." Student Life, IS: 14, January
1949. Teaching history in Temple,
Texas high school.
' - - - . "Gang busters." Time, 53:56,
January I7,' 1949· Fraternity hazing
10 San Antonio, Texas high school.
- - - . "Mexico· New Mexico c;ooperation." New Mexico SchOOl Review, 28:
10, January 1949. Mexican delegation
attending NMEA convention.
---'--. "Roswell s~udents save:' New
Mexico. School R~view, 28'5, March
1949. 'Roswell. New Mexico.
' - - - . "Sandieland evaluation." Student Life, 1.,:27. January 1949. Open
house at Amarillo, Texas nigh school.
.----. "The San Angelo Junior COllege." The American School· Board
Journal, i 18:43, March 1949. San Angelo, Texas.
• Ariwna Teacher - Parent. RCRUlar
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publication of the Arizona Education
ASsOCiation.
'
Board for Vocational. Education. An
evaluative survey of veterans education
in New Mexico~ Louisiana, Oklahoma,
Arkansas, Mississippi, and Texas. Austin, 1948, 42 pp.
BOgWell, Lillian.
"Educating the
blind." New Mexico Magazine, 27"9,
February 1949. New Mexico School
f(n the Blind, Alamagordo.
Butler, M~ C. "Co-operative.progres~)n
Waco, Texas," The American School
Board Journal,! 18: 17, February 1.949'
• California Journal of Secondary E,ducation. Published eight times annually
by the California Society of Secondary
. Education.
.
Carr, Marjory. "Drama comes to New
Mexico." New Mexico School Review,
28:8, February 1949. Drama production in New Mexico nigh schools.
Chapm;!.n, Constance. "Carlsbad stu- ,
dents vote." New Mexico School Review, 28: lI, January 1949. Carlsbad,
New Mexico.
Compton, M. E. "Utility 'meets beauty,
in the Santa Theresa Sc1:lOo1." The
School Executive, \58:45, February
1949. Texas.
,Ie
Gach, Gene. "The Olancha union ele.
mentary school." Schaal Board Journal, u8: 50, January '1("49. Olanrna,
Inyo county, California:: '
I
• Journal of the Albuquerque Public
Schools. Regular publicatiQn,
Lara; Eddie. "Chilocco's broad acres:'
Student Life, 15:16-17, Februa,ry ..
1949. Chilocco Indian '. Agricultural' 1
School,' Chilocco, Oklahoma.
Lewerenz, Alfred S. "Proposed organi- .
zation of guidance' ·jn I:.os Angeles." .
California Journal of Secondary Education, 24: 108- 13, February 1949·
Martin, Q. M. "Careful planning payS:" .
School Board Journal, 118:51-5.. Janu-~
ary 1949. Junior-Senior high 'school)
Carthage, ,Texas.
,
.
l
. '
~Ionlgomery, Evelyn. ','Como esta hecho." School Activities, 20: 187-8, February 1949. Language study at Okmulgee, Ok~ahoma, high school.'
• Nevadt+ Educational Bulletin:, Published five times a year by Nevada
Slate D~artment of Education, Carson City.
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FINANCIAL AND ~NPUS~RIAL~ J
. monthly pUblication of the New MexAnonymous.
"Constitutional am~d-~; ",;'
ito Stale Librar,y Association..: :men t asked by Texas to recover tlde~'. ' ..': , i "
,.,-;~.jl·~ :. ~'NeUJ Mexico Progres~."Moriihly 'pub.
hnds/"Oil a1!d Gas Journal, .47:[54,
"L·,
.. lication,
... . . "
JanuaTy 27, 1949. ' ,
~' .. ' '.
.
.~~i
l··
' . ,.- - - . "EI Paso's international min-"
.. 1 f 'e, • New Mexico Schoo'/; Review. Monthly
ing days." Mining World, 1O:14,D~~
. ':
publica~ion devoted.: to New Mexico
, cember 1 9 4 8 . .
''. ' ,
1
School a(:livities. ,'
,." 1~_
---'....... "Fight over undersf7~. oil.:".,
.
Norman. R. B. "H6tlo; system in AmaBusiness Week, 23, January l,' 1949'~J ,',<,
,"
~ilto.~igh (Sc~ooL': School 4,ctivtf..ies,
Texas' tidelands oil.' , ' . . 1, ,1·\:~'
, \~: .. ",' 2~i.lg4.' February~,1949' '
.
"E"
....,.--:--......
.' Iom sh ortages t Qgl"'~"
ue.-,,: .~ :. i:
Patniley. Nell. Th£'tefUhing of music
Newsweek, .33:67; ~March 14, \IM9;:';'
..
ill' ::rex~ public schools. Austin,
Kansas, Oklahoma! and Texas ,~il' .',
.
<,
,I; .'.l"j,.
('te~asr' Qepartment of Education. ~ production. . . • . . .
;~J, '
l'948. / ", )
- - - . "New, industry for NeW Mex:. l
liusiness Week, 74, Jally.ary. 8;; ;~'
;"l'~'" .p~Yne.l~~~ \r. ;'Th'ey' drive g~feiy in ico."
1949. Eidill ~anufact~ring Cow-patty; ,
,; 1.
CarIs~at!W ~ew Mexico Schoo£ Re·
AlbuqlJerqile~ ~ew ~exi~d,"
,
,\)"
view, t28:8, March 1949. Carlsbad. New
----,,! ";};lanhandte·(;'ulf freight tI!af~
r: 'f
Mexico 's~oOls: driving ,(:o~rs~.
S1ntaF~ Magaz!ne"
t Russell; Ja'ri~t. \"Fti~ing two cuftures:' ficme¢t,rl'g:"'Th~
42:29•. December "1948. A~~rlllo, "
):
New Mexico School Review, 28:8-g.
'
.;."
Texas.
..,'
:
January,;'1949. School proble~s in bi· . ---.-. "Pipeline goes tq, se:i::,~?J$iness
, I- lingtIakiommunities., .1 i
li;'eek! 55, ~ebruarY5, 1;9:t.~:t; 'i\~o.a .
SchoorActivities. 'MOnthly'rf~;;J~bliCa ~ pipeline. Po~nt Comfort.,Texas•.. , '
: It<:!~-r;' tion September through. ~~., ri~ ,cur- - - - ' . "Power for Padfitqg)g~ Steel
Plant:~·power, 93:95, Janti.;i~Y\i949t ,. • ,.
'rent school p~obleml> and act' Vi;~.$.I~ .
~. "States' . rights in{1~t4:e\G4lf:" ';
~ 1~".~::~ Shaw, Fay. "Directed non,Jcidemic Newsweek, . 33:45.. Japu:if~ .i3'1r·!~9~ : "
~ ~~.. - .energy:: New Mexica Schoo,l, Revi~w, , ',TidelandS,' oil-Texas.
.' ,; ,,;" ..'tl q,

of'. New Mexico Library. Bulletin. ,Bi-'

r'

>..

. l··,' •

). h'. . -.' .

(f.>i~. "., ::i;j,:' l~~.~~y,;,{.4£' Jeffe.rso~., ~J.u.n... Jor

~~1J.'!i~.,./;~~mith, Sarah Rebec~a. "~e

h.a la·,..espa']Ii". ~~]" nol en Jal:' .New MexIco Sc 001. Re. , ': . view, 28-12•. January, i949d·lal....New

"

cr~~e.• ·~;N:'~i'c,~~~~.t.~2~~Fellru~~3.
.*.·.1~,·.~

:i

.

and ;f;as.journa!, 47;(i2-S,

· 1949'. fSunday ·l'~finety~. D.~nca9f' ~tda.,
homa~ _-u ~! ;~\ .~ -, ,.' '
~j!,::~i.>-;·;· -"'~,~--. '
--;-.'
T~x;j;s.t4~tpeland(
. t~:.
New Republ
. :7, .Ji;t!.
ryi21,
J949·'Texas'
." 01};a:
·oft.
,.; . of the Texas State Teachers', A~socla/:~;.-;... "Tou~a;4urnar,
:" i Oil
l -; , tltm.
"
..'
.Gas loutfft,#-/;4'fi:~ Hl2-S, : bruaty
" ,,:p.' i;~ghan. Ellen W~ "T~ac~el'-si~~~tion '~4. 1:g4'9"{ Sh~1I \,pi l.>Y'lf9mpan i. coialy~gh(er." New MeXICO Sc}J.p'o.l Re·
tk tra~ldng:cp}~n,.}Jlp1,lst{)n.:j.
.
v~, 28: 19. March 1949. Eln.E;fgency --,''';::".. f'U nprlOtafile' :,~nQught?' Time,
"
t.e~hing. certificates in N ~w . ¥e..~ico: .
5FJanp..a~'P' 194~,':;J'e~'. tidelands
r, .•
,. . . . ; , t•,-'
'Waltrip. ~la K. :'New Meiicd and ,. 011.. 4i\~
,;~
.' ;. I . 'I'
.. ,
, : ' :~~sic:'flew Mexico School Revi~w, Brad~'Tholii~,~,!:")'f :,,'js !,her~ the
rn'on~y, ,went~ !"N~';r'qb{lc, 120:1.2" ~; '~~;'.,l6, Fp.t>ruary 1949.,
.'
.
• ".1,; "¥~"i-;··
.
13, ';l~nuarY"'3I, ~9.wi .. Fi1m. indqstry
\J.}~l
.~
'., nt: leIla Hale. "Vis,itto a famous
exp~~itures.:. "~':7 .,.' .,.1
~.~, t~ kitchen: Research and Educa'J"'tion'Rl Kitchen, Kerr Glass Manufac- • Cli,~ipical ana. ~tfii~e~t~ng:':;N(ws
W~y ,publication,~pf. ~h¢: 'Am;'eIjican
':,' ,{t~fing Corporatioq. Saner, Surings.
7:' QklalJoma:' Forecast for. nome Eco- · iCh~ical SocieW", t-:~:·
;~ j~ }fnom~~s; ~5:34-5' ~arch. 19~9.'·
· •. C?/;tttni'cal En~fireTfflk... '~pthly pubIIcatlon. dealing wllb
. ical .and
, ,,:', ;¥-oll~g; Alfred R. "Elementary school
metallurgical . :~ngineer"
,1'Qdud<:s
p!~"r:tedfor community u~e:' School
Southwest.
-""'i·t>JB?ard,lournal" 11~:58'9, January 1949.
Clinton,
wra,nI'fe;. !.. ~IQI~?I~SChool;¥'far. Colorado.
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gler." The Desert Magazine, ~ 12:5,
January 1949. Southwestern dude
ram:hing.
Dunlap, J. H. "Abundant fuel and
water r~ources permit flexible power"
supply Wetup." Power, 93:88, January
1949. Development of natural gas and
water for Diamond Alkali Co's., Houston, Texas plant.
Fitzpatrick, George. "Hobbs .•.. oil
capit,!l." New Mexico Magazine, 27:
11-15, Febru1ry 1949· Hobbs, New
Mexico.
.
Franklin, John. "The Daingerfield iron
and steel project." The Texas Ceographic Maga1.ine, 21:1, fall 1948.
North.east Texas development.
Frost, Isabella M. "Facts behind the
food you buy." Special Libraries, 40~
'-12, January 1949. Lansing Library
Service of Safeway Stores, Oakland,
California.
Gard, C. D.•IUnion oil Co., first plan,t·
to make dry ice .from oil-well glls:'
Oil and Gas Jodmal, 47:56-9, $January 6, 1949. Dry. ice plant, Santa Maria
field, Califo,rnia, .
'.
Hightower, J. V. "New ideas for hand-r
ling chlorine." Chemical Engineering,
56;96, January 1949. Safety controls at
Neches, Texas Plant.
----. "Organics from natural gas."
Chemical Engineering, 56 :9 2 , January
1949· New uses for natura.J gas. Winnie, Texas.
Hilton, John. "Henry Kaiser came to
the desert for iron." The Desert Magazine, 12:5, March 1949· Prospecting in
Arizona.
.
iIerace, J. R. "Texas plant generates
own power for electrolysis of brine."
Power, 93:7 2, February 1949. Houston.
~s, Julian. "Water lowest cost industrial minera1." Mining Engineering, 1:7, January 1949· .
Hurt, Amy Passmore. "Fit to be tied,"
New Mexico Magazine, 26:18, Decem-'
ber 194 8. ~ew Mexico hand-woyen
.
~;~:, Berdam F. "Truman asks tidelands rule, expanded steel facilities,.
continued controls," Oil and Gas
Journal, 47:36, January 13, 1949.
MtCaslin" Leigh S., Jr. "Drilling proceeds off gulf coast despite federal
. court cloud on titles." o.il and Cas
Journal-, 47:156-7, Jallu~ry 27, 1949·

,.

L. 'BAiRD

. - '- . "Texas court orders sh~tdown
of HeYl'er field by vote of 7 to 2:' Oil
and Gas JourrwJ, 47:92, February 24,
. 1949· Victoria and Calhoun counties,
Texas.
I
'
Marfus; Staiiley. "Fashion is my brisiness:' Reader's Digest, 54:63-6. February 1949. Ne~man-Marcus, famous
Dal,las store.
Mezerick, A.. E. "Muscle-bound America-that ~il shortage again." The Na. tion, 167:696-8, December 18, 1948.
Includes Southwest.
• Mining Engineering. Monthly publi.
cation of the American Institute of
Mining Branch.
• Mining Wo':ld. Combined with The
Mining JouTTlal, monthly pUblication
concerning general mining.
"
• New Mexico Tax Bulletin. Monthly
publication of the New· Mexico Taxpayers' Association.
Oberfell, G. G. "Petroleum industry continues record·breaking pace:'

Chemical and Engineering News,'27:
16-17, January 3, 1949. Oklahoma,
- Texas.
.
• Oil and Gas Journal. ,Weekly publication of the ~etroleum Publishing
Company.
• Oklahoma Business Bulletin. Monthly
summary of business conditions in
Oklahoma, published by the University of Oklahoma, Norman. _ .
• Petroleum Technology. Month.JY publication of the Petroleum Branch of
the American Institute of Mining and
Metallurgical Engineers.
Phillips, R. E. and L. H. Wagenbrun. '
ner, "Single and double dust. sys: tems condition Prudential's Building."

Heating, Piping and Air Condition- ,
in~, 21 :77, February 1949. Los Angeles, California.
~'Review and forecast,", Oil and Gas
. Journal, 47: 169" 204, January 27,
. '1949. Annual review and -forecast of
'oil industry including Southwest.
Russell, Steve. "The gas that- doesn't.
burn." New Mexico Magazine, 27: 167, January 1949· Dry ice manufactUIing at Clayton, New Mexico.
Shearon, W. H. "Industrial water on
the Gul{ coast." Chemical and Engi-.
neering News, !l7:220"22, January. 15,

,.
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'
1949. Water supply' for Texas Gulf i ·;I:i~r-December'1948. Stanford Univ~r·
\

coast industry.

. . ' , ?sity",C:;,-lifornia.
.
'--,..;...+-. "Who's got the rocket?" News'wee.k., .... :53, March 14, 1949~ Whoite
publication 'of the Santa Fe Railway.;};}
.1
I Sands,' New Mexico proving, groulld.
TonIe, R.B. "New natural gasolioe ,. But..letins of the"Am.erican Associatib.n Ii'
plant." Oil and "GCl,5 Journal 47:73-4,
.' ".~. ,tFebrl,lary.g, 1949. Velma, Oklahoma.
pI. ,Petroleum Geologists, Irregu~ar
., .p~blication.,
' . ' ,.
4!' Western Construction N.ews. Monthly
.IB#lletins of the Geological Society!of
pUblica~ion.'
.,
AmeT~ca. Irregular publications. I
FOLKLORE ...
Carrlpbel1, T. N. "The MerreU:'site: ~r•
.
." .
'
.,
chaeOlogical remains assocja~ed wlith
Amencan An.tlqult~. Q~arter1y p~bl~-, allwi,ial terrace deposits in cent,ral
cation of the Society of Ameflca~ .'.J;;e~aS:' BUlletin of .the Texas fr•
.. Archaeolc:>gy.
. , ' - ;cO~lJo.logical and P.aIeontological· o·
Cassidy, I. S.";rao~", New Mexico." .' ;;clet;y. ,'19:7, 1948.
i
'
" Wester,n Foolklore., .8:60,.Jan~ary 1949"~
ioh~' C., Ada Swinef?rd and i~.
.," New MeXICO ~olklore and history... i \ ~ J}y!fPD, L~nard. "CorrelatlOn of plelEvans, Will.. ·~,The winged. m<msterson;',lstPcenedepasits of the central i¢at .
, Shiprock." S()uthwe~tern .Lor,e., 14 : 45
~ plai.n.;~.· with 'th.e ~lacial section."-the'
. 68,.. ,De£ember . 1~8..\" Entlfe Issue de- l !',".Ol'll. rrtal ()f GeOl..9.gy ,. 56:501-525, ~o
voted ·to NavajO f41~IOl;e. . , . V e m b e r 1948. InFludes western O~la'Fish<;r, R. A.. Sr. ~up.erstition Jave,~oma and Texas.' , : .
;, lina~·' Arizd1!8. ~ildlife-SPor.tsma!1' ,. \Ge?ph~sics. Quarterlr publicatioIJj ~f
10:9-10, February. 1949. Javellna,lo ,the SOCIety of Exploration Geophfsl,Arizona.
..
.1 cists.
.
~
! ..
. Mitchell, JO.h.n D.....·The lost squ.aw .Gilbert,. Char1~ M. "Cemen.tation! of ,
, Hollow gold ledge:,' The Desert MaJ!o f some California. tertiary resenj'oir
azine, 12:17,January 1949. One of the ;' sands." The Journal of Geology, Jaflumore authentic lOst treasure tales of '. ary 1949·
I
. the SQuthwest. Arizona.
..
Gilbert. C. M.and M. G. McAndr~ws.
----. "The. pothold' placers.," The . ~'Authigenic henlandite in sandstQne;
Deserl' MagaZine, 12:9, February 194:9:
Santa Cruz, California." Journall of
Lost ,gold legends, eastern Utah.' ,
Sedimentary Petrolqgy, 18:91, Dec¢m.
, j .
South, Marshal. "D~sert' trails:" The . ber 1948.
.Desert Magazine, 12:.L7. Decemb~r Gustafson, John K. "Atomic energy ~nd
1948.' California-Arizo(la .legends. "
the mining business,'! Rocks and Min• Southwestern Lore-. Quarterly publi-, . erals, 24:3, JanuarY-february,. 1949·
cati~n of the Colof,.ado ,Archaeological
Includes Lo~ Alamos, New MeXlco.•
Society.
Ingralls, Don. "Green rock in the La~
Weathers, . Winston. '~Tse'cateY The
Chance Range." The Desert Mag/zine,
i, Ari:.onaQ'lltlrterly, 4!293, winter; 1948.
1ll:29, January 1949. Arizona turquoise
Osage Indian legend;
search.
• Western Folklore. Qtiarterly,publica- ----. ",!urquois~ hunters ~avea
."..J tion of the California Folklore Soctety.
field day. The Des~rt '1agazme, 12:• ;
. .
13, March 1949. Cahforma.
GEOLOGICAL SCIENCES
' . Jensen, Homer. ':Airborne .magneti~
profile above 40th paralJel, eastern
An~)'mous. "Basic p.rinciples:' Time,
Colorado."· .Geophysics, 14:57. Janu52:58, December 13, 1948. California
ary
1949. Airborne aids to ,geological
archaeology.
\ surveys.
- - ,-. "Two stages to space." Time,
, 53:55, March 7, 1949· Guided missiles, • The Journal of Geography. Monthly'
pUblication of the National Council 0.£
White Sands. New Mexico Proving
Geography Teachers.
grounds.
- - .-. "X ray miq'oscope developed."
Lake, Mrs. Will F. "The Fort Worth
Rocks and Minerals, 23:918~ Novem- ; Botanic ?arden:)as -was and as· is."
.
·The Santa Fe Magazine. Monthly
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The American City, 64:99, January; February 1949. Stonn drainage and ir1949. •
rigation, "ernal, Utah,
'
Landon, L. R. and A. L. Bowsher. ----. t'Federal highway program re"Mississippian formations of South·
tarded.'Gi' Irestern Construction News, .
western New Mexico." Bulletin of the
:q:n, January IS, 1949· Includes
Ge~logical Societ)1 of A m,erica, 60: 1-88,
Southwe.~t..
.
..
January '1949.
---:-'. F.Ile co~er. dl.spos~l curtails
• The Mining Journal. Regular publi.
smoke ntllSance. EnglTleermg News·
cation including Southwestern mining:
R~cor~, 14 209 2-3, January .20, 194~·
..
,Riverside and Santa MOllica, Call• New Atexlco .l\flTler and Prospector.
fornia,
•
~Ionth.ly pUblication of the New M~~·
. "Highways for, 1949-western
I~O Millers., and Prospectors ASSOCi;""
states budgets bulging." Western {$on.
tlOn.
.
structiUTI News, 24:74, January 15,
Ray, Cyru~ N.....Survey,of twenty Coles
1949. \Vestern States report.
County Slt~, Bulletm of the. !exas
"Municipal programs for
A,rchqeologlcal and Paleontological So1949," Irestem Construction News,
C1ety, 19:36; 1948. Central west Texas.
24:79, January IS, 1949. Water cOnRegan, L. J. and A. W. Hughes, "Fracservati~.
LUred reservoirs of Santa Maria dis- - - - . ' Timetable financing for Tul·
triet, California." Bulletin of the
sa conduit." ETlgineering NejL's-Rec:orq
American AssociatioTl of Petroleum
142:88-9, January 20, 1949. Tulsa
Geologists, 33:32, January 1949.
water su~ply system.
, • Rocks qnd Minerals. Bi-monthly pub- -,- - . "W~~k ro~ling at l:,exas' \V~it.
~ation of the R.ocks and Minerals
ney Dam.
I-J estern l;onstrllctlOn
~~sociation.
Newst 24:7 8 , February IS, 1949·
Sidwell, Raymond. "Sediments and the Crowder, Farnsworth. "They tax themsouthern termination of the Sangre ' selves for fun," The Suroey, 85:42-5.
de Cristo anticlinorium." Journal of
January 19·19· Palo Alto, California,"
Sedimentary Petrology, 18: 100, De- Faber, H. A. "Rocky Mountain section
cember 1948,
meeti!1g held in Cheyenne," Wl1ter
Spitznas, Robert L. "The aryc~Canyon
and Sewage Works, 96: 17. January
l\ational Park." The Earth Science
1949.
D.igest, 3: 17, February 1949· Southern Geeslin, Edward, "Brady municipal
t; t a h . .
power pla,nt has 36·year achievement
Thompson, W. O. "Lyons sandstone of
record." piesel Power, 2T40',l;... Janu·
Colorado froni range," Bulletin. of the
ary 1949. Brady, Texas.
'
Americ?n Association of Petroleum Guttchen. Robert S. "On leave of abG~olog,sts, 33:5 2, January 1949·
.
scnce." The Arizona Quarterly, 4:359.
Weight, Harold O. "Rockbound Trail
Winter, 1948. Nuclear fission, New
to Indran Pass." The D({.sert MagaMexico.
.
~ine, 1~:17.,F,ebruary 1949· Field t.rip
Kiersch. G~ A. "Structural control and
. m ,CalIf~rllla.s Ch~c~late Mountams,
mineralization at the Seventy Nine
--~'" Rock trek m t~~ colo~ful
Mine, Gila County, Arizona." Econo.
Cadys. The. Desert Maga,"me~ 12.1",
mic Geology 44: 24, January-February
December 1948. Rock huntmg m
9
'
\\'estern Arizona.
I 49"
\&1'1
J. L. "Th.e I'I a b'lte fauna 0 f Koheer,
Jr. "Used
I son,
.
dK, 0 .•"w
t
r-water?-'start
t
i' '
e Elvinia zone in e basat Wilberus
sa\'lng TOpS.
. es ern j"Jons ruc lon
s
Ii estone of Texas' Journal of Pale.
Ne:w , 24:6~, February 15, 1949· p'
OTltolop', 23: 25, Ja uary 1949.
plIes to ent,Ire Southwest.
,
Payne, B. ~. "Punched cards giv~ all
GQVER:-';MENT AND POLITICS
the news wat fits the crime." Tile
Anony·mous. "Blueprint for safe water
A merican :thy, 64: 80 -1, January 1949·
use," Western Construction News, ,l'q:
Houston police records,.
'( Switzer, Ceorge. "Svanbergite from
81, February 15, 1949. California.
- - - , "Ditch enclosures through
Nevada." The American Mineralogist, ,
34: 104; January-February 1949.
small city." Roads and Streets, 92:68,
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Thomann. Louis F. "L A:s li~e-saving
campaign may spread to 10.000 communities:' Printer's ~nk, l!26:l!80'9.
January 28, 1949.' Los Angeles. ~'
Willey, Wiiliam E."Arizona high\vay
program based on annual rating:'
Engineering News-Record, 142:86-7,
January.20. 1949.
'
0

I

273

'ciety of New Mexico and the Univer;-sity of New Mexico.
Ollis, Don and Barbara. "Randsburg
refuses to become a ghost town:' The
Desert Magazine, 12:5, Ft;bruary' i949.
Story of Randsburg, Arizona.
Richardson. Tony. "Pioneer trader to
the N.:Wajo." The Desert Magazine, 12:
l!6, Detemberl948. Arizona history.
• The SouthwesterJ:l Historical Quar-, ,
terly. Quarterly rublicatio,e devot~d
to the ~furtherance of SouthwesterR
history.
.
'
Staqker,. S. F. "The.lndians. of the Ute
, 'Mountain reservation, 1906-9.", The
Coloradd Magazine, 26:52, January,
1949. Oklahoma history.
Stanley, Po "0. P. McMains, champion
of a lost cause:' New Mexico Historical Review, 24:1, January 1949.
- - - . "Two to :t triangle:' EI Palacio, 56:35, February 1949. New Mexico
History.
Stegner. Wallace: "Jack Sumner and
Jotih Wesley 'Powell:' The Colorado
Magazine, 26:61, January 1949. Colo: rado River exped.ition, 1869.
Timmons, W. 'R.. "Robert Owen's
TexaSPfOject." The, Southwestern
Historical, Quarterly, 52:286, January
1949·
Trumbo, Theron Marcos. "Waterhole
at the crossroads:' The Dejert Magazine,12:19' january 1949. New Mex~
ico's Fort Cummings.
' '
Weathers. Winston. "Death of a Choctaw." The Arizona Quarterly, 4:l!98,
Winter• .1948.
o. ,
'
- - - . "The last chief of the Comanches:' The' Arizona Quarterly, 4:295,
Winter, 1948.
White, W. W. ~'The Texas Slave insurrection of 1860:' The Southwestern
lJis.torical Quarterly, 52:259, January
i9l9·
.
Zhlk, Arion M. "Mystery death in the
dunes:' The Dejert Magazine, 12:11,
February 1949. Southern Arizona history; around Algodones dunes. .
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CONTEMPORARY SOCIAL
AND ECqNOMIC PIt0BLEMS'
Allen, L;.fe Franklin. "Colleg~educa
tion and the Negro:: Commonwealth,
49:379, January 21. 1949. Negroes and
the University of Oklahoma.
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HEALTH
Anonymous. :'Deaf child." Life,- 26:5J,
January 31, 1949. DevelopJjnentof
Beaumont, Texas, child. . I
.
Arizona PUblic Health N,ews. Re~
lar puWicatIon of Arizona Department of Public Health~
• New 'lIfexico Health Coundi(.· News
Letter. RegulaJ: publiqltion-APf the
CounciL
• New Mexico Simshine. Quarterly
publication of the Ne'iv Mexico Societ}\ for Crippled Children.
•

HISTORY
Chapman, Kenfieth M. '~The LabOra~
tory of Anthropolog)':' ~l Palacio, 56:
21, January 1949. History of New
Mexico's anthropology laboratory..
CU"lberland. C. c. "¥exican revolu. c
tionary mO\'e~ents. from Texas. 1906.
'1912:' The Southwestern Historical
Quart~tly, 52:301. January 194Q.
DeQuille, D. "Camels in the mines.".
New Mexico Historical Review, 24:54,
January 1949.
Dobie, J., Fr;mk. "Ben Lilly followed
the lion trails:' New MexiCo Magazine, 27:24. February 1949. 19lH hunt
in southwestern New Mexic~.
Dutton, Bertha P. "The MJseum of
N.elv Mexico," E1Palacio, 56:3. January 1949. ~.istory of New! Mexico
Museum.
'
,Freasiei{Donn M. "Historic old Calico," Student Life, 15:27•. March 1949Calico. mining district, ~alifornia.
, Lan~ C. U. "A sentimental jourl)ey:'
TIf;? San,ta Fe ~.agazine,.43:9 • .March
1949. Oklahoma railroadian~.
"
Miller, E. T. "The money of the repub·
fie of T~xas." The Soutflwestern Historical Quarterly, 52:,294, January
1949·
• New Mex4fo Historical Repiew. Quar- .
terly publication of the Historical So-
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'-'The American Indian. Published
Utah:' American Photography, 43:106,
1quarterly by the Association on Indian
February 1949.
..A Affairs, Inc.
Cunningliam, Paul E. "Historic Hotel."
-~nonymous. "Texas. anti·lynch law."
New Mexico Magazine, 26:25, Decem,-,'Nf'w R~public, 12'0:7, March 7, 1949·
ber 1948. Castaneda Hotel, Las Vegas.
-;-:- . "Too material." Time, 52:65,
Ely, Clyde. "The forest primeval." New·
D~cember 13, 1948. Catholic Church
Mexico Magazine, 26:14'15, December
in PhoeIJix. Arizona.
1948. Gila _National Forest.
Beny, R. McC. "The Alabama and
Hunt, Caspar. "Texas creates a modCoushatta Indians of 'Fexas." The
ern Eden:' Travel, 92:24-6, December
Texas Geographic Magazine, 12:19,
1948. Lower Rio Grande -valley of
fall 1948.
Texas.
Christman, Henry. "Southwestern InPillsbury, Dorothy' L. "Enchanted
dians win the vote:' The American
- Christmas:' New Mexico Magazine,
Indian, 4:6-10, 1948.
26: 19, December 1948. Christmas in
Ellison, Mrs. C. Don. "A new way to
the Santa Fe area.
do an old job." Recreation, 42:489,
Richardson.
Tony. "Country of stand·
February 1949. Oklahoma City Coming rocks:' The Desert Magazine, 12:
munity Workshop for )'outh leaders.
21, March 1~}49. Northern Arizona. .
Haas, Theodore H. "Indian uprisingSpencer,
F. C. "Pi~nee~tourists:' New
. new style." The Suroey, 85:81-7. 1949.
Mexico Magazine, 27: 18. January 1949·
Papago Inqians, Arizona.
Story of 1898 Rio Grande camping
La Farge, Oliver. "The American In·
trip.
.
dian fund:' The American Indian, 4:
Stork, H. E. "Nature exploret:s:' Camp3-5, 1948.
ing Magazine, 21:5·6, January '1949·
McMillan, Robert T. "Comparison of
Explorers' camp, La Plata Mountains,
veterans and non-veterans on OklaColorado.
homa farms." The Southwesiern So·
Wheeler, W. E. "When Will Rogers
cial Science Quarterly, 24:214-20, Devisited the caverns." New Mexico
cember 1 9 4 8 . '
Magazine, 27: i6, February 1949. CarlsPage, James Franklin. "A study of 10'
bad Caverns.
cal offenders in the Pa)'ne county jail:'
The Southwestern Social Science
MISCELLANEOUS
Quarterly, 29:232. Payne county,
Oklahoma.
• Albuquerque Chamber of Commt;rce
Topics. Monthly publication.
• The S~uthwestern Social Science
Quarterly. Quarterly pUblication deAnonymous. Arizona mile post system;
voted to the study of the social scia report on the design, manufacture
ences in the Southwest.
and instalia·tion of .mile posts by the
Arizona
Highway Department. Phoe• The Suroey. Monthly pUblication cov·
nix, Arizona Highway Department.
ering pertinent social problems.
1948~ 20 pp.
TJiylor. Bill N. "We found out what
- - - . "Camera study of' meteors."
, our municipal employees want." The
Science News L~er,55:21, January
A merican City, 64: 101. March 1949.
8, 1949. Harvard
ege Observatory,
Tyler, Texas.
Las Cruces, New Me o.
Waters, Frank. "Navajo trading posts:'
"Life with Bongo." Nature
New Mexico Quarterly Review, 28:
Magazine, 42:25-7, January 1949. Cin395-405, winter 1948.
namon. bear in home of director of
Tulsa
Zoo.
'
TRAVEL
- - - . "Oklahoma sparkplug." NewsBradshaw, Vera and Henry. "The
week, 32:82, '-cember 6, 1948. Unidevil's slide." Natural History, 58: 144,
versity ~f Oklahoma football.
Mar:ch 1949. Nature's chute·the-~hutes - - - . "Pasadena chooses annual Rose
at Weber Canyon, Utah.
. Queen." Life, 26:34, January 10, 1949.
- - '-. "Steak for the Shamrock."
Callaham. M. G. "The Red Rocks of
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Newsweek, 32:73, December 13, 194,8. • New Mexico Transporter. Monthly
Houston~ Texas' super-hotel.
publication- of the New Mexico Motor
- - .-, "The Tulsa plan."
wsweek, , .. CarrierS' Association.
33: 19, February 7, 1949. T lsa rent"
.. The Southwest Wind. Monthly pubcon,trol plan. .
.
liCation of New Mexico Highlands
--.-.,..... "West" fights worst
University, Las Vegas....
history." Life, ~26: 19, Febr
S¥wart, Rose. "Little desert stinkers."
1949. Includ~ southwest.
Af'izona Wildlife -Sportsman, 10:11,
• Tht Arizona Quarterly.
uarterly
January 1949. Javelina.
publication of the Universit of Ari.tzona.
, Suarez, M1rio. "Maestria." The Arizona
Quarterly, 4:368, winter 1949. Arizona
Atar, Ralph w.. .and Gordon ~trochon.
customs.
" .
"Land of contrasts." The ~anta Ft
~
Magazine, 43:9, February "l949. Ari- - - - . "Southside run." The' Arizona , :
Quarterly,
4:365,
winter
,1948.
Ari.rona and New Mexico wint~r sports.
zona.
Beal, Mary. "Dazzling tUlips of the desert rahges." The Desert Magpzine, 12:
• Sunset. Monthly publication devoted
30, January 1949. Southwestern hOl;tito Western and Southwestern homes
and gardens, etc. ,
culture. . '
L"
Blackford, :John L. "There"· another
• Texas: a monthly magazine devoted
kind 0' treasure." The Des t Magato the welfare of the people of Texas.
zine, 12:23, Jan~ary 1949' S uthwestPublication of Texas Social· Welfare
ern photography.
' 'Association, Austin.
Bonner, William S. ,"Simpli ed traffic
·Texas Bar Journal. Monthly pUbli~a
planning procedures for sm 11 cities."
tion of Texas State Bar Association., .
Thl! American City, 64:8 ,.' March
• The Thunderbird. Bi-semester stu1949. Norman, Oklahoma.
dent publication, University of New
Capps, Ethel,S. "Saguaro flo ers won't
Mexico.
pose." The Desert M agazi e, 12: 2 1 ,
• The Turquoise. Quaherly ~:mblica
December 1948. Portraiture f Arizona
tion ,of the New M~co Foundation
state flower.
of Business and Professional Women's'
Edgerton,CeciJ. "Take it ea y,hikeil"
CLubs. '
•
The Desert Magazine, 12: 7, March
i949. California.
Thompson, Betty. "Marysville: northern diggingS base." Mining World,) 1:
'Henderson, Randall. "Cabin in the
19, January 1949, Centennial narrative
hot rocks." The Desert Magazine, 12:'
of Old California.
.
10, March '1949. Homest,ading in
California.
----. "Nevada dty: where hydraulicking 'began.", Mining Worlci, u:17"
• Indians at ·ftrork. Monthl pUblic~
March 1949. Centennial narrative of
tion of Office of Indian ffairs; in.,
Old California.
dudes South~est.
Walker, Lewis Wayne. "Termites-desLauer, W. E. "Tailored ligh ing at inert ,division of street cleaning." Na, tersections." The American City, 64:
\ 133-5, l;mua,ry 1949. Los 'geles.
tural History, 53:44, January 1949.
Chapeela Dry Lake, California.
Long, Hon. Boaz W. "The director's
trip east." El ,Palacio, 56:2 , January
Warren, Annelle. "Mrs. Sanchez and
1949. A<:count of pertinent ~outhwest- '
the bland diet," The Arizona Quar. ern darlJ. at Chica'go railroatfaiT.
terlY,4:309, wintet:, 1948. Arizona.
• New Mexico Alumnus. Pu lication of - - - . "Mrs. Sanchez ami the Virgin,"
the University of New Mexi Alumni
The Ariwna Quarterly, 4:311, winter'
1948. ArizoI;la.
Association.
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of his life's work is being planned by
the Museum of New Mexico.
We are indebted to Samuel Gold·
en, Director of the American Artists
Group, for permission to use tpe'
plates."
•
WALTER PACl-I, a native of New
York, h;'s ~on International r;cognition as an artist,. author, and lec'tu~His work has been exhibited
in American and Europe.an galleries, with several ontynan shows, and
is represented in the Metropolitan'
Museum, New York Public Library,
Phillips 'Memorial Gallery, Brooklyn Museum, and private collections.
He took an important part in the
organization of the
Show,
1913. which launched IIlodem painting in the United State~. In thlj New
York World's Fair, 1940, he was Director of "Masterpieces :of Art." The
author of nine" h;nportant books on
art criticism ana numerous articles,
his is one· of the voices that carry
weight in American art cirdes. .

haustless .energy, John Sloan's vast
production attests to a restless mind
constantly in search of new techniques and ideas. Pioneer i~ advanced art movements, and equally
respected by young and old, his
work shows the humor and the vigor.
of a life lived,in plenitude.
~ a teacher for many years in the
Art Students' League, of which he
was president in 1930-31, he has influenced young artists. When one
reads his book Gist of Art (1939)
and monographs ]. S. Paintings a~ld
]. S. Etchings (i94s),one realizes how
conscious .of his responsibility and
how. conscientious in the realization
of such responsibility J. S. tis. One
also realizes that perhaps the only
way to teach the arts is for the artist
to bare his soul to the students.
~ ART I C L E~. "Baroque;
John Sloan divides" his time be- The Poetry of Edith Sitwen" is ac·
tween New York and New Mexico.,- c~>Tding to the author "simply ·an at·
places which have been his main tempt to wash our eyes clear of some
sources of inspiration: In the sum- !JLthe dust stirred by recent critical
mers he lives north of Santa Fe with Schwarmerei." Now professor emerihis artist wife Helen FaIT in a "func- tu~, University of Minnesota, where
tional" house on tpp of a hilI over- he served for 42 years, J OSEPl-I WAR'
looking the pinon country and the REN BEACH is one of the academic
- distant Sangre de Cristo mountains. figures of America whq have eleThe Kraushaar Calleries of New vated the profession by contim.lous
York held a large show of hispaint- creative accOl:nplishment in teaching
ings last February, ,and the New and writing. William Van O'Connor
Yorker for May 7, 1949, devoted to collected and edited in 1948 a series
him a lo-page "Profile" by Robert of e~ays by various authors, Forms
M.. Coates. A retrospect exhibition 'of Modern Fiction, as homage to

Armory
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Professor Beach on the o~casion o( came a man, I put' away ~hil'dish
his retirement., Poet, nove,llist, critic, ,things: "
he has written a score of !important
RAMON J. SENDER, the, a:u~hor of,
studies encompassing liter-ature' in "Faustian Germany and Thomas
general and individual authors- Mann," has to his credit a series of
in the front
George· Meredith, Henry James, works that place.him
..
.. Thomas,Hardy" W. R Auden, John. 'line of contemporary literature. Of
Dos Pa&$os, ThQmas Mann, etc.• his fifteen published novels, nioeare .'
Some of his critic~i works have 'been available in English. These and oth, translated into Italian, German, Jap- , ers have been translated into fifteen
;inese and Korean. Slated for early . different languages. He is a frequent,
publication arre"'Henry James', The contributor to magazines in the
Amdrican, of which Mr; Beach is United States and Latin· America.
editor, and a Hi~oryof English Lit- His latest novel,,, Th.e Sphere, has
eratureto whlc!i'he is a ~of1tri,butor recently been released by Hellman,
"(1800 to the First World ]War).
, Williams. Born in Spain dn 1902, Mr. Beach 'lives ch;op?es¢nt in Cali- after studyinght the', University, 'Of
fornia at;Id will be''Visitih~ professor Madrid and doing military service in
at Harvard University In 1949-50. Morocco, h'e started aliterary career
He recently -sent us these interesting at the age of 22, c~ntering his profeslines: "Contemporari poetry does sion~l activity as editor and literary
not' make an appeal ~the general critic 'otE1S01, ~l.1d winning in 1935
Clutivated reCl:derproportionate to the- National (prize, of L.iterature
the greatness of the talent lavished with his novelM~ster Witt Among
on .it. This raises many crucial, and the Rebel.s: J:Ie ~served as a major in,
difficult questions for criticism. For the army of the Spanish Republic
eXample: How Tar can the poet safe- and in. 1939 emigrated t~ America"
ly go in the development of a 'per- spending 'two years in Mexico and
sonal and 'private' language? Must fin'ally settling In the UriitedStates,
the-poet have a 'mythology' in order where he has J?ecome a citizen. He
to be a poet? Most 'contemporary held a' Guggenheim Fellowship and
poets sit, hI sackcloth a,nd ashes amid lived for a time in Santa Fe, later
the ruins of dead fciHhs; is there teaching at Amherst College (1944~
no 'humanism' accessible to robust 45) a~d lequring at Harvard, Denspirits from which more affirmative ver and other institutions. Since
notes may be drawn? Isn't it time 1947 he. has .been Professor of Spanfor poetry to come to art under- ish at UNM.
There 'has been much discussion
standing with' modern science' an~
philosophysand get over its peeve? in recent years about New Mexico's
.'~hen I was a child, 1 spake as a industrial future. Th~ tempo of enchild, I understood as a, child, I
terprise in' the State has quickened
thought as a child: but 'when I be- through rese<;lrch activities,' civil and
,

/
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military, and the constant increase st~,tements made by a European
in our population.DEX!ER H. REv- writer on a visit to'our country. Mr.
NOLDS in "Can New Mexico Be In- Honig has taught English at various.
dustrialized?" channels this discus; institutions; worked with. the L~
sion towards constructive
brary of Congress; being a teacher,
, solutions.
His position is an assertive one, observer of British secondary school
while many citizens see dangers to methods at Clifton College, Eng, our way of life in this quest for in- land; a~d done research and writing
dustrialization. The Editor invites an for the U. S. Army in Austria and
a'llswer to his article, so that out France. He has published poetry,
readers may weigh the other side of literary criticism and translations.
the question.
His book Garcia Lorca (aJso printed
Mr. Reynolds was born on a farm in England) was republished in an
near Mt. Vernon, Mo. After graduat- enla~ged edition in 1948 by New
ing frorJ'high school he served near· Directions. Last year he held a Gugly three years in the U. S. Marine genheim Fellowship for the writing
Corps at Santo Domingo, Domini- of critical studies in comparative
can R.epublic. Thi~ period was fol- literature. He is teaching this sumlowed by a peripatetic interlude mer at Pom6na College, and will
which included playing first trom- teach beginning next fall at Harvard
bone in the big show of the Hagen- University.
beck-Wallace Circus and being a
sample boy in a copper mine. When ~ S TOR I E S. "And Exile" is
the first 'published story of JUSTINE
23 years old he began university
studies, with a major in chemistry, KRUG, residen.t of Bronxville, N. Y.
earning his Ph.D..at the University since childhood; She wrote "And
of Illinois in 1936. He has been'ana- Exile" in the summer of 1948 at
lytical chemist, assayer, and labora- .Columbia University in a course on
tory foreman with United Verde short story writing conducted by
. Copper Co., Arizona, technical ad- William Owens, at whose suggestion
viser in applications of X-rays in in- it was sent to us. After graduating in
dustry with the General Electric X· 1943 from Mount Holyoke College,
Ray Corp. of Chicago, and'research Miss'Krug worked for. Ann Watkins'
physicist and group leader of physi- literary agency and the G. 9'nn
cal labora.tories with the Monsanto . Sumner advertising agency. In ~947
Chemical eo., Dayton, Oh~o. In she resumed her studies at eo,umbia University where, specializing !'n
1947 he came to UNM as Research
Professor and Technical Director of Baudelaire and, Verlaine, she rethe Division of Research and Devel- ceived an M.A. in French literature.
opment. He has published a number She last was employed at the ;Culof scientific articles.
tural Division of the French EmbasIn "To a European Man of Let- sy in New York City, and has peen
ters" EDWIN HONIG discusses certain in Paris since the summer of )1948
I

i
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with a fellowship for the' study of land Puritans, and has been an excontemporary literature at the Sor- pounder of the values of modem
bonne.. She .is doing research on American literature. The University
Guillaume Apollinaite and expects of Redlands, her' undergraduate'
to remain in France until the sum- alma mater, bestowed upon her
'in 1947 the "Alumni Achievement
~
mer of 1950.
Award."
~. W. TEDLOCK, JR., of the English Department, UNM;was born in
PAUL WALTER, JR.... Ph.D. StanSt. Joseph, Mo. He has done gradu- fprd, 1936, a native of Santa Fe, is
ate work at the universities of Mis- Head of the Department of Sociolsouri, Chicigo, and Southern Cali- ogy, UNM. He has been contribut" fornia. He has publi~hed verse in ing-author
... to Sociological Foundathe Southwest Review and NMQR. tions of Education, 1,942, An Ameri·
"The Hunted," his second published can Philosophy of Education, 1,945,
story, 1S the re-creation of an actual and Social Control; 1947. His book,
day's exp~rience - man. hunting The Social Sciences: A Problem Apdown nature, nature hunting down proach, has just been published by
man, and man "hunting down man. Van Nostrand.
The Lawr~nceari locale is explained
LlVLE SAUNDERS, born in Topeka,
by ~is having lived a year in Taos . Kans.,. former research associate ,in
under a grant of,' the Rockefeller the School of Inter-American Affairs,
Foundation preparing his study of UNl\A,& is at pneseht co~ducting jl
The Frieda Lawrence Collection of socio-econom'ic survey of SpanishD. H. LawTence Manuscripts, UNM speaking people at the University of
. Te~as. under a grant of the General
Press, 1948.
Educa~on Board, and will rejoin
~ BOO K SAN D COM· the Department of Sociology, UNM, .
MEN T. Lucy LOCKWOOl> HAZ~~, ' next fall. He, is 'the author of A
Ph.D: California (Berkeley), 1917, Guide to Materials Bearing on Culhas taught in Hawaii and traveled in tural. Relations in New Mexico,
.. Mexico and SOlJ.th America. Her 1944, and since 1942 has been conacademic career cent.ered for many tributing to our Quarterly "A Guide
yeats at Mills College rith visiting 'to the Literature of the Southwest.",
apwintments at othe{ institutions.
Other reviewers are ROBERT BUNA native of New Haven, Conn., she KER, of the Indian Service; ROLAND
has i li,:ed most of. her life in Cali- F. DICKEY, who published recently
fornia. In 1947 she joined the D~· 'New Mexico Village Arts; EllNA
partment of English, UNM. She has . FERGUSSON, Albuquerque author;
published verse and. articles, and .GEORGE HEDL~Y, Department of Ec-, .
books such as The Frontier i·n Amer-' onomies an~ 'Sociolofy, Mills CoIican Literature (1927) and In Search lege; EDWIN HONIG; JAY C. KNODE,
of Ameriea (1930). Mrs. Hazard Professor Emeritus of Philosophy,
traces her ancestry to the New Eng- UNM', now living at Boulder, Colo.;
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GALE W. MCGEE. Department of'
History. University 'of Wyoming; E.
B. MANN, Albuquerque, author of'
seve,nteen western novels; AGAPITO
REy, Department of Spanish. Indiana University; RUTH SUCKOW,
noVelist. now living at Tucson. Arizona; and RUBEN COBOS. MARION
DARGAN. 'WILLIAM F. J. DEJON,GH,
HELEN .HAIGHT, FLORENCE HAWLEY.
WILLIS D. JACOBS: MIGUEL' JORIUN,
KE:-.iNETH LASH. MORTON SCHOENHLD, and E. \V. TEDLOCK, JR., all i~
the faculty of UNM.
.
LYLE SAUNDERS and FRAN~ L.
BAIRD give the 29th installment of
"A Guide to tpe Literature of the
Southw.!:st.!'
,
With ~his
issue
we
are
discontinu:
ing .the short reviews run under the
caption "Other Reviews," in order
to devote more space to short stories.
poetry, essays. and longer reviews.

W

FIRST CONGRESS
OF HISTORIANS OF
M E X ~J C 0 AND THE
U NIT E D S TAT E S. The
Academy 'of Historical Sciences of
Monterrey, the American Historical
Associa,tion! and the National Institute of Anthropology and History
of Mexico aTe sponsoring. the first
congress of historians of Mexico and,
the United States to be held September 4-9 at Monterrey, Mexico. Eac"h
session will be directed by a -.,chairman with comman&of English'and
Spanish. The sessions are: I. The,
Teaching of History. II. The,Frontier Provinces. III. Econ~Rela
tions of Mexico and the' United
States. IV. Intellectual History. V.

Literary History. VI. Comparative
Historical Development of La,nd Systerns. and VII. The Preservation and
Organizati6n of Historical S~urce.
Materials. There will be excursions
and other entertainment. and exhibitions of the Bonampak Murals.
Books on Mexican History. and
'United States Books on Mexico.
An inter-Ame!ican cuhural activity of this kind. so well planned as
to scope and participants, deserves
support. Informcttion may b~ "abtained from the Secreta~General of
,the Congress, Dr. Carlos Perez :Maldonado. Apartado Postal 389, Manterrey (Nuevo Leon), Mexico.,
~

W

N E C R 0 LOG y. Father
John Montgomery Coop~r. (18811949). professor of anthropology at
the Catholic University of America
and..{isiting profess~r at UNM dur- '-ing the first semester of ,I 948-49, died
on May 23. Perhaps his last printed
writing was the review he did for
us in our last issue. He had promised
to write for the Quarterly an essay
on "Indian Drinking (Lay and Religious)." Dr. Cooper was a man of
extraordinary personal charm, k;en
intelligence. and genuine scholarship.
~ TAOS JOURNALISM.
Taos,ll"p in the mountains of northern New Mexico. with its artistic tradition. is perhaps the":-:small town'
best served' by newspapers in the
United States. The weekly El Crepusiulo, a descendant. pf El TaoSe>;0, founded}n 1835 by'Father Mar-(
dnez. is ably edited by Spud John-

~
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son, . a veteran journalist who has is a fine little- hook written by Bill
been associated with many' publish- 'Vallrich, illustrated by his{lwife, the
ing ventures in~ New 'Mexlco and fonner Mary Helen Grahl, and care-·
elsewhere. Last· October another • fully printed by them in their
weeklv was launcheH. Taos'Star, un- "home"press at Fort Garland,Colo.
der the editorship of Charles du
(P. _0. Box 151). Another book
. Ta~t, also an experienced newspa- Saints in the Kitchen is announced
pennan. Tqos Star is a first..,ate pub- for early' appearance.' Their. aplicationin its field, intrinsically and proach to folklore is refreshing.
extrinsicaliy. ,It deals with local top- .. Spanish and Indian traditional
'ics with sharpness and respectful ap- stories s~lected for their significance
predation. It ~as st~ong views. and in revealing psychological traits of
aims, to make opInion; it i,s
a good the, people, are f
retold.
in modern,
I .
.
job of physical makeup in'distribu- appealing fashion. We. wish the
lion of features and attracttive lay- Wallrichs well.. in their first publishouts; it dignifies pho~ography when ing venture.
illustrating .p.ersonal stories or reproducing works of art or pi~tures of ~ V E R D E V ALL E Y
the custoPlS, types and scem!ry of the S C H 0 L. Something a little un- .
region. At·the last annual copvention, ' usual in educ~tion has happened in
of the New Mexico, Pressi Associa- the Southwest witp the opening last·
tion. the 'new weekly, bar~ly three fall of the Verde! ~lley School, at
months old. won three firs~ awards Sedonia, Ariz., a !non-profit college
for best editorial, best nelwsphoto- preparatory school founded by Ham-,
graph. ~nd best weekly di$play ad" iltonWarren. Six, yean of practical
and a second award for bes:t feature training iI).' worM citizenship are
photograph. At the National Edito- combin~d with th~ required pre<olrial A&~ociatiOIi'meeting in Salt Lake lege 'Curriculum. Monthly field trips
City, Tune 4, Taos Star sco*d ~gain to the neighboring co~mryside, como' '
in the Better Newspapers IComests mpnities and .Indian reservations,
withprizes-for best editorial writing, and Mexico (2,000 miles yearly) give
first in typographical excell nce, and bOt~, and girJs' firsthand insight im~~
hQndpblememion for sup rior use such problejhs as basic human relaof photographs. Both Taos weeklies tions, intercul!ural understanding,
El Crepusculq and Taos tar carry and democratic government in. acSpanish language sections.
tion.
In accepting his appointment as
~ COTTqNWOQD PRESS. trustee. Dr. ROQert Ulich of the HarThe Quarterly notices the rst pub- va~d's Graduate School of Educa,tion
lication just out of the Co {onwood said: "Verde
VaHey
School has initi.
I
Press, The Strange Little
,n in the ateda challengi~g plan to develop
Chili-Red Pants, in a limite edit!on in children an awareness of the inof I,POO numbered
copies $2.00). It terdependence of all nations and a
.. ,

°
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realization that people must learn ~ LIT ERA R Y AL B U'to co-operate or face the annihila- • QUE R Q U.E. I'n an article by
tion of civilization."
Howard Bryan in the Albuquerque
Dr. Clyde KlucKhohn, another Tribune, February 10, 1949, he
trustee, Professor of Anthropology quotes James P. Threlkeld, owner
and Director of the Russian Re- of the New Mexico Book Store, as
search Center at Harvard University, saying that there may be as many as
liv- ,
statec;l on offering a $500 .scholarship one hundred profession~l writers
,
to help make it possible for an ing in( and around Albuquerque,
American Indian student to attend perhaps proportionally more than in
the School: "Verde Valley is using any city of its size in the United j'
the basic principles of anthropology States. Mr. Threlkeld explains the
to educate high school students in phenomenon by the nature of our
sound human relations at the local; land, its scenery, history, etc.;
national, and international level. healthy climate conducive to relaxa·
. This program is 'anthr~logy in tion; and tile existence of two im- '1
action' because it stresses that all portant publishing outlets in the :.
human beings are products of their University of New Mexico Press and
cultures and that no one group is the Merle Armitage Editions.
'Superior in aU points to any other."
The School has made available its ~ GOETHE ·BICENTENfacilities for a seven-week 'Interna- !,HAL CONVOCATION AND
tional ,Service Seminar, July 1 to MUS I C F EST I V A L. Aspen,
August 19, sponsore<:l by the Ameri~ Colo. will be the scene from June
~ n Friends Service Committee, to 27 to JUly 16,of one of the most lush
be attended by students from 15 sequences of 'cultural events 'ever
countries.
staged in the Rocky .Mountain region: speakers drawn from the Unit~ GALE. We register with pleas- ed States, Can~da, Europe, Asia, and
ure the appearance in -April,1949' Africa: the Minneapolis SympllOny'
of a new monthly poetry magazine Orchestra and numerQus musical
in New Mexico, Gale, edited at Ar- and vocal soloists; a Slalom Ski Race
royo Hondo by Jay Waite. "Re· and a Pot Luck Rodeo; a piece of
sponse," writes Waite, "has been.en: mountain landscape' to add the procouraging," and a good list of con- verbial gaspings at Nature to oth~r
tributors ~nd supporters has been gaspings produced by artistry. Praise
secured, but the little review still is due to the substantial citizens who
needs all the help it can get. The have sponsored the International
Quarterly welcomes such manifesta- Convocation and Music Festival.
tions of interest in belles-lettres in
What else? To say, not in a carpour state. Address: Box WI, Arroyo ing but in a sober spirit, a few things
Hondo, N. M. Subscription price: . that need be· said in order to dis- ,
S I. Single copies: 15 cents.
charge our American consciences.

.
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To say that Latin Ameri
schools and churches and other nonhave been'~given at least
single utilitarian' tribune~' might have
voic~ to p~y homage to the "world called the faithful to a pilgnmage
citizen, philosopher, poet." he Lat- meant to pay respect to a cleaT, l~b~
in American republics, whi are off- eral mind in these times of general
. shoots of w~stem civilizatio ,might obfuscation. Yes, a huge peregrinahave added 'a note of rev rberant tion o~ people, just people (our
future. There are south of e Rio best claim to world fategory), to an
Grande men of letters w 0 have .~, American spot to make it vibrant
read Goethe very intelligehtly
in· with the-ideas·. of Goethe, would'
, I
deed.'
I
have been more in consonance with
,./to say, also, that the auditorium the democratic spirit of this country.
There is plenty of roolI\ in these I
facilities are inadequate; that the
«'package" prices and, the "nan-pack-- United Stat,es, there is ing~nuity to
age" ones as well, are too hig?: that build large temporary stadia,. and,
Goethe, one of the true humanists science is advanced enough to make
. of all times, wquld have liked much sounds audible at long distances. To
better th~n "Diamond Horseshoe" display', ricl! intellectual food With
audiences to -have been honored by .~uch pretensions of civil service be·
masses of people coming, some with fore palates unable to taste it beoply pennies.in. their pockets, others cause of lack of the price of the
_with well-lined purses, but <;:ome all check is little short of cruelty. Much
whO; would have Wanted to cor,e. of the best audience. for the ConvoThe artists and intellectuals iWho are cation-those rich in' spiri'( though
participating, I, am sure, wo~lcl also poor in material means-has been
havepref~rred [to be acclaimed by a shut o~. As it is, one feels that
representa~ive body ,of" Am~ricans- ,a great opportunity has been lost
thousands and thousands ~f poor through -short-sighted promotion and
teachers, poor writers, poor artists (a, .the usual ,confusion between luxury
whole class in themselves)" ~hildren 'and value.
.
>
and, youths, com~on folk[Ameri.
Here in QNM ~e did celebrate
high - too, '-cry mO,destly, the Goet,he, Bi·
cans exposing. !hemselves
manifestations, of arts an4 letters, centennial on March 9, 10, ~ '11.
which, at times, have the \(irtue to Two elderly pro'fessors who love
contaminate. Who knows~ RadiO" Goethe (one' invited from a Pacific
sponsors might have been w'illifig to Coast institution) discussed his life
pay the freight ~nd help the contarn- and works; poetry, and diaiogues
ination, perhaps by devisig some' . from Faust were'recited, and musical
clever way pf putting over his par" selections from Beethoven, Mozirt,
ticular kind of "give-away" rogram. Liszt, Schubert: and Brahms were
Surely, the newspapers, m gazin~s, rendered by _faculty and, student voan(other organs of publi<;i ,y w01;lld calists and music~ans. The three
have given ~uchfree spate, and the sessions were simple, reverent, well

-fa
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THE EDITOR'S'CORNER

attended. There was no admission
charge, in spite of the fact that somebody somehow had to pay the small
expenses.

W

REG ION :\ LIS M. Some
readers tell u.s that the Spring issue
placed' too much emphasis on the
region. Otheis will tell us that the
present issue is not regional eno,ugh.
It might be well to restate our posi.
tion. We would like to strike a 50-50
balance between contents (jf univer-.
sal and regional interest, but let it
be well understood that our conception of "regional" partakes of universality too. Quoting from (jlr "Editorial Statement" in the Winter
1948 issue of the 'Quarterly: "A reg!on cannot be conceived of as a
unit, isolated from the rest of the

nation and the world.... Universality is found when we sink our feet in.
the soil around us and see our locale, our microcosm. as a mirror r~~
fleeting the light of the whole and
also as a beacon casting its lights on
the whole. It is in i~ global'significance that th~ region realizes its
larger meaning. We invite contributions upon any subject . . . that i~
constructive Ito better national and
internationalqife. It is those regional
values that' have a national and a
universal application' that we wish
to empha~ize-not the provincial,
picturesque. and banaL . . . We
want a literary-cultural revi~ that
will communicate to a maximum degree universal inflexions and meanings. . . ."
/

,
t

~
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NEW

EXICQ,

VILLA E
ARTS '
,

'",

"

,

"

~

by Roland F. Dickey
'ILLUsTRATED hy Lloyd Lozes Goff
DESIGN~D by Helen Gentry
.I

June selectio . of the Trade Bookc'Clinic Qf th~
Ameri an Inst,tute of Graphic Arts
"With a wealth of deta· which' is evi- 'dence of the'most pains ·ng observation and warmest inter t, the author
covers the folk arts of New Mexico,. their history, dev~lopment, their variation.
One of the finest examples of successful
bridging between classroom gobbledygook and the public'min.d ... authentic
. . . thoroughly readable . . . astonish':'
ingly inf~~mative.'"
. JOSEPH HENRY JACKSON,

San Francisco Chronicle

,

-

"A compreh~nsive treatment of. a littledone subjec~the artistry in the t!veryday life of the old New Mexican civilization. The book is of historical value and
,also a worthy entertainm~nt piece.'" . '.

i

Houston Chronicle

-

"_The daily life of the· Spanish villager
in New Mexico is taken as the central
. theme . . ~ his. house, his costume, hjs
,. eating habits, his agriculture -and ,his
transportation. The book is written for
readability and information.
I

.

•

,The Taos Stair

.'

,
J

$7 .OO~ at your bookstore or
THE UNIVERSITY

,

OF NEW tvfEXICO ,PRE-SS
,

AlbiJque:..que

.'
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ABOUT NEW MEXfCO!
~~.

A special
. offer at a

~iJ"'.JJtII

· u·

n-

.

'

savings ,t:o,you

.-""11J nw;.,.".,..

,I~"",.

RETAILING FOR "3.00- '
.

!.' ,

;"

This Is New M~xic6

is, available in com.bination
, with a $2.00 subscription to
'New Mexico Magaz'ine for a
total of only $4.00.' 1;

!

I

* *' *' ~

.

I

i

1

~

Here in one grand book is a selection of fact ar.ticle~ to:give you
an introductory, appraisal of New
Mexico - covering ..everything
from' pre-history to Atomic
,/ Bombs!
.
. ". ..
Here's what reviewers ••y : .'. " \
". . .An excellent history and a :most readablegui{le," Denver
Post.
-'
". . . Editor Fitzpatrick has done the state and ~. potential
.
visitors a favor," Chicago Tribune. '
'''There are some priceless ite~ in the volume, bits of, I~mericana
to be treasured," Pacific HiStori'cal Re'Vi~w.
. ,{ .' .
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USE THE COUPON TO GET XOUR COP:Y TQDAY!
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I NEW MEXICO. M~GAZIN'E
Santa Fe, New Mexl,co

'~
"'1
'.
,I
Enclosed is my check for $4.00. Please send a copy of Thill ill)
New Mezico and a year's subscription to : ,
.
;
. ','
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I
I
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\
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I

Name ----------:...-----PL'iAs-E-piiNT-~--J----=:-~-·------:---·- I
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Address ---------~---------------------:-------f_--;-----City
-----------;---'--_--- State
~__
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